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Summary

We are constantly immersed in stimuli. Upon reaching our senses, stimuli are pro-

cessed within various brain systems along various pathways into the brain, and

eventually turned into a percept. However, there are percepts that do not result

from responses to external source stimuli. A particular case of this situation is the

auditory percept known as tinnitus. Tinnitus can be seen as a task-irrelevant audi-

tory percept, commonly reported to interfere with normal daily tasks. This is known

from reports made by tinnitus sufferers that refer to their phantom percept as dis-

tracting, and that it diverts their focus from the task-relevant stimuli.

The present thesis main goal was to achieve better understanding of how the brain

processes irrelevant stimuli, and whether similarities with phantom auditory per-

cepts, such as tinnitus, can be inferred. For this, we asked our voluntary subjects

to perform a 1-back task with an auditory or visual task-relevant stream, while they

were simultaneously presented with an auditory or visual task-irrelevant stream.

The task difficulty was modulated by the presentation of distinct task-irrelevant

streams, which characterized the various conditions. Functional Magnetic Reso-

nance Imaging was used to measure the hemodynamic brain responses, and si-

multaneously the behavioral outcomes were recorded.

Brain responses to the distinct irrelevant stimulus streams and to the interactions

with the task-relevant streams were measured. In particular, the comparison be-

tween responses to distinct task-irrelevant stream presentations was performed.

This was firstly investigated employing the auditory task, where the task-relevant

stream was presented to one ear, while the task-irrelevant stream was presented

to the other ear (unimodal study). Secondly, the previous study was extended to

the investigation of audio-visual cross-modal interactions (bimodal study). Neural
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responses to auditory or visual task-irrelevant stimulus presentations, with simul-

taneous presentation of a task-relevant stream to the visual or auditory modality,

were measured. Thirdly, the same tasks used in the unimodal and bimodal stud-

ies were applied to a group of subjects that perceive tinnitus. Task-relevant and

task-irrelevant response interactions with the phantom auditory percept were inves-

tigated. This extended the previous studies to the study of task-irrelevant auditory

percepts that do not result from an external sound source.

The results presented in this thesis show strong evidence that task-irrelevant stim-

ulus processing is modulated by attentional processes, during task performance.

Brain responses to task-irrelevant stimuli were modulated when the task-relevant

stream was presented to the same or to a different modality.

The unimodal experiment results showed that the task-irrelevant stimulus responses,

in the presence of a task-relevant stream, were lateralized and stronger in the au-

ditory cortex contralateral to task-irrelevant stimulus presentation. Additionally, evi-

dence of attentional modulation of auditory task-irrelevant stimulus responses was

presented, with the most difficult condition showing the strongest responses. Fur-

thermore, comparisons between the responses to the different sequences of task-

irrelevant streams, in the presence and absence of a task-relevant stream, were

performed. The results showed evidence of suppressive interactions within the au-

ditory cortex. In particular, it is suggested that the observed response suppression

was caused not only by bottom-up but also by top-down attentional inhibitory mech-

anisms.

In the bimodal experiment, differences between the auditory and visual cortices’

response patterns were observed. During the visual task performance, the audi-

tory cortex responded to the presence of the task-irrelevant stimuli but responses

to each of these auditory task-irrelevant stimuli did not significantly differ. How-

ever, during the auditory task performance, the visual cortex showed response

modulation to the various visual task-irrelevant stimulus presentations. Addition-

ally, the primary and the secondary visual cortices presented different response

patterns. While the primary visual cortex showed a response pattern suggesting

that it was processing the category of the stimuli, the higher visual area responded

more strongly to the less interfering task-irrelevant stimuli. These results suggest
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that the primary visual cortex is not only modulated by attention, but also that it acts

as a feature-based filter of possible irrelevant stimuli, before further processing by

subsequent higher order visual areas.

Finally, task performance and task-irrelevant stimulus response interactions were

measured in the presence of tinnitus. The results in the present thesis do not show

evidence of cognitive impairment in tinnitus, however they clearly indicate that at-

tention plays a role in the control of tinnitus interference. For the tinnitus group,

the primary visual cortex showed significant stronger responses, when compared

to the control group. It is suggested that tinnitus persistently demands attention,

and consequently competes for resources with other brain functions, such as stim-

ulus processing and task performance. Additional significant response differences,

attributable to the presence of tinnitus, were found in the anterior insula and in

the vermis of the cerebellum. These areas have been implicated in various brain

functions and in respect to distinct tinnitus features, like cognitive and emotional as-

pects. This thesis research additionally suggests their implication in attention and

control of interference caused by task-irrelevant stimuli. It is proposed that these

areas are part of distinct interconnected brain networks involved in the generation

or establishment of tinnitus.

In summary, the research studies that comprise this thesis present new results that

push forward our understanding of task-irrelevant stimulus processing. It is given

particular emphasis to the relevance of the irrelevant stimuli that are permanently

present in the environment and that may interfere with the performance of common

daily tasks. This thesis newly introduces a different approach to the study of the

tinnitus phenomenon by looking at its similarities with common environmental task-

irrelevant stimuli. This study resulted in the identification and establishment of the

importance that certain brain regions have in tinnitus processing. Ultimately, this

work generates new questions for future follow-up studies.
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Resumo

Encontramo-nos permanentemente imersos em estímulos. Assim que nos chegam

aos sentidos, os estímulos são processados nos vários sistemas e ao longo de

vários caminhos, no cérebro, e eventualmente resultam na geração de uma per-

cepção. Contudo, existem percepções, por vezes designadas de percepções fan-

tasma, que não resultam de respostas a estímulos com origem em fontes externas.

Um caso particular desta situação é a percepção auditiva designada por tinnitus

(acufenos). Pode pensar-se no tinnitus como uma percepção auditiva irrelevante

para qualquer tarefa. O tinnitus é frequentemente relatado como causa de inter-

ferência na execução de tarefas diárias, um facto conhecido a partir de relatos

efectuados pelas pessoas que sofrem com tinnitus. Estas referem-se ao seu tin-

nitus como uma percepção distractiva, que as impede de focar nos estímulos que

são efectivamente relevantes para a execução de tarefas.

A presente tese tem como principal fim compreender sobre como o cérebro pro-

cessa estímulos irrelevantes (para as tarefas), e se semelhanças com as per-

cepções auditivas fantasma, como é o caso do tinnitus, poderão ser inferidas. Para

atingir este objectivo, foi pedido a voluntários que executassem a tarefa 1-back

com uma sequência de estímulos auditivos ou visuais, quando simultaneamente

era apresentada uma sequência de estímulos auditivos ou visuais irrelevante para

a mesma tarefa. A dificuldade da tarefa foi modulada pela apresentação de se-

quências de estímulos irrelevantes distintas, as quais caracterizaram as várias

condições. Ressonância Magnética Funcional foi usada para medir a resposta

hemodinâmica cerebral e, ao mesmo tempo, as respostas comportamentais asso-

ciadas à execução da tarefa foram guardadas.

As respostas cerebrais às diferentes sequências de estímulos irrelevantes e às
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interacções com as sequências de estímulos relevantes foram medidas. Em par-

ticular, foi feita a comparação entre as respostas às apresentações de diferentes

sequências de estímulos irrelevantes. Estas interacções terão sido primeiramente

investigadas mediante a aplicação da tarefa auditiva, na qual uma sequência de

estímulos relevantes é apresentada num ouvido enquanto uma outra sequência

de estímulos irrelevantes é apresentada no outro ouvido (estudo unimodal). Sub-

sequentemente, estendeu-se a análise anterior ao estudo das interacções en-

tre modalidades distintas, em particular das interacções audio-visuais (estudo bi-

modal). Assim, respostas às apresentações de estímulos irrelevantes, auditivos

ou visuais, com simultânea apresentação de uma sequência relevante, visual ou

auditiva, foram medidas. Por último, empregaram-se as mesmas tarefas usadas

nos estudos anteriores – unimodal e bimodal – a um grupo de voluntários que per-

cepciona tinnitus. Deste modo, investigaram-se as respostas às interacções entre

a apresentação de estímulos relevantes e irrelevantes, e tinnitus. Assim sendo,

foi possível o estudo de percepções auditivas que não resultam de fontes sonoras

externas e que são irrelevantes à realização de tarefas.

Os resultados apresentados na presente tese mostram uma forte evidência de que,

durante a execução de uma tarefa, o processamento de estímulos irrelevantes é

modulado por processos de atenção. Particularmente, as respostas aos estímu-

los irrelevantes foram moduladas com a apresentação de estímulos relevantes na

mesma ou numa outra modalidade.

Os resultados da experiência unimodal mostraram que as respostas aos estímulos

irrelevantes para a tarefa, na presença da sequência de estímulos relevantes, é

lateralizada e mais forte no córtex auditivo contralateral à apresentação dos estí-

mulos irrelevantes. Adicionalmente, foi apresentada evidência de que as respostas

à apresentação de estímulos auditivos irrelevantes é modulada pela atenção, com

a condição de maior grau de dificuldade a mostrar respostas mais fortes. Foram

ainda efectuadas comparações entre as respostas às diferentes sequências de

estímulos irrelevantes, na presença e ausência da sequência de estímulos rele-

vantes. Os resultados mostram evidência da presença de interacções supressivas

no córtex auditivo. Em particular, os resultados sugerem que a resposta supres-

siva observada resulta não só de mecanismos de tipo bottom-up mas também de

mecanismos inibitórios de atenção de tipo top-down.
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Na experiência bimodal, foram observadas diferenças entre os padrões de resposta

dos córtices visual e auditivo. Durante a tarefa visual, o córtex auditivo respondeu

à presença de estímulus auditivos irrelevantes mas as respostas a cada um destes

estímulos auditivos irrelevantes não foram significativamente differentes. No en-

tanto, durante a tarefa auditiva, o córtex visual mostrou evidência de modulação

nas respostas resultantes da presença de estímulos visuais irrelevantes. Adicional-

mente, os córtices visuais primário e secundário mostraram diferentes padrões de

resposta. Ao passo que o padrão de resposta do córtex primário sugere uma ac-

tividade neuronal em resposta à categoria do estímulo apresentado, o córtex visual

secundário respondeu mais fortemente ao estímulo irrelevante passível de causar

menos interferência. Os resultados sugerem que o córtex visual primário não só

é modulado pela atenção, mas que funciona ainda como um filtro de atributos, ou

características, ao processar estímulos irrelevantes, antes de estes serem subse-

quentemente processados por áreas visuais secundárias.

Finalmente, foram medidas as respostas resultantes da execução da tarefa e as

resultantes de interacções com os estímulos irrelevantes, na presença de tinnitus.

Os resultados obtidos não mostram evidência de distúrbios cognitivos passíveis de

serem atribuídos ao tinnitus. No entanto, os resultados sugerem que a atenção

tem um papel importante no controlo da interferência causada pelo tinnitus. As

respostas do córtex visual do grupo com tinnitus foram mais fortes, quando com-

paradas com o grupo de controlo (sem tinnitus). É sugerido que o tinnitus re-

quer atenção persistente, e consequentemente compete por recursos com outras

funções cerebrais, tais como o processamento de estímulos e execução de tarefas.

Adicionalmente, foram ainda encontradas diferenças significativas entre os grupos

de controlo e de tinnitus, na região anterior da insula e na região correspondente ao

vermis do cerebelo. Estas regiões têm sido implicadas em várias funções cerebrais

e em relação a vários aspectos relativos ao tinnitus, como por exemplo os de carác-

ter cognitivo e emocional. A investigação apresentada na presente tese sugere que

esta regiões se encontram implicadas em processos de atenção e no controle de

interferência causada pelos estímulos irrelevantes. Os resultados suportam ainda

a ideia de que estas áreas fazem parte de diferentes redes interligadas de regiões

cerebrais envolvidas na geração e manutenção do tinnitus.

Em suma, os estudos que compõem esta tese apresentam resultados originais
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que avançam o nosso conhecimento acerca do processamento de estímulos irrel-

evantes. É apresentada particular ênfase na relevância dos estímulos irrelevantes,

que permanentemente se nos apresentam no ambiente e que podem interferir com

a execução das tarefas comuns do quotidiano. É ainda introduzida uma nova abor-

dagem ao estudo do fenómeno tinnitus, ao dar-se particular enfoque nas semel-

hanças entre esta percepção fantasma e os estímulos irrelevantes que habitual-

mente nos rodeiam. Este estudo resultou na identificação e no estabelecimento da

importância que algumas regiões cerebrais têm no processamento do tinnitus. Em

última análise, este trabalho gera novas questões para futuros estudos nesta área.
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CHAPTER 1
General Introduction



GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 This Thesis

1.1.1 Thesis main goals

This thesis focus is the study of task-irrelevant auditory responses in the human

brain, by means of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).

The present thesis general aim is to achieve better understanding of how the brain

processes irrelevant stimulus, and whether similarities with auditory percepts as tin-

nitus can be inferred. For this, subjects will be presented an auditory or visual task-

irrelevant stream, under various conditions, while simultaneously they are required

to perform a 1-back auditory or visual task with a distinct task-relevant stream, to

keep their attention focused elsewhere.

Because the main goal of the study regards the irrelevant stimulus processing, the

task and the corresponding task-relevant stimuli will be kept invariant. Each con-

dition will be defined by the task-irrelevant stimuli that are presented concurrently

with the task-relevant stimuli.

Consequently, the following research sub-goals were defined:

• Characterize behavioral and brain response differences between attended

and unattended stimuli;

• Characterize response interactions as a function of relevant and irrelevant

stimulus relationship – concordance or discordance;

• Characterize behavioral outcomes and corresponding brain responses to ir-

relevant stimuli, particularly for distinct unattended conditions – passive stim-

ulation and task performance. This shall be performed for two different ses-

sions:

– Unimodal (auditory): relevant and irrelevant stimuli belong to the same

modality. This session will comprise monotic passive listening and monotic

task conditions (left or right ear). Furthermore, this session will comprise

binaural conditions where attention is directed to the task-relevant stim-

uli presented to one ear, while task-irrelevant stimuli are presented to
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1.1 THIS THESIS

the other ear;

– Bimodal (auditory-visual): relevant and irrelevant stimuli belong to the

auditory or the visual modality. This session will comprise unimodal pas-

sive and unimodal task conditions (auditory or visual). Also, this session

will comprise bimodal conditions - auditory or visual - where attention

is directed to the task-relevant stimuli presented to one modality, while

task-irrelevant stimuli are presented to the other modality;

• Characterize behavioral outcomes and corresponding brain responses result-

ing from the presence of the task-irrelevant tinnitus percept, during the per-

formance of the tasks described above.

1.1.2 Outline

Following, along this first chapter, the reader will find a general introduction to the

main topics of the thesis. This introduction will not be a detailed exposition on each

topic but rather an overview for the reader to get familiarized with the auditory and

visual sensory systems, the attention system, the tinnitus phenomenon and the

fMRI technique. The following chapters, specifically Chapters 2-4, will provide more

detailed information related with the study in question.

Chapter 2 studies the relevance of auditory task-irrelevant stimuli. Neural responses

to monotic task-irrelevant stimulation, monotic task-relevant stimulation and dichotic

stimulation with an attended task-relevant stream to one ear and an unattended

task-irrelevant stream to the other ear simultaneously, are presented and discussed.

Chapter 3 extends the study of task-irrelevant stimuli to auditory binaural and visual

stimulation. In this chapter, neural responses to unimodal auditory and visual task-

irrelevant stimulation, and bimodal stimulation with an attended task-relevant stream

to one modality and an unattended task-irrelevant stream to the other modality are

investigated.

Chapter 4 presents a tinnitus study involving BOLD measurements resulting from

the performance of a sustained auditory or visual attention task using distinct unat-

tended conditions. This will extend the studies presented in the previous chapters

(Chapters 2-3) to the study of a task-irrelevant sound percept that does not result
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from an external sound source.

Finally, Chapter 5 presents a summary and general conclusion of all the research

mentioned, integrating the thesis main outcomes. Additionally, research limitations

and future directions are discussed.

1.2 Auditory system

“Sounds, then, are produced in us and felt when (without any special quality of harmonious-

ness or dissonance) there is a rapid vibration of air, forming minutely small waves, which

move certain cartilages of a certain drum which is in our ear.”

Galileo Galilei, The Assayer (1623). Quoted in Ariew, R., and Watkins, E. (2009). Modern

Philosophy (Second Edition): An Anthology of Primary Sources. Hackett Publishing.

1.2.1 Sound, hearing and auditory processing

A ’sound’ is a pressure wave that propagates through the medium. The term usually

refers to sound pressure waves in the range of the sensitivity of the human ear –

typically between 20 Hz and 20 kHz.

Hearing has two major components: a peripheral aspect that regards the mechan-

ics of hearing and takes place in the ear; a central part that regards the processing

of electrical auditory signals and takes place in the brain.

1.2.2 Peripheral hearing

The ear can be subdivided in three main parts: the outer, the middle and the inner

ear. (Figure 1.1) The sound enters the outer ear via the auricle and is conducted

through the external auditory meatus (or simply ear canal) until it reaches the tym-

panic membrane in the middle ear. Both the auricle and the ear canal are respon-

sible for the transmission of sound waves to the middle ear. Additionally, acoustic

resonance processes in the outer ear are responsible for the amplification of sound

intensity, particularly for frequencies in the range of 2-4 kHz.

In the middle ear, the sound pressure wave causes the tympanic membrane to
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vibrate, which in turn causes the ossicles to vibrate. The ossicles, are responsible

for the sound to be transmitted to the cochlea, in the inner ear. The cochlea is a

tubular coiled structure, consisting of three cavities filled with fluid. The middle ear

role is to match the impedance between the outer and the inner ears (Moore et al.,

2010). (Figure 1.1)

Figure 1.1 Human peripheral hearing organ. The sound is collected by the auricle and
conducted through the external auditory meatus to the tympanic membrane, causing it to
vibrate. Consequently, the ossicles in the middle ear vibrate, transmitting energy to the in-
ner ear. It is in the cochlea, the inner ear coiled structure, that sound vibrations are trans-
duced into neural impulses. Adapted from Chittka L, Brockmann A (2005) Perception
Space—The Final Frontier. PLoS Biol 3(4): e137. doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0030137.

It is in the cochlea that the information encoded in the mechanical sound wave is

transformed into electrical neural impulses. This is accomplished through the neu-

ral receptors known as hair cells. The hair cells are arranged in rows in the organ of

corti, which sits along the basilar membrane. Each hair cell has a cluster of stere-
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ocilia that touches the tectorial membrane when pressure changes are transmitted

through the fluids. As a response the cell depolarizes sending electrical signals, or

action potentials through the auditory nerve fibers connecting the brain.

The well functioning of the peripheral hearing system can be assessed by an ear

examination (otoscopy) performed by an otolaryngologist, also referred to as ear,

nose and throat (ENT) doctor. An ear examination is commonly followed by au-

diometric tests such as tympanometry and pure tone audiometry. Tympanometry

tests the mobility of the tympanic membrane during the exposure to certain tested

frequencies. Pure tone audiometry tests the hearing sensitivity, it is determined

in a soundproof room by means of an audiometer. Each tested ear is presented

with tone frequencies at a certain intensity levels and hearing thresholds for that

frequency can be determined, and used to create an audiogram. (Figure 1.2)

Figure 1.2 Audiogram. Hearing level (HL) in decibels (dB) is represented
in the vertical axis and frequency (in Hz or kHz) in the horizontal axis.
Examples of normal (solid lines) and moderate to severe hearing loss
(dashed lines), for the left (blue) and right (red) ears are shown. Normal
hearing (< 20 dB HL) and hearing loss regions (> 20dB HL) are coloured:
normal hearing (white), mild hearing loss (yellow), moderate hearing loss
(green), severe hearing loss (blue) and profound hearing loss (pink).
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1.2.3 Central hearing: subcortical pathways

The auditory nerve fibers (ANF) constitute the axons of the spiral ganglion neurons,

which are responsible for transferring the acoustic information from the organ of

Corti to the central nervous system (CNS).

These axons leave the cochlea (cochlear nerve) and join other axons leaving the

vestibular part of the cochlea (vestibular nerve) to form the vestibulo-cochlear nerve

(VIIIth cranial nerve).These then enter the cochlear nucleus (CN) in the brainstem,

the first relay in the auditory pathway. (Figure 1.3)

Upon entering the CN the ANF divide in two branches, with one projecting to the

anterior part of the CN (anteroventral cochlear nucleus, AVCN) and the other to the

CN posteroventral (PVCN) and dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) regions. The CN

receives information from the ANF, processes it, and sends its outputs to various

parts in the central auditory system (CAS). Furthermore, the CN presents tonotopic

organization (Spirou et al., 1993), and performs spectral sharpening and integration

of auditory information (Spirou et al., 1999).

Although the CN receives only inputs from the ipsilateral cochlea, it projects ipsi-

laterally and contralaterally to the superior olivary complex (SOC) of the brainstem

(indirect route, mostly from the AVCN). Additionally, CN neurons project their axons

contralaterally to the inferior colliculus (IC) through a fiber tract named lateral lem-

niscus (LL) (direct route, mostly from the DCN). The LL contains neurons, which

define the nuclei of the LL and are important to the binaural response in the con-

tralateral IC and in the auditory cortex (AC) (Ehret and Romand, 1997). There is

evidence that a connection between the two CN is also present (Ehret and Romand,

1997).

The next stage in the ascending auditory pathway is the SOC, located in the brain-

stem. It plays an important role in binaural processing, since information from both

the left and right CN is converged here. Information such as interaural time differ-

ence, and interaural intensity difference are computed here, thus SOC is a major

player in sound source localization (Moore, 1991; Ehret and Romand, 1997).

Most of the axons leaving the CN, SOC and LL project directly or indirectly to the

IC, making this structure a mandatory station in the ascending auditory pathway.
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Figure 1.3 A simplified representation of the ascending auditory pathway, originating
from one ear. Upon leaving the cochlea, the cochlear nerve synapses in the cochlear
nucleus (CN), where auditory signals are transmitted at least through two parallel path-
ways. In the binaural pathway signals are transmitted bilaterally to the superior olivary
complex (SOC), where information originating from the left and right CN is converged.
Here, interaural time and intensity differences are computed in the interest of sound
source localization. The SOC further projects to the inferior colliculus (IC) via a fiber
tract called lateral lemniscus (LL). In a second monaural pathway, signals carrying spec-
tral information leave the CN and are directly transmitted to the IC via the contralateral
LL. The IC constitutes a major auditory processing structure, and it has direct projec-
tions to the medial geniculate nucleus (MGN), in the thalamus. From the MGN signals
are further transmitted to the auditory cortex (AC).

Between the left and the right IC there is another commissural connection, allowing

for additional binaural interactions along the ascending auditory pathway. The IC
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plays an important role in binaural hearing, response modulation and is also an

integrative station, by responding to non-auditory stimuli such as somatosensory

(Ehret and Romand, 1997). The IC projects to the thalamus, which provides the

major road for projections to the cortex.

The cytoarchitecture of the thalamus allows its organization in three distinct groups:

the ventral, the medial and the dorsal regions. Additionally, different nuclei of the

thalamus, each of which no more than a well defined group of cells, seem to sub-

serve functionally distinct information.

The main auditory nucleus of the thalamus is the medial geniculate nucleus (MGN)

that constitutes the major auditory relay station before the information enters the

cortex. The ventral MGN receives projections from the IC and sends information

to the AC. Additionally, the MGN contains higher order relays, meaning that it re-

ceives input from the AC and distributes this information to other cortical areas

(Lee, 2013; Shepherd, 2004). Adjacent to the MGN, the lateral-posterior thalamic

nucleus receives input from the IC (Andersen et al., 1980), it additionally shows

tonotopic organization that is preserved through its projections to the cortex (Imig

and Morel, 1985). The reticular nucleus of the thalamus projects mainly to the dor-

sal MGN and plays a role in controlling information originating from the AC (Ehret

and Romand, 1997). Additionally, the MGN projects to the amygdala, which plays

an important role in the processing of auditory-related emotions, namely the asso-

ciation of emotional responses to acoustic stimulus (LeDoux et al., 1985; Bordi and

LeDoux, 1994a, 1994b).

1.2.4 Central hearing: the auditory cortex

The auditory cortex is distributed over the upper part of the temporal lobe and con-

sists of the highest station along the auditory pathway. The auditory cortex com-

prises the Heschl gyrus (HG), the planum temporale and planum polare (Ehret and

Romand, 1997; Hackett, 2008). Considering the cytoarchitectonic classification of

the various brain regions undertaken by Brodmann (Brodmann and Gary, 2006), the

auditory regions in the cerebral cortex correspond roughly to the areas 41 (BA41,

primary auditory cortex), 42 (BA 42, secondary auditory cortex) in the superior tem-

poral gyrus (STG), and area 22 (BA22, auditory association cortex). (Figure 1.4)
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Figure 1.4 The auditory cortex according to Brodmann. The primary auditory area
41 (BA41) roughly corresponds to the Heschl gyrus. The secondary auditory area
42 (BA42) roughly corresponds to the planum temporale. The association area
22 (BA22) partially corresponds to the temporal gyrus. Adapted from Chittka L,
Brockmann A (2005) Perception Space—The Final Frontier. PLoS Biol 3(4): e137.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0030137, and Brodmann, K. (1909). Vergleichende Lokalisa-
tionslehre der Großhirnrinde. Leipzig: Barth.

The primary auditory cortex (PAC) shows morphological variability across individ-

uals, however it can be defined as the medial two-thirds of the HG (Rademacher

et al., 2001). Additionally, it can also be separated into three sub-regions along

the mediolateral axis of the HG (Morosan et al., 2001). Given the variability of this

structure and the various proposed subdivisions, it is not yet well established how

the human PAC should be defined (Abdul-Kareem and Sluming, 2008). All trans-

verse temporal gyri extend medio-laterally into the lateral sulcus, or Sylvian fissure,

and laterally along the STS. The HG consists of the first transverse temporal gyrus,

located posterior to the first transverse temporal sulcus, which makes a separation

with the planum polare. Additionally, the HG is located anterior to the Heschl’ sul-

cus, which folds into the planum temporale, and posteriorly in the lateral sulcus.
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Beside the input from the MGN, which projects largely to the superior temporal

gyrus (STG), there are also commissural connections between the left and right

cortex running through the corpus callosum.

Since the earliest MEG studies (Elberling et al., 1982; Romani et al., 1982) further

research employing MEG, EEG and microelectrode technique have established that

the human auditory cortex is tonotopically organized (Yamamoto et al., 1988, 1992;

Kuriki and Murase, 1989; Pantev et al., 1988, 1995; Tiitinen et al., 1993; Cansino et

al. 1994; Verkindt et al., 1995; Huotilainen et al., 1995; Howard et al., 1996; Fujioka

et al., 2002; Gabriel et al., 2004; Weisz et al., 2004). Although PET and fMRI

studies allowed a more precise determination of tonotopic maps location, there is

not yet a consensus regarding these maps’ location and orientation in respect to

Heschl’s gyrus (Lauter et al., 1985; Wessinger et al., 1997; Bilecen et al., 1998;

Lockwood et al., 1999; Formisano et al., 2003; Talavage et al., 2004; Langers et

al., 2007; Humphries et al., 2010; Dick et al., 2012; Langers and van Dijk, 2012;

Moerel et al., 2014; Schönwiesner et al., 2014; for a review see Baumann et al.,

2013; Saenz and Langers, 2014).

It is important to state that information does not exclusively flow in the feed-forward

direction. In fact, feedback projections exist all along the way from the cortex to the

cochlea: each station has outputs back to its immediately lower station. Direct de-

scending projections have also been reported between the IC and the CN, and the

cortex and the IC (Winer et al., 1998; Bajo and Moore, 2005), and some evidence

exists that direct projections from the cortex to the CN are also present (Schofield

et al., 2006).

1.3 Visual system

“Vision is the sense of the stimulated retina (affectae retiformis) filled with visual spirit; or,

To see is to be aware to the extent that the retina is stimulated.”

Johannes Kepler, Dioptrice (1611). Quoted in Crombie, A. C. (1990). Science, Optics, and

Music in Medieval and Early Modern Thought. A&C Black.
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1.3.1 Seeing and peripheral viewing

Viewing starts in the eye. Light is reflected from objects, it enters the eye by first

passing through the cornea, a transparent refractive structure that covers the ante-

rior chamber, and the pupil that is circumscribed by the iris. The pupil is an aperture,

whose size is controlled by the iris in response to light presence.

After passing the cornea, light passes through the anterior chamber, then it tra-

verses the pupil to enter the posterior chamber. The anterior and posterior cham-

bers are filled with an aqueous fluid also known as aqueous humor that is secreted

by the ciliary body. The presence of these fluids keeps a specific intraocular pres-

sure in order to protect the retina and the optic nerve fibers from damage, it also

provides nutrients to structures such as the cornea and the lens, which are not vas-

cularized. Light is then focused by the crystalline lens before entering the vitreous

body. The lens is a biconvex transparent structure that, as the cornea, helps to

refract light. Due to its elastic properties, the lens is able to stretch and contract

allowing it to change its refractive properties, particularly by changing its curvature

and consequently its focal length. After passing the lens, light traverses the vitre-

ous body and is focused on the retina, where visual processing starts. An inverted

image is formed on the retina – the retinal image. (Figure 1.5)

The retina senses the light and turns it into nerve impulses that are carried out

through the optic nerve into the brain. A transduction process must occur so that

light projected on the retina is converted into electrical signals. Visible light con-

sists of an energy band of the electromagnetic spectrum, with wavelength ranging

from 400 nm to 700 nm (Goldstein, 2009). Phototransduction occurs in the pho-

toreceptors of the retina (rods and cones) via the proteins that compose the visual

pigment molecules: light sensitive opsins change their shape (isomerization) when

they absorb a photon, triggering a biochemical phototransduction cascade that re-

sults in the receptor’s hyperpolarization. Next, the photoreceptors send information

to the intermediate bipolar cells, which synapse to the amacrine cells and the retinal

ganglion cells. Amacrine cells synapse back to bipolar cells and also to the retinal

ganglion cells (for a review see Masland, 2012).

Retinal ganglion cell axons form the optic nerve that is responsible for transmitting

electric signals from the retina to various central regions in the brain (Goldstein,
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2009).

Figure 1.5 The eye structures. Light traverses the cornea and enters the eye through
the pupil. Then it projects through the lens onto the retina, in back of the eye. The retina
converts the light into neuronal impulses that are carried through the optic nerve to the
visual areas, located centrally in the brain. Adapted from the work released into the
public domain by Rhcastilhos.

1.3.2 Central viewing: subcortical pathways

The optic nerve leaves the eyeball and enters the cranial cavity through the optic

canal. The nasal (medial) fibers decussate (cross) in the optic chiasm to join the

contralateral optic tract, and the temporal (lateral) fibers remain on the ispilateral

side. (Figure 1.6)

From the optic nerve there are minor pathways that project to the pretectal nucleus

in the midbrain, which is involved in light reflex movements, or to the suprachias-

matic nucleus in the hypothalamus, which is involved in regulating the sleep-wake

cycle.
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Figure 1.6 A simplified representation of the major visual pathways. The axons of the
retinal ganglion cells leave the eye and form the optic nerve. The fibers that originate
from the nasal part of the retina partially decussate in the optic chiasm to the opposite
optic tract. Therefore, the optic tract on each side comprises fibers originating from
both eyes: the left optic tract will contain nasal fibers from the right (contralateral) eye
and temporal fibers from the left (ipsilateral) eye. Thus, the left optic tract will contain
fibers representing the right visual field. In other words, each optic fiber tract contains
fibers originating from both eyes and representing the contralateral visual field. The ma-
jority of the optic tract fibers project to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). However,
projections to the pulvinar and superior colliculus also occur. Finally, all these subcor-
tical structures project to the visual cortex. Adapted from K.D. Schroeder, Wikimedia
Commons, License: CC-BY-SA 3.0.
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The main visual pathway comprises the optical nerve fibers that project from the

retina to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), in the thalamus. From the LGN, the

optic radiation (or geniculocalcarine tract) projects to other subcortical structures

such as the superior colliculus and the pulvinar, which in humans have been in-

volved in eye movement and attention (Miikkulainen et al., 2006). Some of the

geniculocalcarine fibers also project anteriorly to the temporal lobe, and loop pos-

teriorly to the calcarine fissure (Meyers’s loop). The LGN constitutes the thalamic

station between the retina and the visual cortex, particularly with the striate or pri-

mary visual cortex (PVC). In addition to the retina, the LGN receives information

from the visual cortex and the brainstem (Shepherd, 2004). Additionally, it receives

local input from other LGN neurons and other thalamic nuclei (Sherman and Koch,

1986; Wilson et al., 1984).

Previous research has shown that LGN responses are modulated by attention (O’Connor

et al., 2002). The LGN has been largely seen as a first order relay structure, re-

sponsible for transmitting information from the retina to the visual cortex. However,

it also plays a significant role in relaying information between cortical areas, or in

other words in cortico-cortical communication (higher order relay). Similarly, the

pulvinar, is essentially a higher order thalamic nucleus that mainly projects to ex-

trastriate visual areas (Sherman, 2007).

1.3.3 Central viewing: the visual cortex

The visual cortex can be subdivided in various distinct regions. The cytoarchitec-

tonic classification of the visual areas undertaken by Brodmann (Brodmann and

Gary, 2006) resulted in three main areas – areas 17, 18 and 19. Area 17 (BA17)

corresponds essentially to the striate cortex or PVC, sitting medially in the occipital

cortex. Surrounding BA17 is the visual association area 18 (BA18) that with area

19 (BA19) comprises the extrastriate cortex. (Figure 1.7)

Other maps of human and nonhuman primates’ visual cortex have been proposed.

In particular research done on monkeys have proposed different terms and subdivi-

sion: V1 and V2 that largely correspond to BA17 and BA18; however other regions

termed V3, V4, V5, V6 do not have a direct correspondence, but partially overlap

BA19 and BA18 (Amunts et al., 2000).
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Figure 1.7 Medial view of the visual cortex areas as defined by Brod-
mann. Primary visual cortex area 17 in the striate cortex, and higher
order areas 18 and 19 in the extrastriate cortex are shown. Adapted
from Brodmann, K. (1909). Vergleichende Lokalisationslehre der
Großhirnrinde. Leipzig: Barth.

The PVC is the first cortical site of visual processing, which then passes information

to other higher visual cortical areas (e.g. BA18, BA19). Parallel pathways extend

into the temporal and parietal lobes as information-processing becomes increas-

ingly specialized (Essen et al., 1992).

Neurons in the PVC respond to particular features in the visual input images, such

as to a particular orientation present in the visual field, which is an important char-

acteristic of PVC neurons known as orientation selectivity (Ringach, 2004; Miikku-

lainen et al., 2006). The PVC has a retinotopic organization, which means that the

spatial representation of the visual image is preserved and organized into visual

field maps. The image spatial arrangement is preserved by the various structures

of the visual pathway before reaching the PVC: the cornea and the lens (optical

system), the photoreceptors and within the retina (peripheral neural system). The

retinal ganglion cells have center-surround receptive fields, which form a map of the

visual image that will be further preserved in the LGN cells (Chen et al., 1999).

The primary visual cortex projects to the ventral and dorsal extrastriate cortex con-

stituting two pathways that have been suggested to serve distinct functions within
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the visual system: the ventral for the identification of “what an object is” (the ’what’

pathway), and the dorsal for the localization of ’where an object is’ (the ’where’

pathway) (Creem and Proffitt, 2001).

Additionally, the visual cortex sends top-down modulatory inputs to the LGN and the

pulvinar (corticothalamic inputs) (Guillery and Sherman, 2002; Updyke, 1977), and

to the superior colliculus and pretectal nuclei involved in eye movement (Updyke,

1977; Lui et al., 1995).

Attentional response modulations in the extrastriate and striate have been reported

(Corbetta et al., 1990; Kastner et al., 1998; Wandell et al., 2007). Visual cortex

responses are know to be modulated by task difficulty (Chen et al., 2008; Runeson

et al., 2013) or spatial attention (Somers et al., 1999; Gandhi et al., 1999; Corbetta

and Shulman, 2002).

1.4 Attention system

“Every one knows what attention is. It is the taking possession by the mind, in clear and vivid

form, of one out of what seem several simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought.

Focalization, concentration, of consciousness are of its essence. It implies withdrawal from

some things in order to deal effectively with others (...). ”

James, W. (1890), The Principles of Psychology.

Attention has been a relevant concept in psychology and more recently in cognitive

neuroscience. Attention is important for selection of relevant stimuli in the environ-

ment and the control of information resulting from other cognitive processes.

Attention can be viewed as an independent system, comprising various anatomi-

cal areas, and subserving distinct functions in mental processing. Three distinct

functionally independent attentional networks have been proposed: the alerting net-

work, the orienting network and the executive network (Posner and Petersen, 1990;

Petersen and Posner, 2012).

The alerting network relates to a state of response readiness to salient events (pha-

sic alertness), and a general wakefulness or arousal (tonic alertness) (Sturm and

Willmes, 2001; Raz, 2006; Petersen and Posner, 2012). Alertness can affect the
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speed of selection of information, or the attentional response. The anatomical ar-

eas that have been implicated in alertness comprise the midbrain, the thalamus,

and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (Sturm and Willmes, 2001; Yanaka et al.,

2010). Additionally, the noradrenegic neurons in the locus coeruleus have been

implicated in arousal and vigilance, but also in selective attention, responding not

only to task-relevant stimuli but also to task-irrelevant stimuli (Usher et al., 1999;

Aston-Jones et al., 1999).

The orienting network is involved in the selection of information from external sources.

Orienting to sensory information in the environment can be involuntary or voluntary.

Involuntary orienting is sensory driven, and it is also named exogenous or bottom-

up orienting. Consequently, stimulus processing is referred as bottom-up process-

ing of information, when no feedback information results from higher brain areas to

lower brain areas. Voluntary orienting, also referred to as endogenous or top-down

orienting, relates to the attentional orientation that is controlled by cognitive fac-

tors such as expectations or goals. The cognitive processing of information when it

flows from higher to lower brain areas is named top-down processing (Corbetta and

Shulman, 2002; Raz, 2006; Petersen and Posner, 2012). It has been shown that

these two components of orienting are related with two interacting subnetworks: a

dorsal and a ventral network (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). The dorsal subnetwork

comprises the frontal eye field and the superior parietal lobule and it has been pro-

posed to be mainly a top-down processing center; whereas the ventral subnetwork

includes the temporoparietal junction, the anterior insula and the ventral frontal cor-

tex, and it is considered to be largely devoted to bottom-up sensory processing, and

processing of salient events (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002).

The executive network concerns target detection, or to be more exact, the moment

of target detection, which is related to the capture of awareness and conscious pro-

cessing. The frontal and parietal lobes, and the ACC have been shown to belong to

the executive network. These constitute regions that have been involved in percep-

tion, planning, conflict resolution and error detection, and often in conjunction with

the anterior insula (Petersen and Posner, 2012). It has been proposed that this net-

work can be subdivided into fronto-parietal and cingulo-opercular components. The

former related to initiation, adjustment and set-switching, and the latter important

for a stable set-maintenance during task-performance (Dosenbach et al., 2008).
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It is known that attention can enhance behavioral outcomes, such as reaction times

or performance, when stimuli are attended (Yeshurun and Carrasco, 1999; Mishra

and Gazzaley, 2012).

Additionally, attention has an effect in various brain systems, in particular in the sen-

sory systems. Attention can modulate the neural responses to presented stimuli:

responses can be enhanced when stimuli are attended and suppressed when the

stimuli are unattended (for a review see Petersen and Posner, 2012).

In particular, the visual and the auditory areas have been studied. Auditory at-

tentional modulations in the inner ear (Giard et al., 1994; Wittekindt et al., 2014),

subcortical (Rinne et al., 2008) and cortical (Hari et al., 1989; Petkov et al., 2004;

Okamoto et al., 2007; Bidet-Caulet et al., 2007) auditory areas have been shown,

with the involvement of frontal and parietal regions (Alho et al., 1999; Zatorre et

al., 1999; Shomstein and Yantis, 2004; Salmi et al., 2007). Similarly, attentional

modulations were found in pupillary responses (Binda et al., 2013; Mathôt et al.,

2013), subcortical (Wurtz et al., 2011; Gouws et al., 2014; Katyal and Ress, 2014),

and cortical (Kastner et al., 1999; Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000; Slotnick et al.,

2003; Sylvester et al., 2008) visual areas. Also, other various areas such as the

frontal-eye field, frontal and parietal areas (Corbetta, 1998; Ekstrom et al., 2008;

Kastner et al., 1999; Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000; Sylvester et al., 2008) have

been implicated in visual attention studies.

1.5 Tinnitus

“I have a constant high chirping sound like crickets, sometimes the crickets have a party and

the sound is very loud. When my kids open a bag of chips the noise is almost unbearable

loud. But also thinking about it makes the noise louder.”

An excerpt from a tinnitus description provided by a subject, who has participated in the

experiment detailed in Chapter 4.
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1.5.1 What is tinnitus?

Tinnitus can be defined as an auditory percept that has no external source, there-

fore it is also commonly referred to as an auditory phantom percept. When the

cause cannot be attributed to any physical sound source resulting from inside the

body the tinnitus is said to be subjective, in the other cases it is called objective.

Since subjective tinnitus is the subject of study of the present thesis, from this point,

subjective tinnitus will be simply referred as tinnitus.

Tinnitus sound characterization is constrained to the subjective reports made by

participants. Commonly reported sounds range from noise or tone-like sounds, to

crickets, ringing bells or ocean wave sounds. Additionally, reports referring to sound

localization vary as well. Tinnitus sounds can be perceived as coming from the

head, unilaterally in one of the ears, or bilaterally in both ears (Eggermont, 2012).

Tinnitus is highly prevalent among the population, with approximately 50 million

adults in the Unites States of America (Shargorodsky et al., 2010) and an estimated

70 million in the European Union reported that they have experienced tinnitus. Addi-

tionally, prolonged tinnitus requiring medical evaluation affects 10% to 15% of adults

(Heller, 2003; Henry et al., 2005), a number that increases after the age of 60, with

8% to 20% of adults being affected (Snow, 2004; Baguley et al., 2012). Tinnitus

prevalence increases with age, peaking between 60-69 years, and then decreasing

with older ages (Shargorodsky et al., 2010b; Sindhusake et al., 2003b). Less clear

are data regarding gender differences. Some studies suggest that tinnitus is more

common in males than females (Demeester et al., 2007), a difference that might be

related to noise exposure in the workplace. However, other studies reveal no evi-

dence that tinnitus is differently experienced between men and women (Lockwood

et al., 2002; Sindhusake et al., 2003b; Snow, 2004). Nevertheless, women seem to

suffer more from tinnitus related distress than men (Erlandsson and Holgers, 2001;

Vaneste et al., 2012; Seydel et al., 2013).

Noise exposure, head and neck injuries and hearing infections are the most com-

monly associated conditions reported by tinnitus sufferers (Henry et al., 2005) and

constitute the main risk factor associated with tinnitus in a population of older adults

(Sindhusake et al., 2003b). In particular, epidemiological studies show high preva-

lence of hearing loss (HL) in older population (Sindhusake et al., 2003a, 2003a),
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constituting an important comorbid factor (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004; Nicolas-

Puel et al., 2002, 2006).

Over the last years, increased attention has been drawn to young population hear-

ing condition. Various studies showed evidence of increasing prevalence of tinnitus

and hearing loss in young population (Niskar, 2001; Henderson et al., 2011; Shar-

gorodsky et al., 2010a; Davis et al., 1998). A recent study showed that 7.5% of

the 12 to 19 year-old of the young population in the USA reported tinnitus lasting 5

minutes or more in the preceding 12 months, 76% had normal hearing thresholds,

and 30.3% reported worsening of tinnitus after recreational noise or music exposure

(Mahboubi et al., 2013). Additionally, another study conducted in Belgium showed

that 18.3% of student adolescents (14 to 18 year-old) experienced permanent tin-

nitus in one or both ears associated with recreational noise exposure (Gilles et al.,

2013). Similarly, in Sweden, tinnitus and noise sensitivity prevalence among 13 to

19 year-old adolescents was 8.7% and 17.1% respectively (Widén and Erlandsson,

2004). However, tinnitus occurs also in the absence of hearing loss suggesting that

it is not necessary for the development of tinnitus (Stouffer and Tyler, 1990; Barnea

et al., 1990; Lee et al., 2007).

Furthermore, tinnitus has a direct impact in quality of life. Tinnitus severity and

impact in the person’s quality of life is typically assessed through questionnaires.

Tinnitus Handicap Inventory (THI) test is one of a few that are commonly used,

which assesses impact on everyday functioning focusing on functional, emotional

and catastrophic response to situations. Depression (Lewis et al., 1994; Andersson

et al., 2001) and emotional difficulties in relationships with family and friends are im-

portant comorbid factors commonly reported by tinnitus sufferers (Erlandsson and

Hallberg, 2000). Previous studies have suggested that patients with tinnitus show

higher risk for anxiety and depression (Crocetti et al., 2009; Halford and Ander-

son, 1991). However, more recently another study showed that frequent tinnitus

was associated with generalized anxiety disorder but not major depressive disorder

(Shargorodsky et al., 2010b). Interesting to notice that tinnitus duration is negatively

correlated with the negative impact on the quality of life (Erlandsson and Hallberg,

2000). Major complains also comprise concentration difficulties, particularly that it

is hard to focus on the task at hand because the tinnitus diverts attention from it

(Halford and Anderson, 1991; Erlandsson and Hallberg, 2000). These suggest that
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there are affective and cognitive aspects connected with the tinnitus percept.

1.5.2 Tinnitus and attention

Various studies have reported that tinnitus subjects show impaired cognitive pro-

cessing (Andersson et al., 2000a; Andersson, 2005; Rossiter et al., 2006; Stevens

et al., 2007).

Cuny et al. (2004) showed that tinnitus subjects performed better during a task

where stimuli was being presented to the tinnitus ear, when compared to the non-

tinnitus ear. These studies suggest the existence of a mechanism that involves an

automatic involuntary attention to sound, or at least to the tinnitus ear or location,

making it easier to ignore the non-tinnitus ear. It was however difficult to establish

if the performance was impaired in the non-tinnitus ear or better in the tinnitus ear.

The same study also employed a task where non tinnitus subjects were presented

a tinnitus simulated sound, and reported that the tinnitus-like-noise did not interfere

with the deviance detection as the real tinnitus did. Suggesting that there are dif-

ferences between the tinnitus and common environmental task-irrelevant stimulus

responses.

It could be thought that habituation to the constant tinnitus sound perception should

follow as to any other irrelevant constant sound (Thompson and Spencer, 1966), but

for some reason there is a failure of this habituation mechanism. It was proposed

that the tinnitus becomes chronic due to its persistent awareness, creating an emo-

tional negative reinforcement. This emotional response is responsible for a failure

of habituation or adaptation to tinnitus (Jastreboff, 1990; Jastreboff and Jastreboff,

2000; Andersson, 2002). This idea is at the base of tinnitus cognitive-behavioral

treatments that often involve attentional control strategies (Sweetow, 1986; Jun and

Park, 2013).

Tinnitus sufferers often report that thinking of their tinnitus can change its loudness

(as suggested from the tinnitus participant quotation). In fact, this has been looked

at in a positron emission tomography (PET) study by Andersson et al. (2006). This

study showed that tinnitus was perceived louder when subjects were directing their

attention to the tinnitus than when they were performing a task consisting of silent
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backward counting. Modulation of tinnitus was accompanied with higher responses

in the prefrontal and parietotemporal areas and auditory cortex during the attending

to tinnitus condition when compared to task performance.

Other tinnitus studies, using PET, have shown the involvement of frontal and parietal

cortices, areas that have been implicated in attentional and cognitive processing

(Mirz et al., 1999; Giraud et al., 1999; Andersson et al., 2000b). Additionally, elec-

troencephalography (EEG) studies have proposed that selective attention plays a

role in tinnitus (Jacobson et al., 1996; Paul et al., 2014). Furthermore, Husain et al.

(2011) have directly addressed effects of attention in chronic tinnitus, using fMRI.

This study did not found behavioral differences, however stronger responses were

found in the auditory cortex of the tinnitus group when compared with a healthy con-

trol group without tinnitus. Additionally, the tinnitus group had weaker responses in

the frontal and parietal regions when compared to the hearing loss without tinnitus.

Although the relationship between attention, cognition, and tinnitus is not well un-

derstood, tinnitus sufferers often report having attentional problems. Attention ap-

pears to be involved in tinnitus awareness. Furthermore, attention can modulate the

tinnitus percept when directed to other stimuli or thoughts. Some studies have re-

ported that tinnitus sufferers show impaired performance, and a few imaging studies

have shown tinnitus-related differences in attentional processing regions. However,

studies combining cognitive or attentional tasks and measuring brain responses are

not abundant.

1.5.3 Tinnitus models and mechanisms

Various models have been trying to explain the mechanism involved in tinnitus.

This subsection will describe some of the main models that have been presented to

explain the tinnitus phenomenon.

In 1990, Jastreboff presented a model about the processes underlying tinnitus

emergence – the neurophysiological model. In this model these processes can

be divided in three phases: generation, detection, and perception and evaluation,

each of which occurring essentially at distinct locations along the auditory pathway

(Jastreboff, 1990; see also Jastreboff and Hazell, 1993). Generation would occur
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at the peripheral structures. In fact, tinnitus is often associated with various differ-

ent mechanisms resulting from cochlear or auditory nerve damage. For example

discordant damage of the outer hair cells (OHC) with intact inner hair cells (IHC),

or crosstalk between the VIIIth nerve fibers. Detection of the abnormal generated

signals is proposed to occur at the level of subcortical structures and it is based

on pattern recognition principle: a signal that cannot be interpreted, will not be

properly processed. This can cause dysfunctional interpretation of signals, and en-

hance neural activity resulting in the tinnitus percept. Perception and evaluation are

thought to be processes occurring in the auditory cortex. This last stage would also

involve the limbic and executive systems (attention and memory) and likely various

other cortical structures. If the interpretation is not done successfully, resulting in a

tinnitus percept, it can elicit an emotional reaction. Tinnitus sufferers often experi-

ence negative emotions in relation to their tinnitus (felling of permanent danger or

threat). This negative reaction may become cyclic, by continuously attracting atten-

tion and enhancing the association of the tinnitus percept with a negative image.

Consequently, it becomes impossible the habituation to tinnitus, a process that usu-

ally takes place with common irrelevant stimulus sounds. In this respect tinnitus

arises as a failure in the habituation mechanism.

In summary, increased activity in the periphery leads to tinnitus generation, through

a dysfunctional ‘sound-like interpretation’ in the central auditory structures. Jastre-

boff (1990) proposed that memory, attention and limbic systems play an important

role in the establishment and maintenance of the tinnitus percept. This model sep-

arates tinnitus generation from tinnitus perception processes, and sets the base for

other working models.

Animal studies have consistently shown that hearing loss induced by traumatic

noise exposure or ototoxic drugs (Salvi et al., 2000; Sun et al., 2008, 2009) can

quickly lead to a tinnitus percept, which may develop into a permanent chronic

percept. Similarly, in humans continuous exposure to loud industrial and recre-

ational noise or prolonged used of ototoxic medication are also known causes of

sensorineural hearing loss, which is highly correlated with tinnitus. Additionally,

age-related hearing loss or presbycusis, is essentially characterized by high fre-

quency hearing loss. This results in the existence of an “audiometric edge”, in other

words the existence of a frequency above which the hearing loss rapidly increases.
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As it happens, the tinnitus is often described to be a high frequency tone-percept in

the individual hearing loss frequencies. Therefore, tinnitus is traditionally seen as

a phenomenon resulting from partial deafferentation of the central auditory areas.

However, it is known that section of the auditory nerve does not eradicate tinnitus

(Jackson, 1985) suggesting that even tough damage to the inner ear can cause

tinnitus its persistence has a central component.

Gerken (1996) have proposed an auditory brainstem model, focused on the IC

where evidence of lateral inhibition has been found. Hearing loss may change the

otherwise ’normal’ inhibitory response resulting in unbalanced spontaneous activity,

which can be responsible for the tinnitus percept. Furthermore, computational mod-

els focusing on the auditory brainstem hyperactivity following peripheral damage

suggested homeostatic plasticity as a possible mechanism for tinnitus generation

(Schaette and Kempter, 2006, 2009). A central gain model has been proposed by

Noreña (2011), stating that tinnitus arises because the brain tries to maintain neural

homeostasis (stability of neural coding efficiency and neural activity), resulting from

the reduced input due to damage in the peripheral hearing system.

It has been proposed that hearing loss induces tonotopic remapping in the cen-

tral auditory structures. After peripheral damage changes in the central subcortical

(thalamus: Kamke et al., 2003) and cortical (Muhlnickel et al., 1998; Robertson and

Irvine, 1989) structures have been shown. These studies lead to the tonotopic reor-

ganization hypothesis suggested by several previous studies (Rauschecker, 1999;

Eggermont and Roberts, 2004). The neighboring-edge frequencies of the hearing

loss region become overrepresented in the auditory cortex after remapping. This

effect occurs in conjunction with decreased intracortical inhibition that can cause

the tinnitus percept (Rauschecker, 1999). Additionally, there is evidence that af-

ter hearing loss, cortical tonotopic reorganization is accompanied not only with in-

creased spontaneous activity, but also with increased synchrony (Seki and Egger-

mont, 2003). It has been proposed that synchronized activity is transmitted to higher

cortical brain centers and can be misinterpreted by sound-evoked signals, resulting

in tinnitus percept (Eggermont, 2007). However, recent human fMRI research have

shown that tinnitus does not require tonotopic reorganization (Langers et al., 2012;

van Dijk and Langers, 2013; Langers, 2014). These studies have suggested that

tonotopic remapping may occur when there is concurrent hearing loss.
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Other previous research, have proposed that cortical and thalamic reorganization is

necessary but not sufficient condition for chronic tinnitus to occur. Similarly to previ-

ous models, Rauschecker et al. (2010) have hypothesized that the onset of tinnitus

is initiated with peripheral damage in the hearing system, and that the overrepresen-

tation of the neighboring frequencies of the damaged area causes hyperactivity in

the central auditory regions. In the limbic-auditory interaction model, Rauschecker

et al. (2010) suggested that the limbic and paralimbic regions are usually involved

in the cancellation of unwanted signals, by sending them back to the thalamus, in

particular to the thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN) that will inhibit the MGB. Tinnitus

occurs as a result of a ’failure’ of this cancellation mechanism at the thalamic stage,

which causes signals to proceed to the auditory cortex, to permanent reorganiza-

tion and chronic tinnitus.

Recently, De Ridder et al. (2014) have proposed an integrative model of auditory

phantom percept. In this model it is suggested that tinnitus involves various parallel

subnetworks in the brain, each of which encoding distinct features that characterize

tinnitus. However, it is proposed that there is a tinnitus core subnetwork defined

as “the minimal set of areas that needs to be jointly activated for tinnitus to be

consciously perceived” (De Ridder et al., 2014). The suggested tinnitus core sub-

network comprises the auditory cortex, the inferior parietal, the ventral prefrontal

cortex and the parahippocampus. Tinnitus distress, for example, would involve lim-

bic and paralimbic areas (Rauschecker et al., 2010), but also the anterior insula

and the anterior cingulate (Leaver et al., 2012). Tinnitus type (noise or tone) or lo-

cation would involve other regions but with overlaps that constitute inter-subnetwork

communication hubs.

In summary, it is accepted that peripheral damage seems to be necessary, but

not sufficient, for tinnitus generation. Central mechanism involving non-auditory

areas are known to be involved in the establishment of tinnitus, and likely as part

of specific networks that are involved in distinct aspects of the phantom percept.

Additionally, plasticity processes in the central auditory system are thought to be

present although, the exact mechanisms are not yet fully established. Finally, it

is consensual that the diverse aetiology of tinnitus requires integrative approaches

that are able to identify and unify all the heterogeneous aspects involved in tinnitus

phenomenon.
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1.6 functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)

“Professor Bloch has told you how one can detect the precession of the magnetic nuclei

in a drop of water. Commonplace as such experiments have become in our laboratories, I

have not yet lost a feeling of wonder, and of delight, that this delicate motion should reside

in all the ordinary things around us, revealing itself only to him who looks for it.”

E. M. Purcell – Nobel Lecture: Research in Nuclear Magnetism (Purcell, 1953).

fMRI is a technique that allows the production of images of the human brain, and

identify which regions are active as response to stimulus variations or presenta-

tions. It is a considerably safe technique, and since it is non-invasive it became

a privileged way to study the human brain. It has good spatial resolution of the

order of millimeters, however the nature of the signal that it is measured limits the

temporal resolution to the order of seconds.

1.6.1 MRI physics: the spin, the magnetic field and the radio fre-
quency coils

MRI physics is based on the concept of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) first

described in 1946 by Felix Bloch (Bloch, 1946; Bloch et al., 1946), by Edward

Purcell (Purcell et al., 1946), and their respective colleagues. To have NMR we

need a non-zero spin atomic nuclei (Nuclear), a strong magnetic field (Magnetic),

and a radio frequency coil (Resonance).

1.6.1.1 The spin

’Spin’ is a property of some particles that causes the nuclei to possess a magnetic

moment and an angular momentum. Because the nuclei have angular momentum,

they will experience an effect called precession, a motion analogous to a spinning

top. Precession consists of a circular movement of the rotation axis of the spin,

about a second axis of an existing external field (e.g. a magnetic field B), causing

the spin axis to change its direction. (Figure 1.8-A)
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Our body is made of different tissues, but one thing all tissues have in common is

that they contain water molecules. One water molecule consists of one oxygen and

two hydrogen atoms. 16-oxygen and 18-oxygen nuclei do not possess magnetic

moment, thus do not interact with an existing magnetic field. However, 17-oxygen

does have a magnetic moment, but its abundance in the human body is very low

when compared to hydrogen (Haacke et al., 1999). Because it consists of a single

proton, each of the hydrogen nucleus has a magnetic moment associated to its

spin. This means an enormous amount of hydrogen nuclei in our body are spinning,

making this a good candidate nucleus to study, using NMR. (Figure 1.8-B)

1.6.1.2 The magnetic field B0

In the case of MRI, a strong superconducting magnet is used to create the strong

magnetic field (B0) to cause the nuclei to precess in turn of a known direction. In

the present experiment a 3T strength magnet was used.

In the presence of an external magnetic field, the nuclei will precess in turn of the

applied field. Because the proton has only two energy states, the nuclei will tend

to align with the external field in a parallel or anti-parallel way – the two important

states called spin-up or spin-down, low and high energy states respectively. (Figure

1.8-C) At room temperature the low and high precessing states are more or less

balanced, however there will be a slightly higher proportion of nuclei in low than

high. As a result, a tiny majority of spins will tend to align in the lower energy state

thereby creating a net magnetization (M0) of all the nuclei in the direction of the

main magnetic field, B0. (Figure 1.8-D)

The net magnetization can be considered in terms of one big spin, and it consti-

tutes the basis of the imaged signal. The behavior of individual spins can only

be described by quantum mechanical equations, however a classical description is

suitable for the net magnetization vector behavior.

It is necessary to reorient the nuclei out of alignment with B0, and consequently

the net magnetization so that the precession can be observed. As the nuclei then

fall back in alignment with the main magnetic field, they will release signals that the

MRI can detect. In order to reorient the nuclei and to detect the released signal
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radio frequency coils (RF) are needed.

Figure 1.8 A. A spinning particle precesses in turn of an axis at a Larmor frequency.
B. If not acted upon an external field, the hydrogen nuclei are randomly oriented. C-D.
The nuclei tend to align parallel in relation to an applied magnetic field B0. Although
there is a percentage of particles that align in an antiparallel manner, there is a non-
zero resultant net magnetization M0. E. M0 can be flipped into the transverse plane by
applying an RF pulse. F. M0 relaxes back to equilibrium, precessing to the longitudinal
plane and emitting a signal that can be picked up by the receiver coils.
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1.6.1.3 The radio frequency (RF) coils

Radio frequency coils are used to produce an electromagnetic field (the RF pulse).

This pulse has to be applied perpendicular to the field B0 for the magnetization

vector to be deviated from its initial alignment with B0. The RF coils can also be

used to receive the signal that is transmitted back from the sample.

The RF pulse is applied at the Larmor frequency of the particle, which in the case

of the hydrogen nucleus with one proton and an applied external field of 3T is ∼128

MHz. This will be the required frequency of the applied RF pulse for the proton to

resonate (resonance frequency) and allow an energy state transition. If the pulse is

applied for long enough the net magnetization vector is flipped out of the longitudinal

plane into the transverse plane and a 90◦ RF pulse (excitation) is said to have been

applied. (Figure 1.8-E) Next, what it is needed in NMR imaging is to reorient the

net magnetization vector to its natural state of precession. Therefore, the RF pulse

is turned off and a signal can be detected by the RF receiver coil.

In time the spin will experience a returning to the alignment with the B0, and the

longitudinal magnetization (M∥) component will grow back to equilibrium. This pro-

cess is called longitudinal relaxation and involves spin-lattice interactions – energy

exchange of the spin with the lattice. The growth rate of M∥ is characterized by the

time constant T1, which for the case of brain tissue is in the order of 1s. However,

not all the protons are bound in their molecules in the same way. This is different

for each tissue. T1 depends on the applied magnetic field strength (the longer for

stronger magnetic fields).

However, the MRI signal of interest is the signal released by the precession move-

ment of the transverse magnetization during its return to equilibrium. This signal is

detected by a receiver coil tuned to the Larmor frequency of the proton. There is

the return to equilibrium of the transverse magnetization, M⊥, by a process called

spin-spin relaxation. (Figure 1.8-F)

Each nucleus magnetic field interacts with the other nuclei causing them to precess

at a different frequencies (loss of coherence between spins), a process also known

as ’dephasing’ of the spins. (Figure 1.9)

This results in a signal loss characterized by a time constant T2 (different from the
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longitudinal relaxation T1). For brain tissue, T2 is in the order of 0.1 s. Additionally,

M⊥ decay is caused by variations in local field, or field inhomogeneities that are

experienced by the spin nuclei, which affect the transverse relaxation time to a T2
*

< T2. Therefore, T2
* is a combination of T2 dephasing effects and field inhomo-

geneities. However, by applying an additional RF pulse so that the spins are 180◦

flipped in the transverse plane, the T2
* dephasing can be reversed and the external

field dispersion refocused. This is called spin echo sequence, and the time between

the 90◦ pulse and the spin echo is known as echo time (TE). The spin-echo process

can be repeated several times allowing the acquisition of enough signal so to con-

struct an image. Instead, gradient echo sequences can be used in a process that

consists of causing a transverse dephasing and subsequent refocus of the spins.

This is achieved with additional coils used to produce a magnetic field that varies in

three orthogonal directions – known as magnetic field gradients. This also allows

the MRI the capacity to image directionally along the three orthogonal axis, which

is the basic principle of MRI.

Figure 1.9 Dephasing of the nuclei. Each nucleus precess at a different frequency
causing loss of coherence between the spins.

The period of time that exists between successive excitation pulse sequences (two

90◦ RF pulses) applied to the same slice is called repetition time (TR). TR will

determine how much the longitudinal magnetization recovers in this time interval.

Various combinations of the parameters can be used to obtain distinct images. In

the present study echo-planar imaging (EPI) consisting of a pulse sequence involv-
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ing multiple dephasing and refocusing gradient-echo sequences was used to obtain

the MRI images. This, consists of the appropriate method for T2
* image construc-

tion, where the signal decay depends on local field inhomogeneities, and this is the

property of interest in blood oxygenation level-dependent imaging (BOLD) fMRI.

1.6.2 BOLD signal

In the present study BOLD fMRI was used to measure the hemodynamic response

resulting from changes in the oxygenation level in the blood vessels. Yet to be

explained is the relationship between neuronal activity and the measured fMRI sig-

nal. In a seminal paper, Ogawa et al., (1990) showed that blood-oxygenation-level-

dependent (BOLD) constitutes a natural contrast for fMRI that can be used to image

brain function.

The BOLD signal does not directly reflect spiking activity of neurons, rather it is a

metabolic-related signal that accompanies changes in neuronal activity. If BOLD

increases in a certain brain region then it can be said that it reflects the process-

ing of information by a local neuronal activity (including excitatory and inhibitory

interneurons).

Currently it is thought that BOLD mainly correlates with vascular density and the

number of synapses, and less with spiking activity of neurons (Logothetis and Pfeuf-

fer, 2004). However, in response to external stimuli, both neuronal synaptic and

spiking activity consume energy in the form of glucose that is supplied back through

the blood stream. Energy consumption can also be expressed in terms of oxygen

consumption (oxygen cerebral metabolic rate, CMRO2) that covaries with neuronal

activity. Additionally, neuronal activity causes increased blood flow to the activated

region (increased cerebral blood flow, CBF) and expansion of the blood vessels (in-

creased cerebral blood volume, CBV). Oxygen is carried by the hemoglobin in red

blood cells, which leads to a local oxygenated blood increase, with simultaneous

decrease in deoxygenated blood.

While diamagnetic oxyhemoglobin blood has no interference with the magnetic

field, paramagnetic deoxyhemoglobin induces local field inhomogeneities, reduc-

ing the BOLD signal. This magnetic property difference is what allows the iden-
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tification and localization of the activated region. In fact, BOLD fMRI measures

exactly the changes in local magnetic field inhomogeneities using the aforemen-

tioned EPI sequences sensitive to these susceptibility differences (Logothetis and

Pfeuffer, 2004).

The BOLD fMRI signal is characterized by the hemodynamic response function

(HRF), assumed to be the response of the system to a brief and intense period

of neural activity. The nature of the BOLD response determines the temporal sen-

sitivity of fMRI. The HRF lasts for about 10 seconds (peaking at about 5s) after

stimulation. Spatial resolution depends on various scanning parameters such as

the field strength or the coil adequacy to the structure being imaged. Additionally,

spatial sensitivity is also determined by the size of the voxel (an element on a three

dimensional space grid) that it is used, which depending on the study can range

from 1mm to 3 mm. Depending on the area being scanned and its size, one voxel

can contain a few million neurons and tens of billions of synapses. A single voxel’s

response signal over time is called its time course.

1.6.3 Design

Event-related and block-related design constitute two main paradigms used in fMRI.

The former is adequate to study the shape of the hemodynamic response to short

stimulus presentations: the use of fast MRI acquisition procedures allows the tem-

poral characterization of the hemodynamic response. Block-related designs consist

of a sequence of alternated conditions. As an example the first condition consist-

ing of ’blocked’ stimulus presentations, and the second consisting of a rest period

where stimulus presentation is off. (Figure 1.10-A) This is required for the hemo-

dynamic response to the stimulus sequence to fall back to an equilibrium state,

allowing more powerful comparison between the two condition states. Unlike event-

related designs, blocked designs are not adequate to measure the HRF impulse

response function, however they are well suited for localization and sustained pro-

cesses (e.g. attention studies). In fact, block-related designs are most powerful for

signal detection, giving a reliable measure of the magnitude of the BOLD response

in an activated region. (Figure 1.10-B)
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Figure 1.10 A. Block-related stimulus presentation, where a stimulus is presented con-
tinuously over a long period, followed by a rest period. B. Representation of the hemo-
dynamic response function (HRF) to a stimulus event and to a stimulus block. For block
designs, the rest period between blocks is chosen to be long enough for the HRF to
return to baseline (e.g. ~15s). C. The sparse temporal sampling method that is com-
monly used in experiments involving auditory stimulus presentations. This method is
used to reduce the activation evoked by the scanner noise, which may interact with the
activation evoked by the stimulus of interest.
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Mixed-designs, resulting as a combination of the two mentioned designs can also

be used allowing the study of interaction processes, between sustained and tran-

sient processes. In the present work, a block-related design was used since signal

localization as response to different stimulus under sustained attention conditions

was a main goal.

Regarding the timing of the acquisitions in fMRI, a distinction can be made between

continuous (TR ~2s) and sparse (TR ~10s). When performing fMRI in the auditory

system, the acoustic noise generated by the scanner during the acquisition process

(Ravicz et al., 2000) may cause auditory acoustic and/or perceptual interference.

For these reasons, in auditory fMRI studies a sparse sampling paradigm (Hall et

al., 1999) is commonly used to avoid scanner noise confounds. In the particular

case of tinnitus studies the acoustic scanner noise can additionally mask the tinnitus

percept, making sparse sampling the appropriate paradigm to use. (Figure 1.10-C)
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THE RELEVANCE OF TASK-IRRELEVANT SOUNDS

2.1 Summary

The effect of unattended task-irrelevant auditory stimuli in the context of an au-

ditory task is not well understood. Using human functional magnetic resonance

imaging (fMRI) we compared blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal

changes resulting from monotic task-irrelevant stimulation, monotic task-relevant

stimulation and dichotic stimulation with an attended task-relevant stream to one

ear and an unattended task-irrelevant stream to the other ear simultaneously. We

found strong bilateral BOLD signal changes in the auditory cortex (AC) resulting

from monotic stimulation in a passive listening condition. Consistent with previous

work, these responses were largest on the side contralateral to stimulation. AC re-

sponses to the unattended (task-irrelevant) sounds were preferentially contralateral

and strongest for the most difficult condition. Stronger bilateral AC responses oc-

curred during monotic passive-listening than to an unattended stream presented in

a dichotic condition, with attention focused on one ear. Additionally, the visual cor-

tex showed negative responses compared to the baseline in all stimulus conditions

including passive listening. Our results suggest that during dichotic listening, with

attention focused on one ear, (1) the contralateral and the ipsilateral auditory path-

ways are suppressively interacting; and (2) cross-modal inhibition occurs during

purely acoustic stimulation. These findings support the existence of response sup-

pressions within and between modalities in the presence of competing interfering

stimuli.

2.2 Introduction

The auditory system relies on various clues to segregate concurrent sound streams.

These among others include clues related to sound source location, derived from

head-related transfer functions, binaural interaural time differences, and interaural

level differences, for instance (Ehret and Romand, 1997; Moore et al., 2010). The

relationship between the lateralization of sound that is detected by the two ears

and the lateralization of sound-evoked brain responses in the two hemispheres has

been well studied. Both ears are known to project to both auditory cortices through

contralateral and ipsilateral auditory pathways. Contralateral connections are more
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numerous than the ipsilateral ones (Rosenzweig, 1951; Hall and Goldstein 1968;

Reite et al., 1981). Brain responses resulting from monotic stimulation are bilateral

and stronger in the hemisphere contralateral to stimulus presentation (Rosenzweig,

1951; Reite et al., 1981; Pantev et al., 1986; Scheffler et al., 1998; Woldorff et

al., 1999; Alho et al., 1999; Langers et al., 2005; Della Penna et al., 2007). Fur-

thermore, it has been shown using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)

(Scheffler et al., 1998; Jäncke et al., 2002; Krumbholz et al., 2005) and magne-

toencephalography (MEG) (Pantev et al., 1986; Fujiki et al., 2002; Kaneko et al.,

2003) that the responses are sub-additive, that is, the sum of brain responses to

left and right monotic stimulation exceeds the response to dichotic stimulation, a

phenomenon known as ’binaural interaction’. To explain this, it has been suggested

that a competition arises between the two pathways causing the stronger contralat-

eral pathway to suppress the ipsilateral one, decreasing the overall brain responses

(Fujiki et al., 2002; Kaneko et al., 2003; Brancucci et al., 2004; Della Penna et al.,

2007).

Competition between inputs from the ipsi- and contralateral ear has been observed

in the context of dichotic listening tasks, where participants are requested to attend

to both ears receiving task-relevant streams and report the stimulus that was best

heard. However, because dichotic stimulation typically involves multiple stimulus

streams, attention forms an important confounding factor. Attention is known to in-

fluence auditory information processing (Jäncke et al., 1999; Petkov et al., 2004;

Fritz et al., 2005; Polley et al., 2006; Rinne et al., 2005; Rinne et al., 2009), and it

can modulate neural responses in a “top-down” fashion (Kastner et al., 1999; Kast-

ner, 2000; Fu et al., 2001). A common characteristic among some dichotic listen-

ing experiments is that subjects distribute their attention across the two presented

streams (divided attention) and, when required, they are free to report from any ear

(non-forced attention). Giving subjects the freedom to choose where to attend adds

variability to these experiments: attentional shifts between ears are likely to occur

and may interfere with lateralization effects related to "bottom up" acoustic clues.

In electroencephalography (EEG) research the amplitude of the N1 component of

the auditory event-related potential (ERP) that is evoked by the auditory stimuli is

larger when the stimuli are attended than when the stimuli are unattended (Picton

et al., 1971; Hillyard et al., 1973; Woldorff et al., 1993), but only if subjects are
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able to sustain their attention to the relevant stimuli (Donald and Young, 1982). In

summary, it is unclear if the competition arising between the contralateral and ipsi-

lateral pathways results from a bottom-up acoustic process, a top-down cognitive

and attentional mechanism, or both.

In order to elucidate this, a change to the dichotic listening task can be introduced

(Bryden et al., 1983) by forcing subjects to focus on the information presented to

one of the two ears (focused attention) according to a provided instruction (forced

attention). Thus, direction of attention becomes a controlled parameter in the ex-

periment. Knowing a priori which task needs to be performed enables a person

to focus on particular modalities, stimuli or stimulus features. Focusing on a task

introduces a bias towards the stimuli or modalities that are relevant for task per-

formance. However, the presence of task-irrelevant distracting stimuli can cause

interference, which can result in unintended shifts of attention and consequently

decreased performance or increased reactions times (Berti and Schröger, 2001).

Recent EEG studies showed that the N1 amplitude is reduced in the presence

of competing task-irrelevant auditory distractions presented to an unattended ear,

when attention is directed to a task-relevant stream simultaneously presented to

the other ear (Ahveninen et al., 2011; Ponjavic-Conte et al., 2012). This suggests

that the presence of distractions interferes with top-down attentional enhancement

of task-relevant stimuli.

A number of studies investigating the neural processing of task-irrelevant unat-

tended stimuli showed that it may involve early sensory or later cognitive stages

(Berti and Schröger 2001; Sætrevik and Hugdahl, 2007; Sætrevik and Specht,

2009; Sabri et al., 2013). A recent study introduced a modified version of the di-

chotic listening paradigm with attentional instruction in which the relative intensity of

the presented stimuli in both ears was varied (Westerhausen et al., 2009; Wester-

hausen et al., 2010). This allowed not only the manipulation of a top-down cognitive

cue (the instruction which ear to attend) but also a bottom-up acoustic cue (the inter-

aural level difference). This study found that bottom-up and top-down mechanisms

do not act independently. The authors identified two networks responsible for the

interaction of the two different processes – a medial-lateral frontal cognitive control

and a fronto-parietal attention control network. Moreover, in agreement with other

studies (Duncan and Owen, 2000; Barch et al., 1997), they showed increases in
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the activations in frontal and parietal areas known to be involved in control of atten-

tion, indicating that degradation of the sensory input increases task difficulty that

can be compensated with increased attention. However, interestingly, the study by

Westerhausen and colleagues (2010) did not reveal any changes in activation in

the auditory cortex (AC) nor a significant effect of stimulus manipulation.

The nature and mechanisms underlying the interactions between contralateral and

ipsilateral auditory pathways remain an open question. In particular, it is not known

how these interactions change in the presence of differently attended or unattended

stimulus streams. Research focusing on the role of task-irrelevant stimuli in auditory

processing can be particularly relevant to increase our understanding of attentional

disorders such as ADHD (e.g. Cherkasova and Hechtman, 2009), and conditions

like tinnitus, also known as ’ringing in the ears’, where subjects perceive sounds

unrelated to their acoustical environment (e.g. Roberts et al., 2013).

In the present study, we used a forced attention dichotic listening task and varied the

instruction and the task-irrelevant unattended stimulus identity, while maintaining

an identical attended stimulus stream. This enabled us to modulate the top-down

attentional processing and the bottom-up acoustic responses in relation to the pro-

cessing of unattended stimuli. We used fMRI to test the hypothesis that unattended

stimuli are essentially processed in bottom-up fashion, without top-down enhance-

ment.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Subjects

Twenty-one healthy subjects (11 female, 2 left handed: one female and one male)

aged between 20 and 61 (mean 40.4 ± 11.1 S.D.) years were recruited through

advertising. All subjects reported normal hearing, which was verified through stan-

dard pure tone audiometry. Averaged over both ears, mean thresholds across oc-

tave frequencies from 0.25 to 2 kHz equaled 6.3 ± 7.0 dB HL. All subjects had

normal, or corrected-to-normal, vision. Each subject gave written informed consent

in approved accordance with the guidelines of the Medical Ethical Committee of
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the University Medical Center Groningen in The Netherlands. This work is part of

a bigger study in which subjects participated on two separate days. The present

report concerns one of the two 1-hour neuroimaging sessions that was preceded

by an approximately ½-hour instruction and practice session.

2.3.2 Task and Stimuli

The stimuli that were used in the neuroimaging session were letters (8 consonants:

’L’, ’T’, ’R’, ’C’, ’H’, ’K’, ’S’, ’Q’) spoken by a Dutch speaker as consonant-vowel

or vowel-consonant utterances (/εl/, /te:/, /εr/, /se:/, /ha:/, /ka:/, /εs/, and /ky/, re-

spectively). These were presented at a fixed rate of 1 Hz through MR-compatible

headphones (MR Confon GmbH, Magdeburg, Germany; Baumgart et al., 1998).

Subjects performed an auditory one-back task in which a task-relevant stream was

presented in either the left or the right ear and, at the same time, a task-irrelevant

stream was presented in the other ear. Both streams were spoken by different

talkers, a female voice for the task-relevant stream and a male voice for the task-

irrelevant stream. Subjects were required to attend to the task-relevant stream,

compare consecutive stimuli, and press, at every stimulus presentation, one button

if the stimuli were the same (i.e. a target), and a different button if the stimuli were

different. Target stimuli were present at 30% probability. Subjects were instructed

to answer as quickly and accurately as possible. All subjects’ button presses were

recorded. (Figure 2.1)

The stimuli that were presented in the task-irrelevant stream could either consist of

the same letter as that in the target stream, a different letter, or it could consist of

something different from a letter; in the latter case the competing stimuli comprised

bird song syllables (Joly et al., 2012). The length of each of the auditory stimulus

(letter and non-letter) ranged from 350ms to 450ms. During the dichotic conditions

the left and right ear stimulus onset was synchronous. In addition, two monotic

control conditions were included in which only one stimulus stream was presented.

In one, the subjects performed the one-back task in the absence of a task-irrelevant

stream; the other was a passive listening condition. This resulted in a total of 5

different conditions: Concordant, Discordant, Non-Letter, No-Distractor, and No-

Task.
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Figure 2.1 A Example of the 1-back task for a discordant block. For this condition, a task-
relevant stream and a task-irrelevant stream were presented. In the beginning of each block
subjects are visually instructed to perform the task or to listen passively. For each presen-
tation of the task-relevant stimulus a button must be pressed: one button if the stimulus is
different from the previous one and a different button if it is the same (target). B Illustration
of a run’s block-sequence with its experimental parameters. C Illustration of a sequence
of runs. Before each run subjects are orally instructed to attend to one of the ears and
perform the task (in all task blocks except No-Task ) with the stimuli presented in that ear. D
Functional MRI sparse sampling paradigm employed in the experimental procedure.

The neuroimaging session comprised six runs of approximately seven minutes

each. Before each run subjects were orally instructed to pay attention to the tar-

get stream in either the left (L) or the right (R) ear. Stimuli were presented in a block

design. Each run comprised ten blocks, two of each condition. Each block started
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with a 2-s visual instruction informing the subjects whether they had to perform the

one-back task (for Concordant, Discordant, Non-Letter and No-Distractor ) or not

(for No-Task ), followed by 23 stimulus presentations. Consecutive blocks were sep-

arated by 15 seconds during which no stimuli were presented. The order of the

runs, conditions and stimuli was randomized. Subjects were instructed not to close

their eyes (except for blinking) and fixate on a white dot on a screen during all runs

(Figure 2.1).

The percentage of correct responses to stimulus presentations (number of correct

’same’ or ’different’ responses divided by the number of trials) was determined as a

measure of subjects’ performance. In order to avoid any masking effects of scanner

noise we discarded all trials that coincided with acquisitions. Subjects’ responses

were considered to belong to a stimulus if a button was pressed between 100 and

1100 ms after its onset of presentation.

Performance was analyzed by means of a 2-way repeated measures analysis of

variance (ANOVA) with factors for attended ear (2 levels: L, R) and condition (4

levels: Concordant, Discordant, Non-Letter, No-Distractor ; since No-Task did not

produce behavioral results).

2.3.3 Functional MRI

Neuroimaging was performed using a Philips Intera 3-Tesla MR system, equipped

with an 8-channel phased-array (SENSE) head coil, at the Neuroimaging Center

(NiC) in Groningen. An anatomical T1-weighted image was acquired for each sub-

ject before the functional imaging acquisition. Blood oxygenation level dependent

(BOLD) images were acquired using a silent sparse sampling paradigm (TR = 13

s, TA = 2.0 s, which resulted in a silent interval of 11 s) to avoid interference from

acoustic scanner noise (Hall et al., 1999). For each of the six runs, 32 dynamic T2*-

sensitive echo planar imaging volume acquisitions were collected (TE = 22 ms, FOV

= 192×192×144mm³, 64×62×48 matrix). All subjects wore earplugs to attenuate

MRI-related gradient-induced noise.

Data were preprocessed with the Statistical Parametric Mapping software pack-

age (SPM8, FIL Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK) running
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in MATLAB® (Natick, Massachusetts: The MathWorks Inc.). The first dynamical

scan in each run was used to trigger sound presentation but was excluded from

the analyses due to lack of magnetization equilibrium. Each subject’s data were

realigned, the anatomical images were coregistered to the functional images, all im-

ages were normalized into Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotaxic space

and smoothed using an isotropic 5-mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian ker-

nel. A logarithmic transformation was applied to express all voxels’ signals in units

of percentage signal change relative to the mean. A general linear model (GLM)

was constructed for each subject that included ten regressors modeling all experi-

mental conditions (2 ears × 5 tasks), six regressors containing the estimated mo-

tion parameters modeling residual motion effects, and four regressors for each run

describing a 0th to 3rd order Legendre polynomial modeling baseline and scan-

ner drift effects. All statistical parametric maps resulting from constructed contrasts

were thresholded at p < 0.05, corrected for family-wise errors (FWE), unless stated

otherwise.

Anatomically defined regions of interest (ROI) were obtained from the WFU_PickAtlas

software toolbox (Lancaster et al., 1997; Lancaster et al., 2000; Maldjian et al.,

2003). All the areas from the Brodmann area (BA) atlas based on the Talairach

Daemon database were used as ROIs. In addition, the following sensory ROIs

were defined and separated into subvolumes in the left and right hemisphere for

further analysis: primary auditory cortex (PAC: L-BA41+42 and R-BA41+42), sec-

ondary auditory cortex (SAC: L-BA22 and R-BA22), primary visual cortex (PVC:

L-BA17 and R-BA17) and secondary visual cortex (SVC: L-BA19 and R-BA19).

For the aforementioned ROIs, the estimated regression coefficients were aver-

aged across all voxels. Effects of interest were assessed by means of a 2-way

repeated-measures ANOVA comprising a 2-level factor ear (L or R) and a 5-level

factor condition (Concordant, Discordant, Non-Letter, No-Distractor or No-Task ). In

the cases where the assumption of sphericity was violated the degrees of freedom

were adjusted using Greenhouse-Geisser correction. Post-hoc analysis was per-

formed using pairwise comparisons between conditions. A correction for multiple

comparisons was performed using False Discovery Rate (FDR) criteria, controlled

at 0.05 level. The following families of null-hypotheses were assessed by means

of Student t-tests: stimulus effect (No-Task vs. baseline); task effect (No-Distractor
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vs. No-Task ); distractor effect (Concordant vs. No-Distractor ; Discordant vs. No-

Distractor ; Non-Letter vs. No-Distractor ); distractor comparison (Concordant vs.

Discordant ; Concordant vs. Non-Letter ; Discordant vs. Non-Letter ); instruction ef-

fect (L-No-Task vs. R-No-Task ; L-No-Distractor vs. R-No-Distractor ; L-Concordant

vs. R-Concordant ; L-Discordant vs. R-Discordant ; L-Non-Letter vs. R-Non-Letter ).

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Behavior

As shown in Figure 2.2, task performance was high for all subjects. The mean per-

centage of correct responses over all subjects was above 85% for each combination

of ear and condition. The ANOVA did not reveal any significant dependence upon

the factor ear (p = 0.949). However, for the factor condition there was a significant

dependence (p = 5 × 10-6). Correct responses to the discordant letter condition

were lowest, followed by the non-letter and concordant conditions.

Since the interaction between both factors was not significant (p = 0.93), results

were averaged over the non-significant factor ear and a paired Wilcoxon signed-

rank test was calculated for all pairs of conditions, and FDR corrected for multiple

comparisons (controlled at 0.05 level). Significant differences were found for all

three pairs involving the discordant letter condition: No-Distractor vs. Discordant (p

= 2.2 × 10-3), Concordant vs. Discordant (p = 4.0 × 10-5), Non-Letter vs. Discor-

dant (p = 3.5 × 10-3). The Concordant vs. Non-Letter, No-Distractor vs. Non-Letter

and No-Distractor vs. Concordant comparisons did not reach statistical significance

(p > 0.1).

2.4.2 fMRI contrasts

The significance of the (de)activation to all 10 conditions relative to baseline accord-

ing to an omnibus F -test is shown in Figure 2.3. Activation was found in widespread

areas of the brain: sensory auditory and visual cortices in the temporal and occipital

lobes, motor and pre-motor areas, as well as regions in the frontal lobe.
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Figure 2.2 Performance. Boxplot showing the distribution of the indi-
vidual subjects’ performance, comparing the various task conditions.
Conditions corresponding to the attended left ear (L, white) and at-
tended right ear (R, black) runs are shown. The horizontal line within
each box represents the median.

Group-level activation to passive listening (No-Task ), contrasted against baseline

(silence), for the L and R ear presentations is shown in Figure 2.4A. For each con-

trast there was bilateral activation in the auditory cortex that was stronger in the

hemisphere contralateral to the stimulated ear. In addition, bilateral decreased sig-

nals relative to the baseline of the medial visual cortex in the calcarine sulcus was

observed.

The effect of task performance, addressed through a No-Distractor vs. No-Task

contrast, is shown in Figure 2.4B. Both when instructed to attend the left (L) or right

(R) ear, activation was found in the supplementary motor area and cerebellum.

To study the effect of the task-irrelevant stimuli, contrasts were computed for the

three respective conditions (Concordant, Discordant, and Non-Letter ) against the
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Figure 2.3 Activation and deactivation to all conditions relative to baseline according to
an omnibus F -test. Activation clusters were observed in right and left auditory cortices.
Visual and motor-related areas were also active as was a small region in frontal cortex.
(A) A “glass brain” image, showing the thresholded activation across the entire brain. (B)
Activations of nine adjacent slices were overlaid over the subjects’ mean anatomical image.
Images were thresholded at a confidence level p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected) and cluster size k
> 100 voxels. A: anterior; L: left; P: posterior; R: right.

condition without any task-irrelevant stream (No-Distractor ), for the left and right ear

presentations separately. Figure 2.4C shows the mean effect of all three conditions

when presenting task-irrelevant information to the right ear when attending the left

ear, or to the left ear when attending the right ear. Unilateral activation was observed

in the auditory cortex contralateral to the irrelevant stimulus presentation ear (that

is, ipsilateral to the attended ear). Figure 2.4D further shows the contrasts involving

each of these three conditions separately. As before, the effect was present on

the side contralateral to the presentation of the task-irrelevant stimuli. The most

extensive activation was observed in the contrast involving the discordant letters

(i.e. Discordant vs. No-Distractor ). The non-letter stimuli resulted in more confined

activation (i.e. Non-Letter vs. No-Distractor ), although activation still peaked in

similar locations. Finally, the concordant letters (i.e. Concordant vs. No-Distractor )

evoked the least extensive activation (or no significant effect at all when attending

the right ear).

In order to assess whether the apparent differences in activation patterns in Figure
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Figure 2.4 (A) Activation (deactivation) for the passive listening condition (No-Task ) relative
to the silent baseline for left (L) and right (R) ear stimulus presentations. (B) Task related
activation (deactivation) derived from the contrast No-Distractor vs. No-Task. (C) Activa-
tion (deactivation) for the average distractor effect relative to task condition ((Concordant +
Discordant + Non-Letter )/3 vs. No-Distractor ) when attending the left (L) and right (R) ear.
(D) Activation (deactivation) for each distractor effect relative to task condition (Concordant
vs. No-Distractor ; Discordant vs. No-Distractor ; Non-Letter vs. No-Distractor ) when at-
tending the left ear (L) and right ear (R). All images were thresholded at a confidence level
p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected). Activations (deactivations) of nine adjacent slices were overlaid
over the mean anatomical image. Hot (cold) colors refer to increased (decreased) signals.
A: anterior; L: left; P: posterior; R: right.
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2.4C and Figure 2.4A were significant, a comparison between these two contrasts

was made. The resulting contrast ((Concordant + Discordant + Non-Letter )/3 – No-

Distractor ) vs. No-Task is shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 Distractor effect and passive-listening comparison.
Supra-additivity (sub-additivity) resulting from comparison of aver-
aged distractor activation maps (Figure 2.4C) and passive listening
(Figure 2.4A), that is ([(Concordant + Discordant + Non-Letter )/3
– No-Distractor ] vs. No-Task ), when these task-irrelevant stimuli
were presented on the left ear and on the right ear. Images were
thresholded at a confidence level p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected). Supra-
additivity (sub-additivity) of nine adjacent slices were overlaid over
the mean anatomical image over all subjects. Hot (cold) colors refer
to increased (decreased) signals. L: left; R: right.

When comparing the activation evoked by a task-irrelevant stream in the left ear

(when attending to the right ear in a task condition with distractors) to the activa-

tion evoked by a single task-irrelevant stream in the same left ear (during passive

listening without distractors), bilateral decreased responses in the auditory cortex

were observed. A similarly bilateral but less extensive decreased response pattern

was observed when comparing the activation evoked by a task-irrelevant stream in

the right ear (when attending to the left ear) to the activation evoked by a single
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task-irrelevant stream in the same right ear (during passive listening). That is, bilat-

eral auditory cortex responded significantly less strongly to a task-irrelevant stream

that was presented to one ear in the presence of a task-relevant stream in the

other ear than to a task-irrelevant stream that was presented alone in one ear. In

other words, the activations evoked by the task-relevant and task-irrelevant streams

combine sub-additively in both hemispheres. Figure 2.5 further shows activation of

the primary visual cortex in the calcarine sulcus, which was significant only for the

comparison concerning the activation evoked by task-irrelevant streams presented

to the right ear.

2.4.3 ROIs

All Brodmann areas that showed significance for any factor in the ANOVA are pre-

sented in Table 2.1. The pattern of brain areas that were responsive to the stimuli

and task well agreed with those according to the voxel-wise omnibus test in Figure

2.3. Interactions between ear and condition were never significant.

Subsequently, the left and right primary and secondary auditory and visual cortices

were analyzed further. The BOLD percentage signal change in these sensory ROIs

is presented in Figure 2.6 by means of barplots indicating the mean activation for

each combination of ear and condition; ANOVA results are listed in Table 2.1 as

well.

In general, activity in the left PAC was larger than activity in the right PAC. Left PAC

and SAC exhibited a highly significant effect of the factor condition; the effect of

ear was not significant. For the right PAC, both the effects of ear and condition

were significant. For the right SAC there was a significant effect of condition but no

significant effect of ear.

We subsequently considered various pairwise comparisons of interest (Table 2.2).

Consistent with the contrasts in Figure 2.4A, post-hoc analysis revealed that for

both bilateral PAC and SAC, and both attending L and R, activation to the No-Task

condition was significantly different from baseline. Furthermore, and also consistent

with the contrasts in Figure 2.4A, in the passive monotic condition (No-Task ), right

PAC activation was stronger when stimuli were presented to the left ear than when
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Table 2.1 Significance of ROI activation for one or both of the factors
defined in the ANOVA statistics, ear and condition. All Brodmann ar-
eas (BA) were tested; areas that are not listed showed no significant
effect for either factor. The sensory ROIs that were defined for fur-
ther analysis are all included as well. *: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.01; ***: p <
0.001; n.s.: non-significant. BA labels according to Strotzer (2009).
For the sensory ROIs Greenhouse-Geisser corrected significance of
the two factors is reported.

Brodmann Area Ear Condition

1 (Intermediate Postcentral Area) n.s. *
2 (Caudal Postcentral Area) n.s. *
5 (Preparietal Area) n.s. *
6 (Agranular Frontal Area) n.s. ***
19 (Preoccipital Area) n.s. ***
22 (Superior Temporal Area) n.s. ***
29 (Granular Retrolimbic Area) n.s. ***
30 (Agranular Retrolimbic Area) n.s. **
31 (Dorsal Posterior Cingulate Area) n.s. ***
36 (Ectorhinal Area) n.s. *
39 (Angular Area) * ***
40 (Supramarginal Area) n.s. **
41 (Anterior Transverse Temporal Area) n.s. ***
42 (Posterior Transverse Temporal Area) n.s. ***
43 (Subcentral Area) n.s. ***
44 (Opercular Area) n.s. ***
45 (Triangular Area) n.s. ***

Sensory ROI Ear Condition

L-PAC (Left primary auditory cortex) n.s. ***
R-PAC (Right primary auditory cortex) ** ***
L-SAC (Left secondary auditory cortex) n.s. ***
R-SAC (Right secondary auditory cortex) n.s. ***
L-PVC (Left primary visual cortex) n.s. n.s.
R-PVC (Right primary visual cortex) n.s. n.s.
L-SVC (Left secondary visual cortex) n.s. **
R-SVC (Right secondary visual cortex) n.s. ***
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Figure 2.6 BOLD percentage signal change relative to baseline for the considered
sensory ROIs: PAC (A), SAC (B), PVC (C), and SVC (D). For each subject the mean
fitted responses of all voxels, for each ROI, were determined. The bar plots present
average ROI means and respective standard error across subjects, for the attend left
(L, white bars) and attend right (R, black bar) ear experimental conditions. Note the
different scales for the auditory and visual ROIs, respectively.
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presentation was to the right ear (L-No-Task vs. R-No-Task ); this comparison was

not significant for left PAC, although a similar trend towards a contralateral prefer-

ence existed. During the monotic condition with task performance (No-Distractor )

right PAC activations were stronger when attending the left ear than when attending

the right ear (L-No-Distractor vs. R-No-Distractor ). This was only a trend for left

PAC. Left and right PAC/SAC activations exhibited a similar pattern: activation dur-

ing the monotic active task condition (No-Distractor ) significantly increased relative

to passive listening conditions (No-Task ).

A further increase of signal occurred due to the presence of an irrelevant stream

(Concordant, Discordant, Non-Letter ) relative to the condition without such a stream

(No-Distractor). This effect was strongest and always significant in PAC on the side

contralateral to the task-irrelevant stream (thus, ipsilateral to the attended ear). This

increase was significant for the left PAC when attending the right ear but only for No-

Distractor vs. Discordant and No-Distractor vs. Non-Letter comparisons. Left SAC

partially exhibited the same pattern with the following comparisons being significant:

L-No-Distractor vs. L-Discordant and R-No-Distractor vs. R-Discordant. For right

SAC none of these comparisons reached significance.

Comparisons between the dichotic conditions (Concordant vs. Discordant ; Con-

cordant vs. Non-Letter and Discordant vs. Non-Letter ) did not reach significance

although the figures show a trend with the most difficult condition (Discordant) sys-

tematically resulting in the largest mean activation.

The ROIs in the visual cortex showed negative BOLD responses relative to baseline

(Figure 2.6C-D). Left and right primary visual cortex (PVC) showed no significant

effect of either condition or ear (Figure 2.6C). Left and right SVC both showed a

significant effect of condition but no significant effect of ear (Figure 2.6D).

Post-hoc analyses revealed for both left and right PVC, and SVC a significant dif-

ference between the activation during passive listening conditions and the base-

line, except for right SVC, which exhibited only a trend. In contrast with PVC, SVC

showed stronger negative responses relative to baseline for each of the four con-

ditions requiring task performance when compared to the No-Task condition. No

further comparisons between conditions for left and right SVC reached significance.

Comparisons between conditions for left and right PVC were not significant.
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Table 2.2 Significance of the contrasts of the sensory ROIs, for the Attend Left (L) and
Attend Right (R) experimental conditions. Contrasts for the selected families of null-
hypotheses were assessed by means of Student t-tests and corrected for multiple com-
parisons using False Discovery Rate (FDR) criteria, controlled at 0.05 level. Additionally,
comparisons were made between corresponding stimuli presented to the left or right ear;
these are not listed in the Table, but see the main text for significant results. *: p < 0.05;
**: p < 0.01; ***: p < 0.001; n.s.: non-significant.

Contrasts
Attend Left (L) Attend Right (R)

L-PAC R-PAC L-SAC R-SAC L-PAC R-PAC L-SAC R-SAC

Stimulus effect
No-Task vs. Baseline *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***
Task effect
No-Distractor vs. No-Task *** * * * *** ** ** **
Distractor effect
Concordant vs. No-Distractor *** n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. ** n.s. n.s.
Discordant vs. No-Distractor *** n.s. * n.s. * *** * n.s.
Non-Letter vs. No-Distractor ** n.s. n.s. n.s. * *** n.s. n.s.

Contrasts
Attend Left (L) Attend Right (R)

L-PVC R-PVC L-SVC R-SVC L-PVC R-PVC L-SVC R-SVC

Stimulus effect
No-Task vs. Baseline ** *** * n.s. *** *** ** ***
Task effect
No-Distractor vs. No-Task n.s. n.s. ** ** n.s. n.s. * *
Distractor effect
Concordant vs. No-Distractor n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
Discordant vs. No-Distractor n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
Non-Letter vs. No-Distractor n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

2.5 Discussion

This study provides a comparison between fMRI BOLD signal changes resulting

from monotic unattended stimulation (No-Task ), monotic attended stimulation (No-

Distractor ), and dichotic stimulation with one attended and one unattended ear si-
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multaneously (Concordant, Discordant, Non-Letter ). Widespread areas of the brain

were shown to be active for all task conditions. Consistent with previous work,

strong BOLD signal changes resulting from monotic stimulation were observed in

bilateral AC, responses being largest on the side contralateral to stimulation. We

showed that this was the case for both attended task-relevant sound stimuli as

well as for unattended task-irrelevant sound stimuli, whether accompanied by task-

relevant stimulation of the other ear or not. Moreover, we found that the preferred

contralateral activation to task-irrelevant stimuli was strongest for the condition in-

volving stimuli that interfered most strongly with task performance. The activations

to two distinct unattended streams were contrasted directly: one from a monotic

passive listening condition and the other from a dichotic condition in the presence

of a task-relevant stream to the other ear. The latter showed weaker activation in

the bilateral AC than the former. Finally, we showed that passive listening is enough

to deactivate primary and secondary visual cortex, suggesting that cross-modal

inhibition does not require task performance.

2.5.1 Activation to monotic stimuli

The present study comprised five distinct conditions, per attended ear. The passive

listening condition (No-Task ) serves as a model for a situation in which a subject

is exposed to environmental stimuli but not specifically attending to them since no

task is required to be performed. Following monotic task-irrelevant stimulation (No-

Task ), both contralateral and ipsilateral AC were active. Yet, voxel-based analyses

showed that the strongest activity was measured in the hemisphere contralateral

to the stimulated ear. In agreement was the ROI-based analysis showing that PAC

activation was stronger when the stimuli were presented to the contralateral ear.

This was particularly significant for the right PAC, whereas left PAC exhibited only

a trend. This is in agreement with previously reported results, both in animals (e.g.

Hall and Goldstein, 1968; Rosenzweig, 1951; Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2005; Mrsic-Flogel

et al., 2006; Nelken et al., 2008; Werner-Reiss and Groh, 2008) and humans (e.g.

Pantev et al., 1998; Jäncke et al., 2002; Fujiki et al., 2002; Alho et al., 1999; Petkov

et al., 2004; Langers et al., 2005; Della Penna et al., 2007; Woods et al., 2009).

Although the stimuli presented during the passive condition were task-irrelevant, we
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cannot completely exclude that attention may still have been drawn to them. How-

ever, given the fast stimulus presentation rate (Alain and Izenberg, 2003), it seems

reasonable to assert that a state of sustained and focused attention was absent

during this condition, or at least weaker if compared to the other conditions that

required task performance. After the session the majority of subjects reported that

they had indeed not been performing the task when not instructed to. Furthermore

supporting this view were the ROI BOLD responses: the No-Task condition exhib-

ited weaker activation in the auditory cortices (PAC and SAC) than the No-Distractor

task condition. Such task-related attentional enhancement of activity relative to No-

Task, during the presentation of the same stimuli, has been previously reported

(Grady et al., 1997; Jäncke et al., 1999; Hall et al., 2000).

Conversely, for the four task conditions (No-Distractor, Concordant, Discordant and

Non-Letter ) focused attention was present. This was firstly confirmed by the behav-

ioral results showing that all subjects performed well above chance level, suggesting

that all subjects were engaged during task conditions. Secondly, the No-Distractor

vs. No-Task contrast showed activation in motor and premotor cortices, supplemen-

tary motor area (SMA) and pre-SMA, and cerebellum. These areas are known to

be active during task performance that comprises sensory, cognitive and motor pro-

cessing (Picard and Strick, 2001; Jäncke et al., 2003; Salmi et al., 2009; Baumann

and Mattingley, 2010). In summary, our observations suggest that during passive

listening there was no task-related activity and subjects were likely not internally

performing the task, while during task conditions subjects were attentively engaged

in the one-back task.

2.5.2 Activation to dichotic stimuli

During three of the five conditions (Concordant, Discordant and Non-Letter ) sub-

jects were presented with both a task-relevant and a task-irrelevant stimulus stream.

The introduction of additional task-irrelevant distracting stimuli increased the diffi-

culty of the task. Yet, subjects’ mean performance remained above 85% for all

conditions with few subjects scoring above 90% for all conditions. Ceiling effects

may be present suggesting that the task was not difficult enough, allowing the sub-

jects not only to attend the stimuli in order to perform the task but also to attend
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the distractors. Still, we were able to show significant differences in task perfor-

mance between various pairs of conditions (Discordant vs. Concordant, Discordant

vs. Non-Letter, Discordant vs. No-Distractor ). Thus, we argue that the various

distractor types interfered differently with task performance.

Responses resulting from contrasting all distractor conditions against the No-Distractor

condition were not found bilaterally (Figure 2.4C-D). These were strongest in the

hemisphere contralateral to the additional distractor stream, ipsilateral to the at-

tended ear. Also, from the ROI analyses AC responses to the addition of a second

task-irrelevant stream did not produce significantly stronger responses on the side

contralateral to the attended ear, with an exception for the left PAC and SAC. These

areas additionally showed significant differences between the No-Distractor condi-

tion and some of the dichotic conditions. These results were consistent with the

stronger contralateral responses in all monotic conditions. There was an acous-

tic response increasing the contralateral hemispheric responses due to the task-

irrelevant stream presentation, which may be explained by the fact that the No-

Distractor condition was monotic while the distractor conditions were dichotic. AC

BOLD responses to a dichotic stimulus presentations have been reported to be

stronger than those presented monotically (Scheffler et al., 1998). Furthermore, not

having a correspondent strong increase in ipsilateral responses may indicate that

the already strong contralateral responses to the task-relevant stream could not be

significantly elevated by adding a second task-irrelevant stream. This may be at-

tributable to hemodynamic response saturation. BOLD fMRI is not directly sensitive

to neural activity, but measures the increased blood flow that follows the increased

metabolic demand of activated brain tissue. Because the achievable amount of

vascular dilation is limited, BOLD responses tend to saturate at high levels. Such

non-linearities would also express themselves as apparent suppression of evoked

responses when baseline activity is elevated by the attended sound.

We found stronger activation in the left PAC when compared to the right PAC, in

dichotic listening conditions and regardless of the side that is being attended. This

can be related to the previously reported phenomenon known as ‘right ear advan-

tage’ (REA) for verbal stimuli in subjects showing left-lateralization for language pro-

cessing (e.g. Kimura, 1961; Della Penna et al., 2007; Foundas et al., 2006). It has

been shown that, behaviorally, attention plays an important role in dichotic listening
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(Kinsbourne, 1970; Bryden et al., 1983). Correspondingly, neuroimaging studies

have showed that the level of activation in the auditory cortex depends on the direc-

tion of attention: selective attention directed to one ear increases activation in the

auditory cortex contralateral to the attended ear (Alho et al., 1999; Jäncke et al.,

2001; Jäncke et al., 2003; Alho et al., 2012). Thus it would be expected that when

directing attention to the left ear the correspondent contralateral responses, in the

right hemisphere, would be strongest when compared to the ipsilateral responses,

in the left hemisphere. This results are in agreement with previous research report-

ing left hemisphere preference for language processing (Damasio and Geschwind,

1984; Giraud et al., 2007).

Activations were different for different distractor types, although ROI-based analy-

ses showed only a trend. Among the dichotic conditions, the strongest activation

was measured for the most difficult condition, in both primary and secondary AC.

One could argue that this is due to pure bottom-up effects related to the complexity

of the auditory scene: two voices speaking different letters (in Discordant), or one

voice and one non-voice (in Non-Letter ), may require more acoustic processing to

be disentangled than two voices speaking the same letter (in Concordant). How-

ever, even in the Concordant condition the two streams were spoken by different

speakers, one male and one female. Although semantically the same, these were

therefore acoustically very different. In particular, with regard to average pitch or

spectra, the two concordant streams were comparably different as the discordant

streams. More generally, for all three of our dichotic conditions the auditory scene

consisted of two clearly distinguishable sound sources or auditory objects. This

suggests that the differences in activation evoked by the various dichotic distractor

conditions were not purely due to the required amount of low-level acoustic pro-

cessing, but were affected by more high-level functions as well. This may have

comprised increased attentional requirements in order to manage greater interfer-

ence, in accordance with previously reported studies on attentional modulation in

the AC (e.g. Jäncke et al., 1999; Petkov et al., 2004; Woods et al., 2009). Given

these arguments we conclude that not only bottom-up acoustic mechanisms but

also top-down attentional processing was present during dichotic presentations.

Previous work has discussed the influence of attentional load and task difficulty in

stimulus processing. While some reported decreased responses with increased
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task demands (Lavie, 1995; Rees et al., 1997) others reported the opposite rela-

tionship (Fockert et al. 2001) or differentiated effects (Alain and Izenberg, 2003;

Chait et al, 2012). Lavie et al. (2004) suggested the existence of two types of load:

perceptual load and working memory load, with opposite effects (for a review see

Lavie, 2005). Recent work (Sabri et al., 2013) showed that increased perceptual

load in the attended ear correlates with decreased responses in the auditory cor-

tex to task-irrelevant sounds. This is the opposite from the trend that we observe

(increased responses for the most demanding conditions) and furthermore incon-

sistent with another recent study that did not show any modulatory effect (Murphy

et al., 2013). However, our present paradigm differs from Lavie’s model in an im-

portant regard: we did not vary the perceptual load of the attended stream itself,

which remained unchanged over the whole experiment. Instead, we only changed

the congruency or the category of the unattended task-irrelevant stream. We sur-

mise that there was an indirect load change that happened through the interference

of the different distractors. The most interfering distractor acted to increase the

cognitive load of the condition. Thus, differences regarding the nature of the task

used might be relevant, considering that Sabri et al. (2013) use a perceptual de-

tection task while the current study requires the participants to perform a cognitive

control task, specifically a working memory task. Cognitive control of attentional

processes is necessary for minimizing distractor interference, which is the case in

the present experiment where one task-relevant stream competes for attention with

another task-irrelevant stream. The discrepancy between these studies may there-

fore be attributed to the observation that working memory load and perceptual load

involve different perceptual and cognitive processes (Fockert et al. 2001; Lavie and

Fockert, 2005; Dalton et al., 2009).

2.5.3 Suppressive binaural interaction

To further understand task-irrelevant processing, we addressed the differences be-

tween responses to a monotic task-irrelevant stream and responses to a task-

irrelevant stream in a dichotic stimulation during simultaneous presentation of a

task-relevant stream. We were primarily interested in the neural responses due

to the additional unattended distractor stream. To assess the response to an unat-
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tended distractor stream, we compared a dichotic condition with an attended and an

unattended stream to a monotic condition with an attended stream alone. Addition-

ally, we wished to assess whether the presence of the attended stream influences

the measured response to the unattended stream. For this purpose, we also mea-

sured the neural response to an unattended monotic stream (No-Task ) compared

to a baseline without any streams. Given the responses to an unattended stream in

the presence and absence of another attended stream, we could finally assess the

interaction between both streams.

The monotic presentation resulted in stronger bilateral auditory cortex activation.

Based on previous research it seems reasonable to expect that the two existing

ipsilateral pathways are suppressed during dichotic listening, due to dichotic in-

teraction. However, which pathway is being suppressed by the other cannot not

be distinguished from our results. We can, however, say that there is evidence of

a suppressive interaction mechanism involving the contralateral and the ipsilateral

pathways.

Suppressive binaural interaction was proposed in previous studies comparing left

and right monotic with dichotic stimulations (e.g. Fujiki et al., 2002; Kaneko et al.,

2003). Fujiki et al. (2002) reported suppression of the ipsilateral responses during

dichotic stimulation when compared to monotic stimulation, in both hemispheres.

The authors discussed this result in terms of existing inhibitory effects present dur-

ing dichotic stimulation that lead to competition between auditory stimuli. We argue

that a similar mechanism occurred in this experiment which requires the process-

ing of two distinct streams: the task-relevant stream, which is supposedly attended,

and a task-irrelevant distractor stream that has to be ignored. For left and right

presentations, only the contralateral responses to the additional presentation of a

task-irrelevant stream (in the presence of a task-relevant stream in the other ear)

showed significance, and not the ipsilateral responses to the same stimuli. This

can be related with an increase of the ipsilateral responses to the attended stimuli.

However, it also suggests that the ipsilateral response of the task-irrelevant stream

was suppressed by the stronger contralateral attended task-relevant stream or by

an active suppression mechanism of the task-irrelevant stimuli, in agreement with

what was suggested in previous research (Alho et al., 1999). Thus, we cannot ex-

clusively argue in favor of the existence of a suppression of the ipsilateral responses
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of the attended stream. This is an interesting finding which might be correlated with

the previously mentioned EEG result showing that the N1 amplitude is reduced

in the presence of competing task-irrelevant auditory distractions presented to an

unattended ear, when attention is directed to a task-relevant stream simultaneously

presented in the other ear (Ahveninen et al., 2011; Ponjavic-Conte et al., 2012).

Although we were limited in the number of conditions due to practical concerns, we

concede that other conditions might have been of interest. For example, the inclu-

sion of a passive dichotic listening condition (possibly comprising all three combina-

tions of streams used in this study) would enable a comparison between activation

to the presentation of two unattended streams (passive dichotic) with activation

to one unattended stream in the presence of another attended stream (active di-

chotic). It would therefore allow the assessment of the effect of task-relevance on

one stream, for instance through top-down attention. Given our primary focus on

the unattended stream, we chose to include only the conditions that were required

to make the assessments that we present reported on. We nevertheless feel that

future studies including these other conditions constitute an important complement

to the present work.

2.5.4 Visual cortex responses

Deactivation of SVC during passive listening relative to the baseline condition was

not completely unexpected, however PVC deactivation was. Additionally, the ROI

analyses showed that in comparison to PVC, SVC appeared to be more strongly

affected by task performance: the No-Distractor vs. No-Task comparison was sig-

nificantly different for SVC and not for PVC; during passive listening (No-Task ) PVC

deactivation was stronger than that in SVC. This suggests stronger task-related

attentional influences in non-primary visual than primary visual cortex, in agree-

ment with previous studies (Mozolic et al., 2008; Hairston et al., 2008). Moreover,

increased task difficulty, with the addition of distractors, did not produce any sig-

nificant change compared to the active condition with no distractor (No-Distractor ),

which is different from what has previously been suggested for the SVC (Hairston

et al., 2008). Hairston and colleagues (2008) employed an auditory temporal-order

judgment task at different levels of difficulty that were adjusted for each individual’s
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own threshold. This is considered to be a perceptually demanding task. Possi-

bly, the present study employed an easier task requiring less attentional-related

resources and consequently a weaker task-difficulty modulatory effect. Addition-

ally, as argued before, differences in the results obtained may reflect distinct neural

processes that are task-related, since the present study used a cognitive working

memory (as opposed to a perceptual task).

Cross-modal inhibition has been reported in previous studies. In the context of

unimodal stimulus presentations, several studies have shown decreased responses

in sensory areas that are not classically considered to be relevant to the processing

of the presented stimuli (Haxby et al., 1994; Zatorre et al., 1999; Laurienti et al.,

2002; Johnson and Zatorre, 2005; Hairston et al., 2008; Salo et al., 2013), although

others do not consistently present similar results (for a review see Shulman et al.,

1997). In particular, decreased responses to unimodal auditory stimulation have

been reported in visual areas, during active conditions requiring auditory sustained

attention (Zatorre et al.,1999; Johnson and Zatorre, 2005; Mozolic et al., 2008;

Hairston et al., 2008; Salo et al., 2013) and also, although less commonly reported,

during passive stimulation (Laurienti et al., 2002; Johnson and Zatorre, 2005).

The referred visual related areas were generally confined to higher processing re-

gions (BA19). However, in the present study we show decreased responses not

only in higher visual cortex (BA19) but also in the earlier visual processing region

in the primary visual cortex (BA17). Specifically, we show decreased responses

in the primary visual cortex during both auditory active (with or without distractor

presence) and passive stimulation (without distractor presence), and with simulta-

neous increased responses in the auditory cortex. The existence of anatomical

connections between auditory and visual areas has been reported before in non-

human primates (Falchier et al., 2002; Rockland and Ojima, 2003; Clavagnier et

al., 2004; Cappe and Barone, 2005). Recently, an interesting study has shown that

activation of auditory cortex to passive sound exposure drives synaptic-inhibition

in the primary visual cortex, through recruitment of local inhibitory circuitry (Iurilli

et al., 2012). Our results for the primary visual cortex are in agreement with the

existence of a functional relation between auditory and visual cortex that does not

necessarily require attention, and strongly suggest that an automatic sensory pro-

cessing mechanism occurs within the visual cortices, during acoustic stimulation.
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Since secondary visual areas seem to be more attentionally modulated than the

primary visual, it can be speculated that deactivation of primary sensory areas trig-

gers the (re)allocation of attentional resources within a modality, potentially through

the involvement of supramodal areas like frontal and parietal cortices, for further

use by the relevant cortices. Future research is necessary to better understand the

mechanisms underlying cross-modal interactions.
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CROSS-MODAL INTERFERENCE

3.1 Summary

The present functional magnetic resonance imaging study investigated cross-modal

interactions between the auditory and visual modalities focusing on the effect of

various unattended stimuli. The participants performed an auditory (or visual) 1-

back task, with auditory (or visual) letter stimuli, while being simultaneously pre-

sented with visual (or auditory) task-irrelevant stimuli. We found that hemody-

namic changes resulting from unattended task-irrelevant auditory or visual stimuli

during bimodal stimulation were bilateral in the auditory or visual cortex, respec-

tively. When performing a visual task, the auditory cortex showed a response to

the auditory distractors that did not depend upon whether the auditory stimuli were

concordant, discordant, or unrelated to the task-relevant visual stimuli. However,

when performing an auditory task, the visual cortex responded differently to dif-

ferent distractors: functional magnetic resonance imaging signals were highest for

concordant letters, intermediate for discordant letters, and lowest for unrelated non-

letter stimuli. These results suggest that cross-modal modulations differ between

the sensory cortices, depend on the attended modality, and are influenced by the

categorical and associative relationship between relevant and irrelevant stimuli.

3.2 Introduction

Directing attention to task-relevant stimuli is essential to minimize interference from

task-irrelevant stimuli. Previous studies have shown evidence for cross-modal in-

teraction across the various sensory systems, e.g. somatosensory and auditory

(Kitagawa et al., 2005); somatosensory and visual (Igarashi et al., 2010; Nakashita

et al., 2008); somatosensory, auditory, and visual (Hötting and Röder, 2004); olfac-

tory and gustatory (White and Prescott, 2007). Interactions and cross-modal atten-

tional modulations between auditory and visual modalities have been studied both

behaviorally (Donohue et al., 2013a; Evans and Treisman, 2010; Yuval-Greenberg

and Deouell, 2009) and neurally (Baier et al., 2006; Cate et al., 2009; Johnson and

Zatorre, 2005; Laurienti et al., 2002; Weissman et al., 2004).

Concordant auditory and visual stimuli that are prone to be combined result in an
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interaction that is facilitatory and integrative. Conversely, if the auditory and visual

stimuli are discordant then the interaction can result in a conflict, and a distrac-

tive interference between the two modalities occurs. Behaviorally, this interference

is usually reflected by an increase in reaction times and/or a decrease in perfor-

mance. These behavioral outcomes have been previously reported in tasks re-

quiring attentional focus on the auditory (visual) modality, while ignoring the visual

(auditory) modality, and with a large variety of stimuli: animal pictures and vocal-

izations (Yuval-Greenberg and Deouell, 2009); spoken and visual combinations of

color-word stimuli (Donohue et al., 2013a); high/low pitch tones and black/white vi-

sual grating stimuli (Evans and Treisman, 2010); and letters (Larsen et al., 2003).

Some of these studies additionally reported that concordance or congruency had a

larger effect when the task-irrelevant stimuli were visual with an auditory task than

when the task-irrelevant stimuli were auditory with a visual task (Yuval-Greenberg

and Deouell 2009; Donohue et al., 2013a). In summary, behaviorally, the rela-

tionship of stimuli that are presented to the two modalities modulates cross-modal

interference, with possible modality differences.

Previous neuroimaging work using auditory and visual stimulus presentations showed

that the modulatory cross-modal response interactions in the brain also depend on

stimulus relationship. Weissman et al. (2004) used concordant and discordant letter

stimuli, and reported stronger responses in the task-relevant sensory systems when

a task-irrelevant distractor, presented in the other modality, was different than when

it was the same. However, they were not able to measure activity suppression or en-

hancement in the unattended sensory modality. Johnson and Zatorre (2005, 2006),

although not addressing stimulus concordance or relatedness effects, used auditory

and visual stimulus presentations, and showed task-related enhancement of activ-

ity in the attended modality’s cortex with simultaneous suppression of activity in the

cortex corresponding with the unattended modality. Mayer et al. (2009) showed

that attentional modulations in the visual and auditory cortical areas depend on the

context (temporal or spatial tasks) and stimulus presentation frequencies. Another

study showed that when the information presented to the two modalities was ex-

pected to be discordant there was a response enhancement to the task-relevant

stimuli and a response suppression to the task-irrelevant stimuli. Conversely, if the

bimodal stimuli were expected to be concordant and related in a way that they could
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be associated, brain responses were enhanced in both sensory systems, regard-

less of where attention was directed to (Baier et al., 2006). These effects were

attributed not only to the stimulus relatedness per se, but also to the expected rela-

tionship. According to the authors, during the concordant and associated condition,

when subjects could additionally rely on the task-irrelevant modality to make a cor-

rect response, the increased activity in the correspondent task-irrelevant modality

likely reflected that expected benefit. Overall, these studies suggest that attentional

modulation in the visual and auditory cortical areas relate to the management of

distractors in order to minimize their interference.

Recently, Donohue et al. (2013b) recorded event-related potentials (ERPs) during

an auditory discrimination task where subjects had to ignore visual letter stimuli.

They showed that the N1 and P2 ERP responses to the ignored visual stimuli were

larger for the discordant than for the concordant conditions, and largest for those in-

dividual stimuli that evoked the slowest response times. The authors proposed that

when the task-irrelevant visual input conflicted with the task-relevant auditory stim-

uli there was an initial attentional capture by the task-irrelevant stimuli, which was

responsible for the initial response enhancement rather than response suppres-

sion of the unattended stimuli. In fact, these results agree with the aforementioned

behavioral outcomes showing increased interference for the most conflicting con-

ditions, when compared with less conflicting conditions (Yuval-Greenberg and De-

ouell 2009; Donohue et al., 2013a; Larsen et al., 2003), suggesting that although

attention was fully directed to one modality the task-irrelevant unattended stimuli

were still processed.

Overall, these results suggest that increasing task difficulty by changing the re-

lationship between concurrently presented task-relevant and task-irrelevant stimuli

requires increased attention to the task-relevant stimuli in order to minimize interfer-

ence. It is less clear how the processing of the task-irrelevant stimulus is affected by

its relatedness to the task-relevant stimulus. In the aforementioned studies various

different stimuli were used. For some, the discordant comparisons regarded differ-

ent category stimuli (e.g. visual letters vs. non-letter sounds), and for others the

discordant comparisons referred to same/different objects belonging to the same

natural category (e.g. different letters were presented to two different modalities).

Additionally, the tasks that were employed so far used different instruction cues or
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varying load, which could cause attentional shifts or variable memory recruitment.

Here we intended to study cross-modal interactions between the auditory and visual

modalities, with particular focus on the effect of unattended stimulus concordance

and category. We used functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) to measure

brain responses to the attended auditory (or visual) and simultaneous unattended

visual (or auditory) bimodal presentations in the respective sensory modalities’ cor-

tices. We employed unattended stimuli that could be either concordant or discordant

but belonging to the same category, or non-letter stimuli to represent a different un-

related category. We present evidence of cross-modal response modulations in the

unattended sensory modality’s cortex. We show that these modulations depend on

the attended modality and on the categorical and associative relationship between

the task-relevant and task-irrelevant stimuli.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Subjects

Twenty one healthy subjects (11 female, 2 left handed) aged between 20 and 61

(mean 40.4 ± 11.1 S.D.) years were recruited through advertising. All subjects re-

ported normal hearing, which was verified through standard pure tone audiometry.

The mean thresholds across octave frequencies from 0.25 to 2 kHz averaged over

both ears was 6.3 ± 7.0 dB HL. All subjects had normal, or corrected-to-normal,

vision. Each subject gave written informed consent in approved accordance with

the guidelines of the Medical Ethical Committee of the University Medical Center

Groningen, in The Netherlands. This work is part of a bigger study in which sub-

jects participated on two separate days. The present study concerns one of two

1-hour neuroimaging sessions, preceded by approximately ½ hour task instruction

and practice. Results from the other session, involving the same subjects, but a uni-

modal auditory task have been published previously (Amaral and Langers, 2013).
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3.3.2 Task and Stimuli

In the neuroimaging session letters were used as stimuli (8 consonants: ’L’, ’T’,

’R’, ’C’, ’H’, ’K’, ’S’, ’Q’). These were presented either acoustically through MR-

compatible headphones (MR Confon GmbH, Magdeburg, Germany; Baumgart et

al., 1998), as Dutch spoken consonant-vowel or vowel-consonant utterances (/εl/,

/te:/, /εr/, /se:/, /ha:/, /ka:/, /εs/, and /ky/, respectively), or visually on an fMRI com-

patible screen in the form of white letter glyphs on a dark background. All stimuli

were presented at a fixed rate of 1 Hz.

Subjects performed an auditory or visual one-back task in which an attended task-

relevant stream was presented either acoustically (binaurally) or visually and, at

the same time, a task-irrelevant stream was presented to the other modality. All

subjects were required to attend to the task-relevant stream, compare consecutive

stimuli, and press, at every stimulus presentation, one button if the stimuli were the

same (i.e. a target), or a different button if the stimuli were different. Target stimuli

were present at 30% probability. Subjects were instructed to answer as quickly and

accurately as possible. All subjects’ button presses were recorded. (Figure 3.1)

The task-irrelevant stimuli could consist, at every stimulus presentation, of the same

letter as that in the task-relevant stream (Concordant), a different letter (Discor-

dant), or something different from a letter (Non-Letter ). These non-letter stimuli

comprised symbolic characters for visual presentations, or bird song syllables (Joly

et al., 2012). The length of the auditory stimuli ranged from 350ms to 450ms. The

visual stimuli were displayed for 500ms. The auditory and visual stimulus onsets

were synchronous. In addition, two unimodal control conditions were included in

which only one auditory or visual stimulus stream was presented. In one, the sub-

jects performed the one-back task in the absence of a task-irrelevant stream; the

other was a passive listening or viewing condition. This resulted in a total of 5 dif-

ferent conditions per modality: Concordant, Discordant, Non-Letter, No-Distractor,

and No-Task.

The neuroimaging session comprised six runs of approximately seven minutes

each. Before each run subjects were orally instructed to pay attention to the task-

relevant stream in either the auditory (A) or the visual (V) modality. Stimuli were

presented in a block design, with each block corresponding to one condition. Each
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Figure 3.1 A Example of the 1-back task for a Discordant condition, during which a
visual task-relevant stream and an auditory task-irrelevant stream were presented. In
the beginning of each block-condition subjects were visually instructed to perform the
task or to view (or listen) passively. Subjects’ were instructed to press a button for
each presentation of the task-relevant stimulus: one button if the stimulus was different
from the previous one and a different button if it was the same (target). B Illustration
of a runs’ block-sequence with experimental parameters. C Illustration of a sequence
of runs. Before each run subjects were orally instructed to attend to one of the two
modalities (auditory or visual) and perform the task (in the respective task blocks: all
except No-Task ) with the stimuli presented to that modality. D Functional MRI sparse
sampling paradigm employed in the experimental procedure.

run comprised two blocks of each condition. Each block started with a 2-s visual

instruction informing the subjects whether they had to perform the one-back task

(for Concordant, Discordant, Non-Letter and No-Distractor ) or not (for No-Task ),

followed by 23 stimulus presentations. Consecutive blocks were separated by 15

seconds during which no stimuli were presented. The order of the runs, conditions
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and stimuli was randomized. Subjects were instructed not to close their eyes (ex-

cept for blinking) and fixate on the screen during all runs. A white dot was shown

when no visual stimuli were presented to control for subjects’ eye movements (Fig-

ure 3.1).

The percentage of correct responses to stimulus presentation (number of correct

‘same’ or ‘different’ responses divided by the number of trials) was determined as

a measure of subjects’ performance. Additionally, reaction times of the correct re-

sponses (RT) were determined. In order to avoid any masking effects of scanner

noise we discarded all trials that coincided with acquisitions. Subjects’ responses

were considered to belong to a stimulus if a button was pressed between 100 and

1100 ms after its onset of presentation.

Performance and reaction times were analyzed by means of a 2-way repeated mea-

sures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with factors for modality (2 levels: A, V) and

condition (4 levels: Concordant, Discordant, Non-Letter, No-Distractor ; since No-

Task did not produce behavioral results). In the cases where the assumption of

sphericity was violated the degrees of freedom were adjusted using Greenhouse-

Geisser correction. Post-hoc tests were performed using paired-sample Student’s

t-statistics. F-values (F), uncorrected degrees of freedom and corrected p-values

(p) are reported. False Discovery Rate (FDR) criteria, controlled at 0.05 confidence

level, were used to correct for multiple comparisons.

3.3.3 Functional MRI

Neuroimaging was performed using a Philips Intera 3-Tesla MR system, equipped

with an 8-channel phased-array (SENSE) head coil, at the Neuroimaging Center

(NiC) in Groningen. An anatomical T1-weighted image was acquired for each sub-

ject before the functional imaging acquisition. BOLD images were acquired using a

silent sparse sampling paradigm (TR = 13 s, TA = 2.0 s, which resulted in a silent in-

terval of 11 s) to avoid interference from acoustic scanner noise (Hall et al., 1999).

For each of the six runs, 32 dynamic T2*-sensitive echo planar imaging volume

acquisitions were collected (TE = 22 ms, FOV = 192×192×144 mm³, 64×62×48 ma-

trix). All subjects wore earplugs to attenuate MRI-related gradient-induced noise.
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Data were preprocessed with the Statistical Parametric Mapping software package

(SPM8, FIL Wellcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging, London, UK) running in MAT-

LAB® (Natick, Massachusetts: The MathWorks Inc.). The first dynamical scan in

each run was excluded from the analyses due to lack of magnetization equilibrium.

Each subject’s data were realigned, the anatomical images were coregistered to the

functional images, all images were normalized into Montreal Neurological Institute

(MNI) stereotaxic space and smoothed using an isotropic 5-mm full-width at half-

maximum Gaussian kernel. A logarithmic transformation was applied to express all

voxels’ signals in units of percentage signal change relative to the mean. A general

linear model (GLM) was constructed for each subject that included ten regressors

modeling all experimental combinations (2 modalities × 5 conditions), six regres-

sors containing the estimated motion parameters modeling residual motion effects,

and four regressors for each run describing a 0th to 3rd order Legendre polynomial

modeling baseline and scanner drift effects. All statistical parametric maps (SPMs)

resulting from constructed contrasts were thresholded at p < 0.05, corrected for

family-wise errors (FWE), and a minimum cluster extent of 50 voxels.

Four regions of interest (ROIs) were defined. Primary auditory cortex (PAC) was

extracted from a PAC probability map (Morosan et al., 2001) thresholded at 40%.

Secondary auditory cortex (SAC) was drawn from the activation map of the auditory

passive condition (see 2.2. of the Results) while excluding the voxels with non-zero

values in the PAC probability map used to define the PAC ROI (see 2.2. of the

Results). An analogous procedure was applied to define the visual ROIs. The

primary visual cortex (PVC) was defined based on a probability map for Brodmann

area (BA) 17 (Amunts et al., 2000) thresholded at 40%. Secondary visual cortex

(SVC) ROI consisted of the passive visual activation map, which did not overlap

with BA17. The obtained ROIs are illustrated in Figure 3.6 of the Results.

For the aforementioned ROIs, the estimated regression coefficients were averaged

across all voxels. Effects of interest were assessed by means of a 2-way repeated-

measures ANOVA comprising a 2-level factor modality (A or V) and a 5-level factor

condition (Concordant, Discordant, Non-Letter, No-Distractor or No-Task ). In the

cases where the assumption of sphericity was violated the degrees of freedom were

adjusted using Greenhouse-Geisser correction. F-values (F), uncorrected degrees

of freedom and corrected p-values (p) are reported.
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Post-hoc analysis was performed using pairwise comparisons between conditions

of interest. A correction for multiple comparisons was performed using False Dis-

covery Rate (FDR) criteria, controlled at 0.05 level.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Behavior

As shown in Figure 3.2A, task performance was high for all subjects. The mean

percentage of correct responses over all subjects was above 89% for each combi-

nation of modality and condition. Nevertheless, the ANOVA revealed a significant

dependence upon the factor condition (F(3, 60) = 4.95, p = 0.02) but not upon the

factor modality (F(1, 20) = 2.62, p = 0.12).

Figure 3.2 Behavioral outcomes, comparing the various task conditions. Boxplot show-
ing the distribution of the individual subjects’ performance (A) (i.e., percentage correct
detection of consecutive identical stimuli) and reaction times of the correct responses
(B). Conditions corresponding to the attended auditory (A, white bars) and attended
visual (V, black bars) runs are shown.
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Since the interaction between both factors was not significant (F(3, 60) = 0.01, p =

0.99), results were averaged over the non-significant factor modality, and a paired

Wilcoxon signed-rank test was calculated for all pairs of conditions. The mean

proportion of correct responses to the Discordant letter condition was lowest. Sig-

nificant FDR-corrected differences were found for the pairs: Concordant vs. Dis-

cordant (pcorr. = 0.04) and Concordant vs. Non-Letter (pcorr. = 0.04). The other

comparisons did not reach statistical significance (pcorr. > 0.1).

Reaction times (RT) are shown in Figure 3.2B. The ANOVA revealed a significant

dependence upon the factor modality (F(1, 20) = 19.46, p = 2.7 × 10-4), but not upon

the factor condition (F(3, 60) = 1.97, p = 0.14) nor the interaction modality ×condition

(F(3, 60) = 1.04, p = 0.38). Since the interaction between both factors was not sig-

nificant, results were averaged over the non-significant factor condition. Subjects

had lower reaction times during the visual tasks (477 ± 60 ms, mean ± S.D.) than

during the auditory tasks (510 ± 67 ms).

3.4.2 fMRI contrasts

Group-level activation to passive listening or viewing conditions (No-Task ) vs. no

stimulus presentation at baseline, is shown in Figure 3.3A. Bilateral activation in the

auditory cortex, comprising primary and secondary auditory cortices in right and

left superior temporal gyrus, was found during the (A) runs. Analogously, bilateral

activation was observed in the secondary visual cortices during the (V) runs. These

contrasts were used to define the secondary auditory and visual cortices, excluding

the primary sensory cortices based on the Morosan et al. (2001) and Amunts et al.

(2000) probability maps, respectively.

The effect of task performance, addressed through a No-Distractor vs. No-Task

contrast, is shown in Figure 3.3B. When instructed to attend the auditory (A) or

visual (V) modality, activation was found in the supplementary motor area (SMA,

in Brodmann area BA6) and cerebellum. Task-related activation appeared more

extensive during (V) than during (A) runs in the bilateral cerebellum. For (V) runs

additional activations were found in other areas within BA6 including the precentral

gyrus (left) and superior frontal gyrus (left), in BA40 supramarginal gyrus (right),

BA2 postcentral gyrus (right), and in the thalamus. However, these task-related
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differences between the modalities were not significant when directly contrasting

the task effects for (A) and (V) (not shown).

Figure 3.3 A Activation for the passive relative to the silent baseline condition (No-
Task ) for the auditory (A) and visual (V) stimulus presentations. B Task-related activa-
tion derived from the contrast No-Distractor vs. No-Task. C Activation for the averaged
distractor effect relative to (unimodal) task condition (1/3 ×(Concordant + Discordant +
Non-Letter ) vs. No-Distractor ) when attending the auditory (A) and visual (V) modal-
ity. All images were thresholded at a confidence level p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected) and
extended threshold with a minimum cluster size of 50 voxels. Activations of seven adja-
cent slices were overlaid over the SPM subject template. Hot colors refer to increased
signals. A: anterior; L: left; P: posterior; R: right. Scale bar for decreased signals was
omitted since no voxel reached statistical significance for the reciprocal contrasts.

The average effect of the task-irrelevant distractor stimuli is shown in Figure 3.3C.

The average of the bimodal conditions [1/3 ×(Concordant + Discordant + Non-

Letter )] was contrasted against the task condition without any task-irrelevant stream

(No-Distractor ), for the auditory and visual modality presentations separately. Bi-

lateral activation was observed: in the visual cortex for the conditions with visual

task-irrelevant stimuli and in the auditory cortex for the conditions with auditory

task-irrelevant stimuli. No additional activations or deactivations in other regions

of the brain were observed.
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To further study the effect of each task-irrelevant distractor stimulus, contrasts were

evaluated for each of the three conditions separately (Concordant, Discordant, and

Non-Letter ) against the unimodal task condition (No-Distractor ), for both the au-

ditory and visual modality (Figure 3.4A). Similar to what was observed in Figure

3.3C, bilateral activation was revealed: in the visual cortex for the conditions with vi-

sual task-irrelevant stimuli and in the auditory cortex for the conditions with auditory

task-irrelevant stimuli. Although the auditory task-irrelevant activations maps did

not appear to differ much, the visual task-irrelevant activation maps exhibited some

differences. The concordant and discordant letters evoked the most extensive ac-

tivations, whereas the non-letter distractor resulted in a more confined activation.

Although activation still peaked in similar locations in the secondary visual areas,

the concordant and discordant letter evoked responses additionally extended, to a

small degree, to the primary visual cortex.

To test whether these activation patterns differed, pairwise contrasts between the

different distractor conditions were performed (Concordant vs. Non-Letter ; Dis-

cordant vs. Non-Letter ; Discordant vs. Concordant), for the attend auditory (A)

and the attend visual (V) runs. For the (V) runs, none of the comparisons reached

statistical significance (not shown). The comparisons involving the non-letter dis-

tractor condition revealed significant differences for the (A) runs (Concordant vs.

Non-Letter and Discordant vs. Non-Letter ) (Figure 3.4B). Comparison between

Concordant and Non-Letter revealed stronger responses in the early visual areas

(BA17 and BA18); the comparison between Discordant and Non-Letter also re-

vealed stronger responses in BA17 and BA18, and BA7 in the superior parietal

lobule (SPL).

Next, we assessed the differences between responses to a unimodal task-irrelevant

stream (No-Task in Figure 3.3A) and the responses to a task-irrelevant stream pre-

sented to that same modality (Concordant, Discordant and Non-Letter in Figure

3.4A) with simultaneous presentation of a task-relevant stream to the other modal-

ity. This comparison resulted in stronger bilateral primary visual cortex activation,

but only for the Concordant and Discordant distractor conditions, and only for visual

task-irrelevant comparisons (Figure 3.5A). Auditory task-irrelevant stimulus activa-

tions when performing a visual task were not different from the passive listening

condition (not shown). To investigate the top-down influences of instruction, con-
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Figure 3.4 A Activation for each distractor effect relative to task condition (Concordant
vs. No-Distractor ; Discordant vs. No-Distractor ; Non-Letter vs. No-Distractor ). B
Distractor comparison within the attended auditory modality. Comparison among the
different distractor condition when attending the visual modality did not result in sta-
tistical significant signals. Images were thresholded at a confidence level p < 0.05
(FWE-corrected) and extended threshold with a minimum cluster size of 50 voxels. Ac-
tivations of seven adjacent slices were overlaid over the SPM subject template. Hot
colors refer to increased signals. L: left; R: right. Scale bar for decreased signals was
omitted since no voxel reached statistical significance for the reciprocal contrasts.
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trasts between conditions that comprised similar stimuli, but a distinct attentional

instruction were performed. Comparisons regarding concordant letters when at-

tending visual vs. concordant letters when attending auditory (Concordant (V) vs.

Concordant (A)) and discordant letters when attending visual vs. discordant letters

when attending auditory (Discordant (V) vs. Discordant (A)) are shown in Figure

3.5B. Concordant letter comparisons did not result in a statistically significant re-

sponse map, that is they evoked the same activation pattern irrespective of which

modality the subject was instructed to attend. Yet, the discordant letter comparison

Figure 3.5 Activation resulting from comparison of different distractor conditions. A
Activation resulting from comparison of distractor activation maps and passive viewing
when these task-irrelevant stimuli were presented to the visual modality. Auditory task-
irrelevant comparison did not result in statistical significant signals (not shown). B
Distractor comparison between conditions with similar category stimuli (Concordant or
Discordant) but different attended modality. Images were thresholded at a confidence
level p < 0.05 (FWE-corrected) and extended threshold with a minimum cluster size
of 50 voxels. Activations of seven adjacent slices were overlaid over the SPM subject
template. Hot colors refer to increased signals. L: left; R: right. Scale bar for decreased
signals was omitted since no voxel reached statistical significance for the reciprocal
contrasts.
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revealed stronger responses in the higher visual areas in the occipital lobe, when

attending the visual modality. The reverse comparisons between the attending (A)

vs. attending (V) conditions were also performed but they did not result in any

significantly different activation maps. In summary, whereas the visual cortex was

more strongly activated when instructed to attend the visual stream, at least for

discordant streams, activation in the auditory cortex did not significantly depend

upon the instruction.

3.4.3 ROIs

The BOLD percentage signal change in the defined sensory ROIs is presented in

Figure 3.6 by means of barplots indicating the mean activation for each combination

of modality and condition. The pattern of activation to the stimuli and task well

agreed with the voxel-wise t-tests showed in Figures 3.3-3.5. In all four ROIs, the

factors condition, modality, as well as their interaction were significant (F > 5.0, p <

0.01).

Because these effects appeared to be strongly driven by differences between the

unimodal and bimodal conditions, a reduced 2-way repeated measures ANOVA

was performed with the three bimodal conditions only: a 2-level factor modality

(A or V) and a 3-level factor condition (Concordant, Discordant, or Non-Letter ).

The PAC ROI did not show statistical significance for the factor condition (F(2, 40) =

0.15, p = 0.83), modality (F(1, 20) = 4.3 × 10-4, p = 0.98), and interaction (F(2, 40)

= 0.01, p = 0.69). Similarly, the SAC ROI did not show statistical significance for

the factor modality (F(1, 20) = 0.04, p = 0.84), and interaction (F(2, 40) = 0.32, p =

0.70), although the factor condition approached significance in SAC (F(2, 40) = 3.25,

p = 0.06). The PVC showed a significant factor condition (F(2, 40) = 12.79, p = 6.0 ×
10-5) and interaction (F(2, 40) = 11.97, p = 1.2 × 10-4), but the factor modality was not

significant (F(1, 20) = 3.65, p = 0.07). In the SVC, the factor modality was significant

(F(1, 20) = 14.61, p = 0.001) and interaction (F(2, 40) = 13.47, p = 1.2 × 10-4), but not

the condition factor (F(2, 40) = 1.44, p = 0.25).

Various pairwise comparisons between conditions of interest are reported in Table

3.1. All the statistically significant differences presented in the brain maps (Figures

3.3-3.5) were reproduced in the barplots shown in Figure 3.6. In general, the acti-
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vation pattern indicated activation in the cortex related to the modality being stimu-

lated, in response to the stimuli during the passive viewing and listening conditions

when compared to the baseline, and in response to the task when the No-Distractor

and the passive conditions were contrasted. The task-induced activation was not

present in the SPMs.

Figure 3.6 BOLD percentage signal change relative to baseline for the considered sensory
ROIs: primary and secondary, auditory (panel A PAC and SAC) and visual (panel B PVC
and SVC) cortices. For each subject the mean fitted responses of all voxels, for each
ROI, were determined. The bar plots present average ROI means and respective standard
error across subjects, for the attend auditory (A, white bars) and attend visual (V, black
bars) modality experimental conditions. ROIs’ adjacent slices were overlaid over the SPM
subject template (PAC and SAC, z = 6; PVC and SVC, y = -84).
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Table 3.1 Significance of the contrasts of the sensory ROIs, for the attended Auditory (A)
and Visual (V) experimental conditions. Contrasts of interest were assessed by means of
two-tailed Student t-tests and corrected for multiple comparisons using False Discovery
Rate (FDR) criteria, controlled at 0.05 level. *: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.01; ***: p < 0.001; -:
non-significant.

Contrasts ROIs

Modality Contrast PAC SAC PVC SVC

Auditory (A) No-Task vs. Baseline *** *** - -
No-Distractor vs. Baseline *** *** * *
No-Distractor vs. No-Task - - - -
Concordant vs. No-Distractor - - ** **
Discordant vs. No-Distractor - - ** **
Non-Letter vs. No-Distractor - - - **
Concordant vs. Discordant - - - *
Concordant vs. Non-Letter - - ** *
Discordant vs. Non-Letter - - ** -

Visual (V) No-Task vs. Baseline - - - ***
No-Distractor vs. Baseline - - - ***
No-Distractor vs. No-Task - - * **
Concordant vs. No-Distractor *** ** - -
Discordant vs. No-Distractor *** ** - -
Non-Letter vs. No-Distractor *** ** - -
Concordant vs. Discordant - - - **
Concordant vs. Non-Letter - - - -
Discordant vs. Non-Letter - - - -

Auditory – Visual Concordant (V) vs. Concordant (A) - - - -
(A) – (V) Discordant (V) vs. Discordant (A) - - - **

Furthermore, the distractor comparisons (Concordant vs. Discordant ; Concordant

vs. Non-Letter ; Discordant vs. Non-Letter ) revealed a significant difference for the

SVC that was not present in the statistical parametric map: when attending the audi-

tory modality (with visual distractors) the Concordant condition evoked more activa-

tion than both the Non-Letter and the Discordant conditions. When the distractors
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were auditory stimuli, the SVC also showed a significant but opposite difference

between the Concordant and the Discordant conditions, with the latter showing

stronger responses than the former. In agreement with Figure 3.4B, in the PVC the

Non-Letter condition was significantly weaker than the Concordant and the Discor-

dant conditions. Interestingly, no significant differences between the distractor con-

ditions were found in either PAC or SAC. Moreover, when the comparisons across

modalities were performed reflecting the instruction effect, the SVC showed a highly

significant effect for the Discordant but not the Concordant conditions.

In summary, both auditory and visual ROIs showed significant responses to all stim-

uli presented in their modality. Task-related response enhancement was found in

the visual cortices, for the (V) runs, but not the auditory cortices. Additionally, the

visual areas were more strongly modulated by the different types of distractors than

the auditory areas; also the SVC showed instruction-related modulation.

3.5 Discussion

This study investigated whether the cross-modal interactions during a visual or au-

ditory task resulting from task-irrelevant unattended auditory or visual stimuli mod-

ulate the responses in the sensory cortex of the unattended modality. We showed

that BOLD signal changes resulting from unattended task-irrelevant auditory or vi-

sual stimuli during bimodal stimulation were bilateral in the auditory cortex or visual

cortex respectively. Furthermore, it was shown that the auditory and visual cortex

responded differently to the presence of cross-modal distractions. When perform-

ing a visual task in the presence of an auditory distractor, the auditory cortex was

not modulated by the nature of the distractor stimuli: it always responded the same.

However, when performing an auditory task in the presence of a visual distractor,

the visual cortex responded differently to the different distractors. Activation was

strongest for letter stimuli that were concordant with the attended auditory stimuli.

Our results show that cross-modal interference between the auditory and visual

modalities is modality and stimulus dependent.
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3.5.1 Behavioral responses

Behaviorally, subjects’ mean performance was high for all conditions suggesting

a high level of engagement during task performance. During the three bimodal

conditions (Concordant, Discordant and Non-Letter ), subjects were presented with

both a task-relevant and a task-irrelevant stimulus stream. Significant differences

in task performance for various distinct pairs of distractor conditions were observed

(Discordant vs. Concordant and Concordant vs. Non-Letter ). This suggests that

different levels of interference were caused by these distractors. Yet, since the RTs

did not reveal the same trend, a speed-performance trade off may have occurred.

Additionally, the reaction times for the (V) runs were significantly lower than for the

(A) runs, agreeing with various previous works (e.g. Evans and Treisman, 2010;

Rinne, 2010; Weissman et al., 2004). At first sight, this could be construed to in-

dicate that the auditory distractors were less deleterious to the visual task than the

visual distractors to the auditory task. In fact, this has been shown in former studies

(e.g. Yuval-Greenberg and Deouell, 2009; Donohue et al., 2013a). Yet, Mayer et

al. (2009) suggested that the auditory distractors are more difficult to ignore than

visual distractors, which could be related to their task and stimuli that involved high

temporal processing known to be advantageous to the auditory modality. However,

in the present study the RTs were lower for the (V) than (A) runs during the No-

Distractor condition, suggesting that the visual had a more general advantage over

the auditory modality, which was independent of the presence of the distractors.

One interpretation relies on the way the stimuli were presented: each visual stimu-

lus was fully presented all at once, whereas the auditory stimuli needed more time

to be fully pronounced. This could have allowed a faster stimulus apprehension

and an earlier motor-response during the (V) runs, while during the (A) runs sub-

jects had to wait until enough auditory information was presented before a response

could be made. However, Yuval-Greenberg and Deouell (2009) have addressed this

question, by changing the relative presentation times of the stimuli, and suggested

that there is an additional stimulus type dependence, which surpasses the auditory-

visual presentation asymmetry. Their study proposed that for stimuli such as words

or letters, visual processing is faster than auditory processing. We therefore sur-

mise that in our case the attended visual letter stimuli were processed faster than

the attended auditory letter stimuli.
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3.5.2 Response patterns to task-irrelevant and task-relevant stimuli in
the cortices related to the attended modality

The unimodal passive listening and viewing conditions (No-Task ) served to assess

the auditory and visual stimulus-evoked responses. Responses to unimodal audi-

tory passive task-irrelevant stimulation were bilateral in the primary and secondary

auditory cortex, in agreement with previous research (Alho et al., 2013; Hall et al.,

2000; Jäncke et al., 1999; Johnson and Zatorre, 2005). Similarly, responses to

unimodal visual task-irrelevant stimulation were bilateral in the visual cortex, partic-

ularly in the higher visual area BA19, which has been shown to be implicated in the

visual processing of shapes (Corbetta et al., 1990; Haxby et al., 1994; Roe et al.,

2012).

Activation enhancements in the secondary auditory cortex, and both primary and

secondary visual cortices, were observed with the introduction of the task. This was

shown by the ROI analysis, in agreement with previous studies (Cate et al., 2009;

Jäncke et al., 1999; Johnson and Zatorre, 2005; Petkov et al., 2004; Woodruff et

al., 1996). These enhancements were likely caused by the allocation of attentional

resources required during task performance.

Some studies have reported attentional modulations in the sensory cortices related

to task-difficulty (Haxby et al., 1994; Rinne, 2010). Although our task was not judged

to be difficult given that the performance was high for all subjects, significant differ-

ences were nevertheless present between some of the bimodal conditions. The

additional presentation of a task-irrelevant stream to the auditory or visual modality,

while simultaneously performing a visual or auditory task, did not result in signifi-

cantly stronger responses in the cortex related to the attended modality. This agrees

with Johnson and Zatorre’s (2005) study that compared unimodal and bimodal task

conditions.

Additionally, when comparing different bimodal conditions, in general no different

responses were observed in the attended modality’s cortex. Nevertheless, the ROI

analysis showed that during the (V) runs, the SVC had a significantly stronger re-

sponse in the Discordant than the Concordant condition. This stronger visual re-

sponse has been interpreted to correspond to stronger attentional demands drawn

to the visual areas in order to maintain a good performance during a more con-
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flicting condition (Weissman et al., 2004). Our result is consistent with that study,

although we failed to replicate their similar reverse findings in the auditory cortex.

This is consistent with Mayer et al. (2009) who showed attentional modulations for

their selective visual attention task condition but not for the selective auditory atten-

tion task condition. This suggests that the auditory distractors are harder to ignore,

possibly due to the temporal processing characteristics of the employed task.

Overall, our results seem to support the interpretation that the more conflicting Dis-

cordant condition induces a stronger attentional effect towards the relevant stimuli,

thus the relevant modality.

3.5.3 Response patterns in the distractors’ modality related cortices

We measured the responses to distractor presentations in the corresponding task-

irrelevant unattended modality’s cortex. Bilateral BOLD responses were found in

the cortex related to the modality where the distractor was presented. Auditory

distractor responses were visible in both primary and secondary auditory areas;

visual distractor responses were mostly found in BA19 involved in higher visual

processing.

These patterns agreed with the responses observed during the passive conditions.

In both cases these constituted cortical responses to task-irrelevant stimuli. Strik-

ing, however, was the enhanced significance and more extensive activation pattern

for the distractors. In particular, the visual task-irrelevant responses during task

performance, with attention directed to the auditory modality, were more significant

and spread than the passive task-irrelevant ones. This trend, although less strong,

also occurred for the auditory task-irrelevant stimulus responses while attending the

visual modality. This appears to be a larger effect size although the ROI analysis

does not clearly support the interpretation that the evoked responses due to the

distractors were stronger when compared with the passive task-irrelevant stimulus

responses.

Responses to task-irrelevant stimuli were further assessed by contrasting: 1. the

different distractor conditions (Concordant, Discordant and Non-Letter ) to each

other, within each of the attended modality conditions; 2. the passive and distractor
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activations for each attended modality and distractor condition.

The auditory cortex did not show disparate responses under the various auditory

distractor conditions, when attending the visual modality, in agreement with previ-

ous studies (e.g. Rinne et al., 2012). Also, when contrasting auditory task-irrelevant

evoked responses with and without a task in the visual modality, no modulation (en-

hancement or suppression) of the auditory cortex responses was observed. This

suggests that the visual task did not interfere with the auditory responses to the

irrelevant sounds. Conversely, when performing the auditory task, we observed a

different response pattern. The visual cortex showed different responses for the

various visual distractors. The visual cortex also showed different task-irrelevant

evoked responses when comparing conditions with and without a task in the audi-

tory modality.

When comparing SVC responses to the different distractors during the (A) runs,

there were significant differences between the BOLD responses in the Concor-

dant and Discordant conditions: Concordant task-irrelevant visual stimuli evoked

stronger responses in the SVC than the Discordant task-irrelevant visual stimuli.

Contrastingly, Donohue et al. (2013b) measured larger visual ERPs during the Dis-

cordant than the Concordant conditions, during an auditory task, suggesting that

conflicting distractor presentation in a different modality pulls attentional resources

to the irrelevant modality and consequently enhancement of the irrelevant input.

Weissman et al. (2004) however found no Concordant vs. Discordant condition

differences in the task-irrelevant modality cortices.

Moreover, when comparing two conditions comprising similar acoustic and visual

features but different instruction (attend auditory or attend visual), we observed no

significant differences for Concordant (V) vs. Concordant (A), but stronger bilateral

responses were obtained in the SVC for Discordant (V) vs. Discordant (A). During

the concordant letter conditions, subjects may have shifted their attention between

auditory and visual modalities, since they could rely on either stream to perform

the task. In agreement with our results, Baier et al. (2006) have shown that brain

responses in the sensory system related to the unattended modality were stronger

when the information presented to the two modalities was expected to be concor-

dant and prone to be associated than when it was discordant. We propose that, in
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our study, during the Concordant condition the task-irrelevant and the task-relevant

stimuli were highly associated (same letter and conveyed the same information),

thus they could be reliably integrated and processed at a neuronal level by both

auditory and visual systems, and multisensory areas.

It is likely that integration attempts also happened in the PVC and even when the

bimodal presentations were discordant, although the auditory and the visual stim-

uli could not be integrated into one percept, unlike the concordant case. The PVC

Concordant and Discordant BOLD responses were stronger than the Non-Letter

evoked response, during the (A) runs. The task-relevant and some task-irrelevant

stimuli were letters (except during the Non-Letter condition), which constituted be-

haviorally relevant stimuli to the subjects. It has been suggested that simultane-

ous presentation of letters and speech-sounds induces early automatic integration

(Froyen et al., 2008). We deduce that when the auditory and the visual letters were

simultaneously presented, an integrative mechanism was automatically triggered

through a bottom-up response, which in combination with the faster visual process-

ing, was responsible for the visual cortices letter vs. non-letter response differences

during the auditory task.

3.5.4 Cross-modal responses during unimodal conditions

Cross-modal visual cortex responses to unimodal auditory stimulus presentations

were found. The primary and secondary visual cortices responses significantly

decreased below the baseline during the No-Distractor condition, when performing

the auditory 1-back task (A runs). Similar cross-modal response interaction in the

visual cortex to unimodal auditory stimulation has been reported before (Amaral

and Langers, 2013; Hairston et al., 2008; Johnson and Zatorre, 2005; Mozolic et

al., 2008; Salo et al., 2013; Zatorre et al., 1999). This response suppression is

generally attributed to the allocation of attentional resources from the visual to the

auditory areas, yet its underlying mechanisms are still not well understood. This

could be caused by the presence of the auditory stimulation, which would lead to

decreased signals in the PVC during the auditory conditions.

The reciprocal interaction, that is significantly decreased auditory cortex responses

to unimodal visual stimulation, was not observed in the present study. We ob-
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serve significantly stronger responses in SAC during the unimodal visual task when

comparing the No-Distractor with the No-Task. This is contrary to what has been

reported in previous studies (Haxby et al., 1994; Laurienti et al., 2002; Shulman et

al., 1997). A recent study (Perrone-Bertolotti et al., 2012) has shown auditory cor-

tex activation during silent reading. Although the stimuli used in the present study

were letters and not full words or sentences, written letters have a very salient asso-

ciated phoneme. This association is learned at an early age and may elicit auditory

responses through auditory verbal imagery (Jäncke and Shah, 2004).

Our data suggest the existence of cross-talk between the auditory and visual sys-

tems, in opposite directions, during unimodal active conditions. Specifically, the

visual cortex shows negative responses to unimodal auditory stimuli compared to a

silent baseline, whereas the auditory cortex shows positive responses to unimodal

visual stimuli compared to a fixation baseline.

3.5.5 PVC response patterns

The PVC ROI showed a response pattern different from the other chosen ROIs.

During the (V) runs, the primary visual cortex did not show a significant difference

when contrasting the passive visual stimulation with the baseline. Although it may

have been the case that the responses to the visual stimulation were negligible, a

more plausible explanation is that during the (V) runs the baseline activity during

the 15-s rest periods between blocks may have been elevated in similar fashion as

the response to the blocks themselves. In Figure 3.6, this would lead to an apparent

downward shift in all response bars. One explanation for such an elevated baseline

is that the fixation dot, which was presented during the 15-s period between the

conditions, may have sufficed to evoke visual cortex responses and elevate the

baseline BOLD signal to a similar level as the letters that were presented during

the No-Task condition. However, this seems unlikely to have happened since the

letters were bigger and more intricately shaped than the fixation dot, which implies

that more light was present during the letter than the fixation dot presentations. This

is expected to increase stimulus responses in the VC, which is the opposite of what

we measured. Alternatively, increased baseline activity in PVC could have occurred

as a result of visual stimulus anticipation. This is likely to have occurred during the
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(V) runs and possibly also during the bimodal (A) runs. This has been reported

before, however the same study was unable to show that these modulations were

sustained during the attentional process during task performance (McMains et al.,

2007).

The fixation dot constituted a small and unchanging shape, thus a less interesting

stimulus when comparing to letters’ shape. It is possible that even during passive

viewing condition the letter features such as shape were preferentially processed.

It has been proposed that activity in lower processing areas is reduced due to more

complex processing that is performed in higher areas (Murray, 2002). The author

proposed that the need for lower areas to signal the visual objects’ presence be-

comes reduced when higher visual areas proceed with the grouping of stimulus

features into a perceived object.

PVC responses to visual distractors during the auditory task (A runs) showed that

the Concordant and Discordant distractor conditions, but not the Non-Letter, were

different from the No-Distractor condition. Additionally, the PVC showed highly sig-

nificant differences between the categorically different Concordant vs. Non-Letter

and Discordant vs. Non-Letter, but not in the Concordant vs. Discordant compari-

son. PVC responses were also stronger when visual distractors had to be ignored

than when visual stimuli were passively viewed, but only when they fell in the same

category of the attended stimuli. These observations first suggest that the letter

distractors were more meaningful than the non-letter symbol distractors, yet the

passive visual condition also comprised letters. We can speculate that because the

auditory task involved letter stimuli it was ‘harder’ for the visual cortex to ignore the

same category visual letter distractors. Furthermore, it seems that what happened

was that not only the task-irrelevant visual letters were more meaningful per se,

but the fact that they were simultaneously presented with task-relevant auditory let-

ters increased its feature similarity, and possibly its relative meaningfulness. Thus

the relationship between the task-relevant and task-irrelevant stimuli also may have

determined the response in the PVC. These observations further suggest that the

PVC was sensitive to the different category of the irrelevant visual stimuli, but not

the possibility of being associated with the task-relevant stimuli, since Concordant

vs. Discordant conditions evoked no differences.
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3.5.6 Conclusion

The present study studied cross-modal interference between the auditory and vi-

sual modalities. Altogether, our data suggest the existence of cross-modal task-

irrelevant stimulus modulations in the correspondent unattended sensory cortices.

Furthermore, they suggest that these modulations depend on the attended modality

and on the categorical and associative relationship between the task-relevant and

task-irrelevant stimuli.
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ATTENTIONAL RESPONSES IN TINNITUS

4.1 Summary

Tinnitus is highly prevalent in the general population. Tinnitus sufferers often report

having difficulties focusing on a task at hand and ignoring the tinnitus percept. Be-

havioral studies have shown evidence for impairments in attention, interference in-

hibition, and various other executive functions in tinnitus. However, few neuroimag-

ing studies have directly addressed this issue. In the present functional Magnetic

Resonance Imaging (fMRI) study we employed a 1-back task, requiring subjects

to monitor relevant auditory and visual information. Additionally, interfering stimuli

were presented to investigate selection of relevant information and inhibition of irrel-

evant information. Significant behavioral group differences were not found, although

performance worsened for increasing tinnitus severity. Significant group differences

in evoked neural activation neither occurred in the central auditory system, nor in

the attentional fronto-parietal network. However, the anterior insula and the vermis

of the cerebellum showed significantly stronger task-related activation in the tinni-

tus group when compared to the controls. Furthermore, deactivation in the primary

visual cortex that occurred in the control group for various combinations of modal-

ities and distractors was significantly less in the tinnitus group. These results are

consistent with previous studies that showed the involvement of various networks

in tinnitus, particularly the salience and visual networks, which are also implicated

in attention. Although we did not demonstrate cognitive impairment in tinnitus, sig-

nificantly different evoked responses were found in various brain regions that we

attribute to an abnormal involvement of attention control mechanisms in tinnitus.

4.2 Introduction

Subjective tinnitus can be defined as an auditory percept that has no objectifiable

external source, and no cause that can be attributed to any physical sound source

resulting from inside the body. Tinnitus is highly prevalent in the general population.

It has been reported that prolonged tinnitus requiring medical evaluation affects 10

to 15% of adults (Heller, 2003; Henry et al., 2005). Depression and emotional dif-

ficulties in personal relationships constitute important comorbid factors influencing

the quality of life of tinnitus sufferers. Additionally, impaired cognitive processing
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and concentration difficulties have been reported (Hallam et al., 1988; Erlandsson

and Hallberg, 2000).

It has been hypothesized that attention plays a role in the establishment of an in-

creased chronic awareness of tinnitus through a negative reinforcement of the sub-

jects’ emotional response, which prevents habituation and adaptation (Jastreboff

1990; Andersson 2002; Jastreboff and Jastreboff, 2006). Rauschecker et al. (2010)

proposed that a failure of the limbic system to block the auditory signal acts as an

emotion-related “sensory gating” mechanism that leads to the chronic perception

of tinnitus. Attentional processes may be involved in the modulation of the sen-

sory and limbic systems (Zikopoulos & Barbas, 2006; Wolf et al., 2014). Others

proposed that the tinnitus percept emerges as a result of various distributed brain

networks, which have common nodes (De Ridder et al., 2011, 2014). While assert-

ing that there must be a minimal core network, this model proposes that individual

differences in tinnitus perception are determined by other core-connected networks

involved in the generation of the tinnitus percept (De Ridder et al., 2014). Because

these latter models essentially focus on physiology, they do not directly elucidate

the role of attention as a main player in the generation of the tinnitus percept. In

a recent review, Roberts et al. (2013) stressed the need for further research to

better understand the role of attention in tinnitus. The present study aims to inves-

tigate attentional engagement in tinnitus by studying its interactions with auditory

and non-auditory stimuli presented during task-performance.

Behavioral studies have addressed the role of attention and cognition in tinnitus us-

ing various tasks. It has been reported that tinnitus subjects are slower in a dual

task condition (Hallam et al., 2004), which might be related to switching of atten-

tion and multitasking functions. Rossiter et al. (2006) employed working memory

and visual divided-attention tasks and reported impaired performance for tinnitus

subjects, although only in their most demanding dual task. Stevens et al. (2007)

used visual tasks involving selective and divided attention, and showed increased

reaction times for their severe tinnitus group on both tasks, and both in easy and

hard conditions. Recently, Heeren et al. (2014) showed that tinnitus subjects have

a specific deficit related to the control of attention, which is required for the efficient

allocation of resources to relevant input. This study did not find evidence for general

cognitive impairment attributable to tinnitus. Most of these studies have addition-
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ally addressed the effect of anxiety and depression, but found that this could not

account for the behavioral differences (Rossiter et al., 2006; Stevens et al., 2007).

Overall, these studies suggest that cognitive problems in tinnitus subjects are likely

related to attention. Furthermore, because some studies use visual tasks this sug-

gests that non-auditory attention and tinnitus processing interact. Moreover, tinnitus

interference likely depends on task demand.

The processing of a tinnitus percept might be comparable to that of a task-irrelevant

sound present in the environment (Hallam et al., 2004; Stevens et al., 2007), which

can cause interference and consequently impair performance (Hesser et al., 2009).

Andersson et al. (2000) used a color-word Stroop task and reported that their

tinnitus group was slower to name the colors than the control group without tinni-

tus, suggesting that inhibition of interference is impaired. When performing a task

with stimuli presented to one ear, while ignoring task-irrelevant stimuli presented

to the other ear, unilateral tinnitus subjects show less interference from the irrele-

vant stimuli when these are presented to the non-tinnitus ear (Cuny et al., 2004).

This experiment suggests that attention is being permanently drawn to the tinnitus

ear. Although habituation usually takes place to repeated irrelevant stimulus pre-

sentations (Thompson and Spencer, 1966), tinnitus seems to behave differently.

This suggests that tinnitus is a consequence of a habituation deficit to the tinnitus

percept, resulting in a constant reorientation of attention, causing increased aware-

ness.

There are a number of tinnitus studies addressing brain function in tinnitus in re-

lation to attention. Electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography

(MEG) studies showed that selective attention plays a role in tinnitus (Jacobson et

al., 1996; Paul et al., 2014; but see also Diesch et al., 2012). Positron emission

tomography (PET) studies showed altered tinnitus-related activity in frontotemporal

and parietotemporal regions (Mirz et al., 1999, 2000a, 2000b), which have been

implicated in auditory attention (Zatorre et al., 1999). In another study, Andersson

et al. (2006) showed that tinnitus loudness and annoyance were decreased during

task performance compared to baseline. At the same time, cerebral blood flow de-

creased in attentional regions as well as auditory cortex, suggesting that attention

can modulate responses in the tinnitus brain and influence the concurrent percep-

tual tinnitus severity. Using functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), Hu-
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sain et al. (2011) addressed effects of sensory and cognitive processes in chronic

tinnitus in the presence of hearing loss, and found no behavioral differences with

controls. However, when comparing the tinnitus group to subjects with matched

hearing loss, differences were found in regions located in the frontal, parietal and

temporal lobes, known to be part of the attention and short-term memory networks.

In the present fMRI study we employed a 1-back task, requiring subjects to monitor

relevant sensory information and perform successive stimulus comparisons. Ad-

ditionally, interfering stimuli were presented requiring inhibition of irrelevant input.

Auditory and visual stimuli were employed to understand attentional processes op-

erating on interference in the same and in different sensory modalities as the tin-

nitus. Various interfering conditions were employed to modulate task difficulty and

attentional demands. Based on previous findings we hypothesize that tinnitus sub-

jects will show impaired behavioral outcomes when compared to the control group,

especially in difficult conditions. Additionally, it is expected that the tinnitus group

differently engages the sensory and attentional systems in the brain, and particu-

larly the auditory, visual and fronto-parietal regions.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Subjects

Twenty-one healthy controls and thirteen subjective tinnitus subjects were included,

matched regarding age, handedness and hearing loss. All subjects participated

in the present fMRI study on two separate days, each comprising a 1-hour neu-

roimaging session that was preceded by an approximately ½-hour training session.

A subset of results from the unimodal session involving only the control subjects

has been previously published (Amaral and Langers, 2013). We presently focus on

comparisons between the control and tinnitus groups.

No subjects reported any history of neurological or psychiatric disorders, except

for tinnitus in the tinnitus group. Each subject gave written informed consent in

approved accordance with the guidelines of the Medical Ethical Committee of the

University Medical Center Groningen in The Netherlands. Subjects were recruited
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through advertising and additionally, in the case of the tinnitus group, from the Ear,

Nose and Throat patient database at the University Medical Center Groningen. All

subjects had normal, or corrected-to-normal, vision, and normal hearing or mild

hearing loss, which was verified through standard tone audiometry (0.25 – 8 kHz)

(Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1 Hearing threshold distributions in the left and the right ears for the control (white)
and tinnitus (black) groups separately, are presented by means of boxplots. Measurements
were taken in octave intervals between 0.25 and 8 kHz.

All subjects were asked to answer self-report questionnaires to determine their

handedness (Edinburgh Handedness Inventory, Oldfield, 1971), hyperacusis (Khalfa

et al., 2002), adult attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD, Jasper-Goldberg

questionnaire), and anxiety and depression levels (HADS, Zigmond and Snaith,

1983). Additionally, the tinnitus subjects answered questionnaires to assess tinni-

tus burden (the Tinnitus Handicap Inventory, THI) (Newman et al., 1996). In addi-

tion, the following tinnitus characteristics were obtained: lateralization (left, right, or

“in the head”), auditory percept type (e.g. tone, crickets) and dynamics (constant

or pulsatile). A summary of the characteristics for the two groups can be found in

Table 4.1. Apart from the hyperacusis and HADS scores, subject groups were not

significantly different.
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Table 4.1 Demographics and characteristics comparison between the control and the tinni-
tus groups. All questionnaires outcomes were rescaled to a range from 0 to 100 (%). Mean
± standard deviation (range) of the variables are shown. ***: p < 0.001; **: p < 0.01; n.s.: p
> 0.05.

Group Controls Tinnitus p

Demographics

Gender 11 female, 10 male 4 female, 9 male n.s.
Age (y) 40.4 ± 11.1 (20 – 61) 42.5 ± 11.9 (20 – 57) n.s.
Handedness 19 right, 2 left 11 right, 2 left n.s.

Audiometry

Average hearing Left: 9.3 ± 8.5 (-3 – 28) Left: 8.1 ± 6.7 (-1 – 21) n.s.
threshold (dB HL) Right: 8.8 ± 6.2 (0 – 22) Right: 11.9 ± 10.1 (-3 – 28) n.s.

Self-reported questionnaires

ADHD (%) 24.4 ± 20.5 (2 – 81) 28.7 ± 19.1 (6 – 65) n.s.
Hyperacusis (%) 29.3 ± 11.0 (7 – 48) 52.7 ± 15.2 (21 – 74) ***

Attentional (%) 36.5 ± 14.0 (58 – 17) 58.5 ± 22.3 (25 – 100) **
Social (%) 17.3 ± 8.7 (0 – 33) 44.1 ± 17.1 (17 – 67) ***

Emotional (%) 40.1 ± 22.4 (0 – 83) 60.2 ± 18.6 (25 – 92) **
HADS (%) 13.6 ± 8.4 (0 – 29) 29.6 ± 11.0 (17 – 58) ***

Anxiety (%) 18.0 ± 13.2 (0 – 48) 36.3 ± 13.3 (14 – 67) ***
Depression (%) 9.2 ± 8.1 (0 – 29) 22.8 ± 12.4 (5 – 48) **

Tinnitus effects and characteristics

THI (%) – 36.6 ± 19.1 (4 – 78) –
Functional (%) – 43.1 ± 22.4 (0 – 79) –
Emotional (%) – 27.5 ± 23.8 (0 – 81) –

Catastrophic (%) – 36.2 ± 21.0 (10 – 70) –
Tinnitus duration (y) – 4.3 ± 4.1 (1 – 16) a) –
Dynamics – 11 constant, 2 pulsatile –

Sound –
9 tone, 2 noise, 1 sand,

–
1 tone + noise + crickets

Lateralization –
10 bilateral/central, 2 left,

–
1 right
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4.3.2 Task and Stimuli

The stimuli that were used in the neuroimaging session were letters (8 consonants:

’L’, ’T’, ’R’, ’C’, ’H’, ’K’, ’S’, ’Q’). These were presented either acoustically through

MR-compatible headphones (MR Confon GmbH, Magdeburg, Germany; Baumgart

et al., 1998) in the form of Dutch spoken consonant-vowel or vowel-consonant ut-

terances (/εl/, /te:/, /εr/, /se:/, /ha:/, /ka:/, /εs/, and /ky/, respectively), or visually on

an fMRI compatible screen installed in the scanner room in the form of white letters

on a dark background. All stimuli were presented at a fixed rate of 1 Hz.

Subjects were required to perform a one-back task: attend to a task-relevant stream

of auditory or visual stimuli, compare consecutive stimuli, and press, at every stimu-

lus presentation, one button if the stimuli were the same (i.e. a target), or a different

button if the stimuli were different. Target stimuli were present at 30% probability.

At the same time, a task-irrelevant distracting stream of competing stimuli could be

present. (Figure 4.2)

In one fMRI session, subjects performed a “unimodal” task in which the task-relevant

stream was presented in one of the ears (left or right) and the distracting stream was

presented in the other ear. During the unimodal session, subjects were instructed

to simultaneously fixate on a white dot centered on the screen. In the other ses-

sion, subjects performed a “bimodal” task in which the task-relevant stream was

presented in one of the modalities (auditory or visual) and the distracting stream

was presented in the other modality. In the bimodal session, auditory stimuli were

binaurally presented. Each of the two neuroimaging sessions comprised 6 runs of

approximately 7 minutes. Before every run subjects were orally instructed to pay

attention to the target stream present in either the left (L) or the right (R) ear in the

unimodal session, or either the auditory (A) or the visual (V) modality in the bimodal

session. Subjects were instructed to answer as quickly and accurately as possible.

The task-irrelevant stream could either consist of the same letter as that in the tar-

get stream, a different letter, or it could consist of something different from a letter

(a symbolic character for visual presentations or a bird song syllable for auditory

presentations; Joly et al., 2012). Auditory and visual stimuli were presented syn-

chronously inside a 500-ms time window (Figure 4.2). Two types of unimodal or

monaural control conditions were included in which only one stimulus stream was
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Figure 4.2 Example of the 1-back task for a Discordant block, in the unimodal session
(A), and in the bimodal session (B). For this condition, a task-relevant stream and a task-
irrelevant stream were presented. In the beginning of each block subjects were visually
instructed to perform the task or to listen to (or view) the stimuli passively. For each presen-
tation of the task-relevant stimulus a button had to be pressed: one button if the stimulus
was different from the previous one and a different button if it was the same (target). C
Illustration of a runs’ block-sequence with its experimental parameters. D Illustration of a
sequence of runs (example for a bimodal session). Before each run subjects were orally
instructed to attend to one of the two modalities (or ears in the unimodal session) and per-
form the task (except in a No-Task block) with those stimuli. E A sparse sampling paradigm
was employed in the experimental procedure.
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presented. In one, the subjects performed the one-back task in the absence of a

task-irrelevant stream; the other was a passive listening or viewing condition. This

resulted in a total of 5 different conditions: Concordant, Discordant, Non-Letter,

No-Distractor, and No-Task. Stimuli were presented in a block design. Each run

comprised ten blocks, two of each condition. Each block started with a 2-s visual

instruction informing the subjects whether they had to perform the one-back task

(for Concordant, Discordant, Non-Letter and No-Distractor ) or not (for No-Task ),

followed by 23 stimulus presentations. Consecutive blocks were separated by 15

seconds during which no stimuli were presented. The order of the runs, condi-

tions and stimuli was randomized. Subjects were instructed not to close their eyes

(except for blinking) and fixate on the screen during all runs.

All subjects’ button presses were recorded. The percentage of correct responses

to stimulus presentation (number of correct ’same’ or ’different’ responses divided

by the number of trials) was determined as a measure of subjects’ performance.

Additionally, reaction times of the correct responses (RT) were determined. In or-

der to avoid any acoustic masking effects of scanner noise we discarded all trials

that coincided with acquisitions. Subjects’ responses were considered to belong

to a stimulus if a button was pressed between 100 and 1100 ms after its onset of

presentation.

4.3.3 Functional MRI

Neuroimaging was performed using a Philips Intera 3-Tesla MR system, equipped

with an 8-channel phased-array (SENSE) head coil, at the Neuroimaging Center

(NiC) in Groningen. An anatomical T1-weighted image was acquired in each ses-

sion before the functional imaging acquisitions started. BOLD images were ac-

quired using a sparse sampling paradigm (TR = 13 s, TA = 2.0 s, which resulted in

a silent interval of 11 s) to avoid interference from acoustic scanner noise (Hall et

al., 1999). For each of the runs, 32 dynamic T2*-sensitive echo planar imaging vol-

ume acquisitions were collected (TE = 22 ms; FA = 90°; FOV = 192×192×144mm³;

64×62×48 matrix). All subjects wore earplugs to attenuate MRI-related gradient-

induced noise.

Data were preprocessed with the Statistical Parametric Mapping software package
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(SPM8, FIL Wellcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging, London, UK) running in MAT-

LAB® (Natick, Massachusetts: The MathWorks Inc.). The first dynamical scan in

each run was excluded from the analyses due to lack of magnetization equilibrium.

Each subject’s data were realigned, the anatomical images were coregistered to the

functional images, all images were normalized into Montreal Neurological Institute

(MNI) stereotaxic space and smoothed using an isotropic 5-mm full-width at half-

maximum Gaussian kernel. A logarithmic transformation was applied to express all

voxels’ signals in units of percentage signal change relative to the mean. A general

linear model (GLM) was constructed for each subject that included twenty regres-

sors modeling all experimental combinations (4 modalities × 5 tasks), six regressors

containing the estimated motion parameters modeling residual motion effects, and

four regressors for each run describing a 0th to 3rd order Legendre polynomial

modeling baseline and scanner drift effects.

Functional regions of interest (ROIs) were defined in the following areas: left au-

ditory cortex (LAC), right auditory cortex (RAC), primary visual cortex (PVC), sec-

ondary visual cortex (SVC), anterior insula (aIns), and cerebellar vermis (Vermis).

A supplementary set of ROIs that were defined comprised premotor and supple-

mentary motor areas (BA6), default mode network (DMN), thalamus (Thalamus),

bilateral broca area (Broca), left putamen (lPutamen), and cerebellum (Cerebel-

lum). ROIs were defined based on a statistical test summarizing all significant

task-related mean effects (as described below, and illustrated in 4.4.3 of the Re-

sults section). Primary and secondary auditory cortices were initially considered

separately. However, notable differences in the activation patterns were not found

between primary and secondary auditory regions, so these were combined into

one auditory ROI per hemisphere. The vermis was considered separately based

on previous reports of tinnitus-related activation in that area of the cerebellum (e.g.

Lanting et al., 2009; Lanting et al., 2014).

4.3.4 Statistical inference

Performance and reaction times were analyzed by means of a 3-way repeated mea-

sures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with factors for group (2 levels: Control, Tinni-

tus), modality (4 levels: L, R, A, V) and condition (4 levels: Concordant, Discordant,
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Non-Letter, No-Distractor ; since No-Task did not produce behavioral results). Post-

hoc analysis was performed using Paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests calculated for

pairs of conditions.

All the fMRI statistical parametric maps (SPMs) resulting from constructed contrasts

were thresholded two-tailed at p < 0.05, corrected for family-wise errors (FWE), and

a minimum cluster extent kE > 50 voxels.

ROIs were obtained from an omnibus F-test on all twenty conditions each sepa-

rately averaged across groups, thresholded at voxel-wise p < 0.001 and kE > 100

(see 4.4.3. of the Results section). For these ROIs, the estimated regression coeffi-

cients were averaged across all voxels. Effects of interest were assessed by means

of a 3-way repeated-measures ANOVA comprising a 2-level factor group (Control,

Tinnitus), a 4-level factor modality (L, R, A or V) and a 5-level factor condition (Con-

cordant, Discordant, Non-Letter, No-Distractor or No-Task ). Post-hoc analysis was

performed using Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, comparing all conditions between the

two subject groups pairwise.

All ANOVAs were adjusted using Greenhouse-Geisser non-sphericity correction.

Correction for multiple comparisons was performed using False Discovery Rate

(FDR) procedures, thresholded at a level q = 0.05 (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995;

Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001). Fisher-Snedecor F-values (F), uncorrected degrees

of freedom (df) and corrected p-values (p) are reported throughout; uncorrected p-

values (punc.) are reported where appropriate.

Additionally, to assess the contribution of anxiety and depression, hyperacusis and

tinnitus distress we performed an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with the respec-

tive HQ, HADS and THI questionnaire scores as separate covariates. Covariates

were orthogonalised with respect to the group factor.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Behavior

As shown in Figure 4.3A, task performance was high for all subjects. The mean

percentage of correct responses was above 85% for each combination of modality
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and condition, for the tinnitus and the control group. The ANOVA revealed a highly

significant dependence upon the factor condition (F(3, 96) = 18.13, p = 1.41 × 10-7),

but not upon the factor group (F(1, 32) = 1.33, p = 0.26) or modality (F(3, 96) = 1.80, p =

0.17). Since the interactions between factors were not significant (p > 0.25), results

were averaged over the non-significant factor modality, and the two groups were

combined into one group. FDR-corrected paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were

calculated for all pairs of conditions. Responses to the discordant letter condition

Figure 4.3 Behavioral outcomes. Boxplots show the distribution of the individual subjects’
performance (A) (i.e., percentage correct detection of ’same’ or ’different’ stimuli) and reac-
tion times of the correct responses (B), comparing the various task conditions, and groups.
The control and tinnitus group are presented in white and black boxes, respectively.
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were lowest. Significant differences were found for the pairs: No-Distractor vs.

Discordant (punc. = 5.77 × 10-6), Concordant vs. Discordant (punc. = 3.22 × 10-7),

and Non-Letter vs. Discordant (punc. = 1.71 × 10-6).

Reaction times (RT) are shown in Figure 4.3B. The ANOVA revealed a significant

dependence upon the factor modality (F(3, 96) = 24.91, p = 3.64 × 10-8), condition

(F(3, 96) = 6.32, p = 0.001), and the interaction modality × condition (F(9, 288) = 3.04,

p = 0.02). No significant dependence was found upon the factor group (F(1, 32) =

0.23, p = 0.64) nor its interaction with the other factors (p > 0.32). For both groups

we observed that the RTs were higher during the three auditory runs than during

the visual run. The average RTs, for each condition, were all below 480 ms for the

V runs and all above 500 ms for the auditory runs.

The differences due to the modality factor were likely dominated by the intrinsic

response time differences between the visual and the auditory modalities. Addition-

ally, systematic inter-subject response variability occurred. In order to account for

this, we ran a reduced ANOVA on the ratios of the RTs to each of the Concordant,

Discordant, and Non-Letter conditions relative to the No-Distractor condition, in-

cluding factors for group (2 levels: Control, Tinnitus), modality (4 levels: L, R, A, V),

and condition (3 levels: Concordant, Discordant, Non-Letter ) with two streams. This

model tests for increases/decreases in the RTs due to the presence of distractors

only, focusing on the outcomes of conditions with two streams only. This ANOVA

revealed only a significant dependence upon the factor modality (F(3, 96) = 3.74, p

= 0.02) and condition (F(2, 64) = 9.90, p = 3.0 × 10-4). The interaction modality

× condition was borderline significant (p = 0.05). When again the results were av-

eraged over the factor modality and the two groups were combined into one group,

FDR-corrected paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests showed differences between the

following pairs of conditions: Concordant vs. Discordant (punc. = 3.98 ± 10-4), and

Non-Letter vs. Discordant (punc. = 6.77 ± 10-5). When results were similarly aver-

aged over the factor condition instead of modality, significant differences were found

for the following pairs of modalities: L vs. A (punc. = 0.002), and R vs. A (punc. =

0.004). The Discordant conditions showed the relatively slowest RTs (compared to

Concordant or Non-Letter conditions), and the auditory conditions with visual dis-

tractors showed the relatively fastest RTs (compared to the auditory conditions with

auditory distractors).
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We performed separate ANCOVAs to assess the effect of anxiety and depression

(HADS), hyperacusis (HQ), and tinnitus-related distress (THI) on performance. The

ANCOVAS showed that there was no significant main effect of the covariates HADS

(p = 0.15) or HQ (p = 0.51) on performance. However, their interactions with the

factor modality were significant: HADS × modality (F(3,93) = 7.68, p = 5.0 × 10-4)

and HQ × modality (F(3,93) = 3.0, p = 0.05). The effect of THI was significant (F(1, 31)

= 6.48, p = 0.02): larger orthogonalized THI corresponded with worse performance.

For the RT, the ANCOVAS showed that there was no significant main effect of the

covariates HADS (p = 0.88), HQ (p = 0.53) or THI (p = 0.64). However, their in-

teractions with the factor modality and condition were significant: HADS × modality

× condition (F(9,279) = 3.16, p = 0.009), HQ × modality × condition (F(9,279) = 3.0, p

= 0.05), and THI × modality × condition (F(9,279) = 4.78, p = 2.0 × 10-4).

4.4.2 fMRI contrasts

Figure 4.4A shows the activation and deactivation patterns resulting from averag-

ing all combinations of conditions and modalities, relative to baseline. The control

and tinnitus group patterns are presented separately. Control group (de)activations

were found in various locations comprising several brain networks: task-positive

(BA6) and task-negative (DMN); sensory auditory (LAC and RAC) and visual (PVC).

Furthermore, responses relative to baseline were found in the intraparietal cortex,

the bilateral anterior insula, Broca’s area and its contralateral homologue, left puta-

men and various sub-regions in the cerebellum (lobules V, VI, VIIa/Crus I, VIIb, and

VIIIa in the vermis). Tinnitus subjects showed (de)activation in similar locations, but

typically less extensively and less significantly so, partly due to the smaller group

size. Direct group comparisons were performed but did not result in significant dif-

ferences, in any region, for this overall mean contrast (not shown).

Additionally, an omnibus F-test on all twenty conditions each separately averaged

across groups is presented in Figure 4.4B. This test detects areas with any acti-

vation in response to any condition. Activation was found in essentially the same

regions as the ones in Figure 4.4A, and also in the secondary visual cortex (SVC)

and the thalamus. The various ROIs that were defined based on this functional

result are illustrated in Figure 4.4C (see also the supplementary material for the
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Figure 4.4 A Average activation (deactivation) to all conditions relative to baseline, for the
control and tinnitus groups separately. Activation and deactivation t-maps were each thresh-
olded at a confidence level p < 0.025 (FWE-corrected) and cluster size of 50 voxels. Hot
(cold) colors refer to increased (decreased) signals. B Activation and deactivation to all
conditions relative to baseline according to an omnibus F-test, averaged over groups. Ac-
tivation clusters were clearly observed in several regions comprising various recognizable
brain networks. Activation was thresholded at a confidence level p < 0.001 (FWE-corrected)
and cluster size of 100 voxels. C Functional ROIs were based on the F-map (Figure 4.4B).
All slices were overlaid on the SPM canonical single-subject template. L: left; R: right.
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additionally defined ROIs).

Group-level activation to passive listening or viewing (No-Task ), contrasted against

baseline (rest, no stimuli), for the L, R, A and V presentations, and for the control

and tinnitus group, is shown in Figure 4.5A.

For the L, R and A control group contrasts there was bilateral activation in the au-

ditory cortex, comprising regions of the primary and secondary auditory cortices.

The L and R monaural auditory contrasts showed stronger activation in the hemi-

sphere contralateral to the attended ear. For the tinnitus group, the monaural R

auditory contrast showed unilateral activation in the left auditory cortex, with bilat-

eral activation showing up only at more lenient thresholds (punc. < 0.001). Addition-

ally, deactivation in the primary visual cortex, in the cuneus, was observed during

monaural right stimulation for the control but not for the tinnitus group (not even at

more lenient thresholds).

Both groups showed bilateral activation with no no evidence for a preferred lateral-

ization in the binaural contrast. In the V contrast, activation in the secondary visual

cortices (V3, V4) was observed. Bilateral activation was found for the control group,

yet the tinnitus group showed unilateral activation in the left hemisphere, with bilat-

eral activation showing up only at more lenient thresholds (punc. < 0.001).

Although these SPMs suggest differences between the control and the tinnitus

groups, direct comparisons across both groups did not result in any significant differ-

ences for these passive stimulation contrasts (not shown), suggesting that apparent

differences are due to unequal group sizes.

Additionally the effect of the task-irrelevant stimuli presented during task-performance

was assessed, for the control and tinnitus group. Contrasts were made for the av-

erage of the three distractor conditions (Concordant, Discordant, and Non-Letter )

against the condition without any task-irrelevant stream (No-Distractor ), for the L,

R, A, and V modality presentations separately (Figure 4.5B). During the unimodal

sessions, exclusively unilateral activation in the auditory cortex was found in the

cortex ipsilateral to the attended ear (i.e., contralateral to the distractor presenta-

tion’s ear), and only failed to reach significance in the tinnitus group for distractor

presentations in the right ear (L runs). At more lenient thresholds (punc. < 0.001) the

pattern becomes slightly bilateral for the R runs in both groups.
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Figure 4.5 A Activation (deactivation) for the passive condition (No-Task ) relative to the
baseline for the unimodal left (L) and right (R) runs, and the bimodal auditory (A) and
the visual (V) runs. B Activation (deactivation) for the averaged distractor effect relative
to the task condition (1/3 ± (Concordant + Discordant + Non-Letter ) vs. No-Distractor )
when attending the left (L) and right (R), and the auditory (A) and visual (V) modalities. All
activation and deactivation images were thresholded at a confidence level p < 0.025 (FWE-
corrected) and minimum cluster size of 50 voxels. Activations of nine adjacent slices were
projected and overlaid over the SPM canonical single-subject template. Hot (cold) colors
refer to increased (decreased) signals. L: left; R: right.
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For the bimodal session, bilateral activation was observed in the sensory cortex

receptive to the type of task-irrelevant stimuli for both groups. Visual distractors

evoked bilateral activation in the secondary visual cortices, which sightly extended

to the superior parietal areas. The binaural auditory distractor evoked bilateral re-

sponses in the primary and secondary auditory cortices.

Direct comparisons between both groups were performed but did not result in any

significant differences for these distractor stimulation contrasts (not shown).

4.4.3 ROIs

The BOLD percentage signal change in the functionally defined ROIs (see Figure

4.4C) is presented in Figure 4.6 by means of boxplots, for the control and tinnitus

groups and for each combination of modality and condition in the unimodal and

bimodal sessions (see also the supplementary materials for the additional ROIs).

Table 4.2 additionally gives an overview of the significance of the factors group,

modality and condition, and their interactions, for each of the displayed ROIs ac-

cording to the repeated-measures ANOVAs. Note that although the results are

bound to show effects related to modality or condition, given that the ROIs were

defined based on an omnibus F-test testing for such effects, our ROI definition cri-

teria averaged across groups and therefore did not induce any bias towards group

differences, which we consider the primary effects of interest in this report.

For the ROIs LAC, RAC and SVC, the pattern of activation well agreed with the

voxel-wise t-tests shown in Figures 4.4-4.5. These sensory ROIs did not respond to

conditions that did not include sensory stimuli to which they are canonically related.

The ANOVAs revealed a highly significant effect of both condition and modality, as

well as their interaction (p < 10-5). Post-hoc tests resulted in no significant difference

between groups for any particular combination of modality and condition, for LAC

and RAC (p > 0.18). For SVC the Concordant and No-Letter conditions in the R

runs were significantly different across groups (punc. < 0.007), but this effect did not

survive FDR-correction for multiple comparisons.

The PVC ROI exhibited a general deactivation pattern relative to the baseline. For

most conditions this was true for the control group, however the tinnitus group
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Figure 4.6 Please read on the next page.
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Figure 4.6 BOLD percentage signal change relative to baseline for the selected ROIs. For
each subject, the mean fitted responses of all voxels, for each ROI, were determined. The
box plots present the ROI means distribution and respective median, for the attend left (L)
and right (R) ear, and auditory (A) and visual (V) modality conditions. The control and tin-
nitus group are presented in white and black boxes, respectively. Pairwise group contrasts
were assessed by means of FDR-corrected Wilcoxon rank-sum tests. +: punc. < 0.05; *: p
≤ 0.05; **: p ≤ 0.01.

showed weaker signs for deactivation. The PVC ROI resulted in a strong significant

effect of group (F(1, 32) = 11.47, p = 0.002), modality (F(3, 96) = 12.13, p = 1.76 ×
10-5), condition (F(4, 128) = 4.34, p = 0.02) and their interaction modality × condition

(F(12, 384) = 6.34, p = 2.43 × 10-6) (Table 4.2). The Non-Letter condition was signif-

icantly different between groups for presentations in all modalities (L, R, A, V). The

No-Task condition in the L runs and the Concordant condition in the R runs were

significantly different between groups. The No-Distractor and Concordant condi-

tions in the V runs were borderline significant (p < 0.05). Finally, the Discordant

conditions in the L and in the A runs were significantly different across groups but
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Table 4.2 Summary of the 3-way repeated-measures ANOVA for the
selected ROIs. Significance of the main factors groups (G), modality
(M), condition (C), as well as their interactions are shown. *: p <
0.05; **: p < 0.01; ***: p < 0.001; –: p ≥ 0.05.

ROI G M C G×M G×C M×C G×M×C

LAC – *** *** – – *** –
RAC – *** *** – – *** –
SVC – *** *** – – *** –
PVC ** *** * – – *** –
aIns * – *** – – – –
Vermis * * *** – – – –

did not survive FDR-correction for multiple comparisons.

The anterior insula shows a task-related pattern, with the task conditions exhibit-

ing stronger BOLD percentage signal change relative to the baseline than the No-

Task conditions, which did not deviate from baseline. Additionally the tinnitus group

shows a generally higher response than the control group. The ANOVA results for

the anterior insula show a significant effect of group (F(1, 32) = 5.78, p = 0.02) and

highly significant effect of condition (F(4, 128) = 50.14, p = 3.13 × 10-16). Post-hoc

tests resulted in significant difference between groups for the Non-Letter condition

in the R runs, which did not survive FDR-correction for multiple comparisons.

Similarly, the cerebellar vermis ROI shows a task-related pattern. Generally, the

task conditions exhibit stronger BOLD percentage signal change relative to the

baseline than the No-Task conditions. Additionally, the tinnitus group shows a gen-

erally higher response than the control group, which is particularly noticeable in the

L and R monaural runs, but also in the V runs. The ANOVA results for the vermis

show a significant effect of group (F(1, 32) = 4.46, p = 0.04), modality (F(3, 96) = 3.41,

p = 0.03) and highly significant effect of condition (F(4, 128) = 53.0, p = 1.53 × 10-13).

Differences were found for the group comparisons of the following conditions: No-

Distractor and Discordant in the L runs, and Concordant and Non-Letter in the R

runs, but these did not survive FDR-correction.

The ANCOVAs showed that there was no significant main effect of the HADS (p ≥
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0.08), HQ (p ≥ 0.49) or THI (p ≥ 0.09) on any of the ROIs. However, for the PVC

ROI the interaction THI × condition showed significance for the PVC (F(4, 124) = 3.5,

p = 0.03), and the Vermis (F(4, 124) = 3.83, p = 0.03).

The additionally defined ROIs presented in the supplementary material – BA6,

DMN, Thalamus, Broca, lPutamen and Cerebellum – did not show significant sta-

tistical group differences, and were not studied further.

4.5 Discussion

We employed a unimodal or bimodal 1-back task with simultaneous presentation

of task-irrelevant stimuli to study attentional and cognitive aspects of tinnitus. No

significant group differences were found for the subjects’ performance or reaction

times. The general average activation pattern comprised brain systems like the

motor, the sensory auditory and visual, the attentional, the task-negative default

mode, and the salience networks, but performance decreased with increasing tin-

nitus severity (THI). Although no group differences were found in the canonical at-

tentional regions like the frontoparietal or frontotemporal networks, BOLD percent-

age signal changes were statistically different for various other brain regions. The

anterior insula and the vermis of the cerebellum showed significantly stronger task-

evoked activation in the tinnitus group when compared to the controls. Furthermore,

the fMRI signal in primary visual cortex decreased significantly less in the tinnitus

group than in the control group. Our results are in favor of an involvement of various

networks in tinnitus, in particular the salience and visual networks.

4.5.1 Behavior

No significant behavioral differences were found between groups for the tasks em-

ployed in the present study. We found differences concerning the different condi-

tions, indicating that the task difficulty was effectively manipulated across condi-

tions. Moreover, the RTs indicated a modality difference between the binaural (A)

and monaural tasks (L and R). This suggests that binaural presentations were more

advantageous than the monaural ones, or that it was easier to ignore distractors on
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a different modality than when the distractors were presented to the same modality,

or both.

Based on previous findings we would expect the tinnitus group to show impaired

behavioral outcomes when compared to the control group, in the most difficult con-

ditions (Rossiter et al., 2006; Stevens et al., 2007). On the other hand, Nieschalk

et al. (1998) have reported that RTs were shorter for tinnitus patients, compared to

controls. Husain et al. (2011) did not find behavioral differences between tinnitus

and control subjects in a discrimination task. One possible explanation for the lack

of behavioral differences in our study is that our task was not difficult enough. Nev-

ertheless, the task required a state of focused and sustained attention to properly

distinguish the two task-relevant and task-irrelevant streams, and based on sub-

jects’ reports it was our impression that the task was not easy.

Future research should assess other variables such as cognitive fatigue, which keep

subjects from attaining their optimal performance (Holtzer et al., 2011). Although

our behavioral data are not in favor of a cognitive impairment, neural differences

were present. For instance, the task-related activation in the aIns and Vermis were

elevated in tinnitus subjects compared to controls. This suggests that tinnitus sub-

jects employ compensatory strategies to restore their performance to normal levels.

4.5.2 fMRI

The average pattern of activation and deactivation for all conditions relative to base-

line was very similar between groups, and largely reflected the nature of the stimuli

and task employed. A few regions emerged less significantly and were less exten-

sive for the tinnitus group. This was the case for motor and parietal regions that had

positive responses relative to the baseline. The same occurred in regions compris-

ing the default mode network, which were less strongly deactivated in the tinnitus

group, and for the deactivation of the primary visual area that was not present in

the tinnitus group SPM pattern. These differences are likely caused by the unequal

group sizes, given that direct contrasts between groups revealed no voxel-wise dif-

ferences. To further investigate this in a more sensitive manner, we next performed

direct contrasts between groups in a ROI analysis.
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4.5.3 Auditory responses

In the unimodal session, passive listening to sounds presented to one ear resulted

in bilateral responses in the auditory cortex, which were stronger in the contralateral

side of stimulus presentation. The distractors task-irrelevant stimulus responses

were exclusively contralateral.

Direct comparisons between groups did not result in statistically significant differ-

ences. Previous studies have presented the auditory cortex as a necessary core-

network region involved in tinnitus (De Ridder et al., 2014). Several previous neu-

roimaging studies showed increased activity in the auditory cortex (Arnold et al.,

1996; Mirz et al., 1999), suggesting that failure to habituate to tinnitus would lead

to cortical reorganization as a response to the continuous phantom sound process-

ing. However, other studies have shown that in the absence of notable hearing loss

reorganization is not required in tinnitus (Langers et al., 2012). This suggests that

hyperactivity related to cortical reorganization is dependent on hearing loss. More-

over, it suggests that in the absence of hearing loss, as is the case in the present

study, tinnitus-related cortical reorganization may not be present.

Andersson et al. (2006) have shown that it is possible for tinnitus sufferers to mod-

ulate auditory cortex activity by suppressing thoughts about tinnitus while engaged

in a cognitive task, suggesting that cognitive distraction can modulate tinnitus con-

sciousness and awareness. The task employed in the present study required high

sustained attention in order to successfully cope with the distractors. If elevated

auditory cortex activation is a marker for tinnitus then our task appears efficient in

distracting the auditory cortex from the tinnitus percept, causing responses to be

similar to those of the control group.

4.5.4 Visual responses

The secondary visual cortex, which was responding to the visual stimuli, revealed

no significant group differences. Yet, the primary visual cortex (PVC) showed high

statistical differences between groups. For the tinnitus group, the PVC BOLD per-

centage signal change relative to the baseline was less negative for various condi-

tions across all modalities. These results suggest that tinnitus interferes with non-
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auditory sensory systems.

Various non-human studies have shown anatomical evidence for direct projections

from the auditory to primary visual regions (Falchier et al., 2002; Rockland and

Ojima, 2003; Clavagnier et al., 2004; Hall and Lomber, 2008; Campi et al., 2010).

Functionally, cross-modal interactions have been reported to exist between the au-

ditory and visual areas, in particular negative visual responses to auditory stimulus

presentations (Cate et al., 2009; Weissman et al., 2004; Johnson and Zatorre,

2005; Mozolic et al., 2008; Hairston et al., 2008; Amaral and Langers, 2013). In the

studies where subjects had to perform a task, these visual responses have often

been explained in terms of a limited pool of attentional resources, which have to

be efficiently allocated to the relevant auditory modality. However, Laurienti et al.

(2002) and Amaral and Langers (2013) have shown that passive auditory stimula-

tion is enough to induce signal decreases in the visual cortex. Additionally, recent

work has shown that auditory cortex responses to passive auditory stimulation re-

cruits local inhibitory circuitry within the PVC (Iurilli et al., 2012), suggesting the

existence of stimulus-driven inhibitory audio-visual interactions.

In agreement with our study, recent resting state studies suggest tinnitus-related

audio-visual cross-modal interactions: fMRI connectivity studies showed the exis-

tence of negative auditory-visual cortex correlations (Burton et al., 2012), or de-

creased connectivity in the auditory-occipital regions (Maudoux et al., 2012), in tin-

nitus patients; in an EEG study, Vanneste et al., (2013) showed decreased activity

in the PVC, in tinnitus patients and subjects with more complex auditory percepts

(musical hallucinosis). Tinnitus might induce responses in the PVC analogous to

auditory percepts caused by auditory stimulus presentations (Laurienti et al, 2002;

Amaral and Langers 2013). Our results are in agreement with this explanation:

they suggest that tinnitus subjects show permanently decreased PVC activity due

to the tinnitus presence, when compared to controls. Because this would happen

even during the baseline condition in our experiment, the contrast with the condi-

tions that involve stimulus presentations would be decreased. Therefore, continu-

ous inhibitory responses in the PVC may be occurring as a response to the tinnitus

percept.
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4.5.5 Anterior insula responses

The BOLD signal change in the bilateral anterior insula was significantly higher for

the tinnitus group, when compared to the controls. In neuroimaging tinnitus studies

altered activation in the insula are commonly reported, but its role in tinnitus is still

not well understood.

It has been shown that the insula is more active in chronic tinnitus subjects than

in non-tinnitus controls (Mirz et al., 2000b; Moazami-Goudarzi et al., 2010), with a

particular involvement in tinnitus-related distress (Van der Loo et al., 2011; Leaver

et al., 2012). In the present study, the ANCOVA results did not result in signifi-

cant correlations between tinnitus distress, as measured by THI scores, and insula

ROI activation. Similarly, we found no significant correlations with the HADS score.

Although a possible role of tinnitus distress cannot be discarded, these results sug-

gest that neither tinnitus distress nor anxiety or depression (non-specific to tinnitus)

were responsible for the observed elevated activity in the insula.

The anterior insula has been shown to be implicated in conscious perception (Sadaghi-

ani et al., 2009), and subjective awareness of feelings and emotions (e.g. disgust,

sadness, anger, but also happiness) in relation to interoception (Damasio et al.,

2000; Craig 2002, 2003; Gu et al., 2013; Duerden et al., 2013). Tinnitus is a

phantom auditory percept, which causes permanent awareness of its presence in

chronic sufferers. It has been suggested that interoception and subjective emo-

tional state may have a role in tinnitus consciousness and awareness (De Ridder et

al., 2011).

The anterior insula has also been implicated in switching mechanisms involving

central executive and DMN networks (Sridharan et al., 2008). As part of the salience

network, the anterior insula was shown to be involved in top-down detection of

salient events (Medford and Critchley, 2010; Menon and Uddin, 2010), and volun-

tary and involuntary attention (Mayer et al., 2009; Touroutoglou et al., 2012). In

particular, the insula has been reported to play an important role in various auditory

processing functions, namely: sound detection and awareness, auditory attention,

integration of auditory and visual stimuli (for a review see Bamiou et al., 2003).

Rinne et al. (2009) showed insula activation in response to sounds during auditory

attention tasks or visual attention tasks with task-irrelevant auditory stimuli.
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Sadaghiani et al. (2009) proposed that the increased activity in the insula confers

salience to the tinnitus percept and subsequent continuous awareness. Another

study found increased connectivity between the insula and the auditory cortex, but

only in chronic tinnitus patients (Vanneste et al., 2011). The authors proposed that

this altered connective state is responsible for the continuous allocation of attention

to tinnitus. Using resting state fMRI, Burton et al. (2012) showed that the insula

is positively correlated with the auditory cortices, further supporting the idea that

insula interactions with the auditory sensory areas are altered in tinnitus patients.

Our task involved selective attention to the task-relevant stimuli, while controlling for

distractor stimuli, in order to minimize involuntary attention switches between task-

relevant and task-irrelevant stimuli. Since the insula showed a task-related activity

pattern for all runs, motor-related responses cannot be discarded. Yet, based on

the previously cited studies it is likely the insula was mainly implicated in stimulus

awareness and attentional processes involved in our task, for all subjects. In the

case of the tinnitus subjects the insula may have been additionally involved in the

permanent awareness of the phantom sound, and in attentional switches between

tinnitus and stimuli.

4.5.6 Cerebellum responses

Cerebellum responses were not significantly different between the two groups. How-

ever, we found that the observed responses located in the vermis were significantly

stronger for the tinnitus subjects in comparison to the control group.

The cerebellum has been traditionally viewed as a motor control area. An accu-

mulating body of evidence shows that it is additionally involved in cognitive func-

tions and emotion, independent of motor control (Allen et al., 1997; Le et al., 1998;

Hautzel et al., 2009; Schmahmann, 2010; Thürling et al., 2012). Furthermore, the

cerebellum has been implicated in the detection of incoming auditory stimuli (Par-

sons et al., 2009) and auditory attention (Salmi et al., 2007, 2009). Additionally,

various studies have suggested that distinct areas of the cerebellum subserve dis-

tinct functions. The anterior lobe (lobules I-VI and VII) is motor related; the posterior

lobe and essentially lobules VI-VII are cognitive and affective related (Stoodley and

Schmahmann, 2009, 2010; Schmahmann, 2010). The vermis located in the pos-
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terior lobe was proposed to be particularly involved in affective functions (Turner

et al., 2007; Tavano et al., 2007; Stoodley and Schahmann, 2010), and has been

called the “limbic cerebellum” (Turner et al., 2007).

The cerebellum has been quite consistently reported in neuroimaging studies, how-

ever its role in tinnitus is currently not known. Shulman and Strashun (1999) have

proposed that the cerebellum has a direct role in the descending auditory pathway,

in the processing of auditory information in general, and in tinnitus in particular. In

tinnitus studies, reports of response differences in the cerebellum are not always

referring to the same location. In animal studies, it was showed that the parafloc-

culus presents elevated activity in tinnitus (Brozoski et al., 2007), and it is sufficient

as a generator of tinnitus (Bauer et al., 2013). In human fMRI, Boyen et al. (2014)

showed tinnitus-related stronger activation using a detection task in subjects with

hearing loss presumably laterally in the anterior lobe. Except for Lanting et al.

(2014), who showed differences in the vermis of the cerebellum as well, these re-

ported locations do not greatly overlap ours. These differences may be related to

the nature of the tasks involved.

Because the pattern of activation in our ROI behaves as task-related, we cannot

discard motor-related responses. Our experimental paradigm does not allow us

to disentangle cognition from motor function. In a recent review, De Ridder et al.

(2014) has proposed that different aspects of tinnitus would differently recruit dis-

tinct networks linked to a tinnitus network-core. We extend this idea to the cerebel-

lum, within which distinct areas might happen to be recruited based on the different

aspects of tinnitus.

4.6 Conclusion

The present study showed significant response differences in distinct regions in-

volved in various networks across the brain. Particularly, regions in sensory and

salience networks in the brain were found to be modulated by attention and tinnitus.

This is consistent with previous studies, which showed the involvement of these

networks in the generation, management and awareness of tinnitus, through atten-

tional control mechanisms. It is also consistent with a recently proposed integrative
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model suggesting that the tinnitus percept emerges as a consequence of the con-

nections among networks that are simultaneously recruited by the brain (De Ridder

et al., 2014).
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Supplementary figure BOLD percentage signal change relative to baseline for the se-
lected supplementary ROIs: motor Brodmann area 6 (BA6), default mode network (DMN),
Broca area (Broca), left putamen (lPutamen), thalamus (Thalamus) and cerebellum region
(Cerebellum). For each subject, the mean fitted responses of all voxels, for each ROI, were
determined. The box plots present the ROI means distribution and respective median, for
the attend left (L) and right (R) ear, and auditory (A) and visual (V) modality conditions. The
control and tinnitus group are presented in white and black boxes, respectively.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

5.1 Summary

This thesis, provides a comparison of brain responses to distinct task-relevant and

task-irrelevant stimulus streams, under various attended and unattended condi-

tions. Functional MRI BOLD signal changes and behavioral responses were mea-

sured during the performance of a 1-back task, with simultaneous presentation of

irrelevant stimuli. In particular, this thesis focused on the responses to auditory

and visual task-irrelevant stimulation, in the absence and presence of the phantom

auditory percept known as tinnitus.

In Chapter 2, a comparison was made between the effects of auditory task-irrelevant

sounds under various conditions, specially the monotic passive stimulation (No-

Task ) and the distractor conditions under dichotic stimulation, with one attended

and one unattended ear (Concordant, Discordant, Non-Letter ).

In Chapter 3, the previous study was extended to cross-modal interactions in rela-

tion to task-irrelevant audio-visual stimulation. Response modulation in the sensory

cortices of the unattended modality was investigated.

Chapter 4 attempted to further extend the study of task-irrelevant sounds in the

presence of the auditory percept known as tinnitus. This study employed the same

tasks used in Chapters 2-3 and compared brain responses between two subjects’

groups – one constantly experiencing tinnitus and a control group with no tinnitus –

to address interactions with the tinnitus percept.

Next, the main results obtained in the previous chapters will be integrated and dis-

cussed in relation to the literature.

5.2 Auditory responses to task-irrelevant stimuli

Consistent with previous research, it was shown that responses to passive monotic

stimulation are bilateral in the auditory cortex, and stronger on the contralateral side

of stimulation (Chapter 2). Furthermore, responses to passive binaural stimulation

were bilateral in the auditory cortex, showing no evidence for response lateralization

(Chapter 3).
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In addition to the passive stimulation conditions, the present study employed vari-

ous conditions that were hypothesized to represent distinct levels of difficulty. These

conditions were characterized by task-performance and the presence of task-irrelevant

streams, which could interfere with the task-relevant streams.

In Chapter 2, apart from the passive (No-Task ) and monotic task (No-Distractor )

conditions, subjects were required to directed their attention to one ear and perform

the task with the stimuli presented to that ear, while in the other ear the presented

task-irrelevant stimuli had to the ignored. In this context, it was shown that the audi-

tory cortex responses to unattended stimuli were unilateral. Responses were found

exclusively in the hemisphere contralateral to the side of the task-irrelevant stim-

ulus presentations. In other words, the additional presentation of a task-irrelevant

stream did not result in significant stronger responses in the hemisphere ipsilateral

to the side of task-irrelevant stimulus presentations.

Previous studies have proposed the existence of suppressive binaural interaction,

when comparing left or right monotic with dichotic stimulations (e.g. Fujiki et al.,

2002; Kaneko et al., 2003). In particular, it has been shown that the ipsilateral

responses are suppressed during dichotic stimulation (Fujiki et al., 2002). These

authors have proposed the existence of an inhibitory mechanism during the pro-

cessing of distinct competing auditory streams, causing the stronger contralateral

pathway to suppress the ipsilateral pathway. The results obtained in the present

study (Chapter 2) suggest that the responses in the hemisphere contralateral to the

attended ear may have suppressed the responses in the hemisphere ipsilateral to

the ’irrelevant ear’, the ear that was presented with task-irrelevant stimuli.

Binaural interaction has been shown in passive listening studies, suggesting that

bottom-up processes alone are sufficient to observe the phenomenon. However,

previous studies have shown that attention elevates the level of activation in con-

tralateral ear (Alho et al., 1999; Jäncke et al., 2001), indicating that attention modu-

lates the interaction responses, and that its effects may be lateralized. In Chapter 2,

it was shown that distinct task-irrelevant streams elicit distinct response patterns in

the auditory cortex contralateral to the side of the task-irrelevant stimulus presenta-

tions, that is the hemisphere ipsilateral to the attended ear. These results indicated

that the ipsilateral responses attributable to the attended ear stream were modu-
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lated by attention, or that the contralateral responses attributable to the supposedly

unattended ear stream can also exhibit attentional effects, or a combination of both.

To better understand task-irrelevant processing, a comparison between the re-

sponses to a task-irrelevant stream in the presence of a task-relevant stream, and

the responses to a monotic stream in a passive listening condition, were performed.

The monotic passive listening showed stronger bilateral responses than the monau-

rally presented distractor stream. Again, this result strongly indicated the existence

of suppressive mechanisms involving the auditory pathways. It has been shown,

the existence of auditory cortex response suppression to unattended auditory stim-

uli (irrelevant speech) during a silent arithmetic task (Ghatan et al., 1998), a result

that can be interpreted as an effect of higher order top-down inhibitory modula-

tion. Furthermore, it also suggests that the suppression mechanism of unattended

auditory stimuli may be independent of attentional enhancement mechanisms.

In Chapter 3, responses to the auditory unattended streams presented during vi-

sual task performance were bilateral in the auditory cortex. These responses to

the unattended auditory streams were not significantly different from the binaural

passive responses. In Chapter 3 no evidence of response suppression or response

modulation due to the auditory distractor was found in the auditory cortex, during the

visual task performance. Although, in both experiments (Chapters 2 and 3) the task

irrelevant stimuli are shown to be processed, response modulation in the auditory

cortex is less strongly present during the bimodal task (cross-modal interactions)

than during the unimodal task (within modality interactions).

5.3 Visual responses to task-irrelevant stimuli

In Chapter 3, it was shown that visual cortex responses to visual task-irrelevant

stimuli were modulated during auditory task performance. Differences between

primary (PVC) and secondary (SVC) visual cortices were observed.

In the Chapters 2-3, it was shown PVC response suppression to the auditory stim-

uli, whether these were monotically or dichotically presented. These results indicate

the existence of cross-modal interactions in the PVC during the monotic and the di-

chotic auditory conditions, without visual stimulation. In the A runs, during the Non-
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Letter visual distractor conditions, the PVC exhibited response suppression similar

to the auditory conditions with no visual stimulus presentation. Yet, the letter dis-

tractor conditions (Concordant or Discordant) seemed to have inhibited similar PVC

response suppression, suggesting that the PVC responded to distractor category.

PVC is known to be a feature sensitive region (Dragoi et al., 2002). In Chapters 2-3,

it was shown that the PVC not only responded to the visual distractors, but also that

it was able to distinguish and select distinct features of the unattended stimuli. The

PVC showed no significant differences between the two letter distractor conditions

(Concordant or Discordant). However, responses to the letter distractors were dif-

ferent from the Non-Letter distractor responses. Possibly, the non-letter visual sym-

bols did not share enough features with the task-relevant letters, allowing the PVC

to categorize and separate stimuli into two groups – letters and non-letters. This

indicates that the PVC responded to the task-relevant stimulus category – letters –

and that it was able to suppress the non-letter stimulus category. It further suggests

that the PVC responses were modulated by top-down processes, in agreement with

previous work showing that the PVC is affected by higher order selective attention

effects (Motter, 1993). Additionally, the SVC responses to the Concordant dis-

tractors were significantly different from the responses to Discordant or Non-Letter

distractors. It was proposed that an integration mechanism between the visual letter

and the correspondent letter utterance occurred during the Concordant conditions,

since the auditory and the visual stimuli could be reliably integrated into one percept

Previous, research done in rhesus monkey have shown that attentional mecha-

nisms, in the visual domain, operate in a “backward” fashion – from higher order

to early visual areas (Buffalo et al., 2010). Additionally, evidence of an existing

saliency map hierarchy was shown by Melloni et al. (2012). This study showed

that bottom-up saliency and top-down control converge in higher visual areas, while

pure stimulus driven response saliency is present in the PVC. In Chapter 3, SVC re-

sponses to the task-irrelevant Non-Letter and Discordant stimuli were weaker than

the responses to Concordant (behaviorally relevant) stimuli. This agrees with pre-

vious lesion studies in monkeys showing the involvement of the region V4, in the

extrastriate, in distractor suppression (DeWeerd et al., 1999; Buffalo et al., 2005).

Although during the A runs attention was directed to the auditory domain, visual
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stimuli was concurrently processed. Also, there was a condition where the infor-

mation conveyed by the visual irrelevant stimuli could be considered relevant (Con-

cordant), and subjects’ attention and awareness could be directed to the irrelevant

(but concordant) visual stimuli. It is possible the SVC ‘communicated’ to PVC that

all letters were task-relevant stimuli, irrespective of concordance, causing the PVC

not show attentional suppression of letter stimuli. Therefore, the PVC could have

functioned as a first filter (possibly feature based) controlled by the SVC, which in

its turn was still responding to stimuli but largely distinguishing the relevant from the

irrelevant stimuli.

5.4 Auditory phantom percept responses

Chapter 4 was dedicated to the study of tinnitus seen as a distractor auditory per-

cept. BOLD responses were measured during task-performance, for the two exper-

imental groups – a tinnitus group and a control group without tinnitus.

Unlike what has been previously suggested, no evidence of attention deficit or cog-

nitive processing in tinnitus as mensurable by behavioral outcomes was observed.

In fact, tinnitus subjects exhibited behavioral scores (performance and reaction

times) that were not significantly different from the control subjects, for all task-

conditions. It cannot be discarded that other factors may have played an important

role, such as cognitive fatigue. Cognitive fatigue often has a deleterious effect in

performance, however this could have been compensated by effort, since tinnitus

subjects showed evidence of strong engagement and motivation in participating in

the experiment. Nevertheless, the employed methods were not sensitive to evaluate

fatigue or effort. This assessment should imply evaluation by means of dedicated

questionnaires and other cognitive tasks. However, in Chapter 4 neural differences

between groups were shown to be present, suggesting that tinnitus interference

may cause subjects to engage in distinct strategies in order to keep good perfor-

mance.

Higher tinnitus-related auditory cortex activity have been reported by various previ-

ous research. PET studies have shown stronger resting state activity in the audi-

tory cortex, for the tinnitus group when compared to controls (Arnold et al., 1996).
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Additionally, Mirz et al. (1999) compared a tinnitus group under masked (tinnitus

suppression) and unmasked (habitual tinnitus sensation) conditions, which resulted

in stronger activation in the auditory cortex in the unmasked condition, suggesting

this was caused by the tinnitus sensation. Other studies showed that salicylate in-

duced tinnitus results in response enhancement in the auditory cortex (Eggermont

and Roberts 2004; Salvi et al 2000, Sun et al., 2009). However, it has been pro-

posed that these responses may be related to hyperacusis (Sun et al., 2009, Turner

and Parrish 2008; Yang et al., 2007, Sun et al, 2012). Although, Gu et al. (2010)

have suggested that increased BOLD responses in the primary auditory cortex can

be attributed to tinnitus only. In Chapter 4, the tinnitus group showed significantly

higher hyperacusis scores than the control group. However, auditory cortex re-

sponses were not significantly different, between the two groups. This may indicate

that either hyperacusis differences were not high enough to cause a significant dif-

ference at the neuronal level, or that hyperacusis is not enough to cause response

enhancement at the cortical level. Alternatively, one can leave open the possibility

that supramodal systems involving higher cognitive functions such as attention can

modulate cortical responses and tinnitus perception.

In fact, previous studies aiming to manipulate attention in tinnitus, have shown that

tinnitus loudness perception and concurrent brain responses can be modulated.

Using PET, Andersson et al. (2006) have shown that the perceived tinnitus loudness

as well as the cerebral blood flow in the auditory cortex decreased during “backward

counting” condition, when compared to “attend to tinnitus” condition. This study

showed that tinnitus percept can be suppressed under distractive conditions. In

Chapter 4, responses in the auditory cortex were not significantly different between

the tinnitus and the control groups. Assuming that tinnitus has necessarily an effect

in the auditory cortex, it is possible that the sustained attention state to the task

efficiently functioned as a cognitive distractor, causing a reduction of an eventual

stronger tinnitus-response in the auditory cortex.

Smaller negative responses in the primary visual cortex (PVC) were found in the

tinnitus group, when compared to controls. Similar PVC deactivation has been re-

ported in gaze-evoked tinnitus (GET) (van Gendt et al., 2012). In GET tinnitus

sufferers experience tinnitus or tinnitus modulation with lateral gaze. Yet, in GET

studies oculomotor related responses could not be discarded. In fact, it is known
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that the PVC is modulated by eye position (Weyand and Malpeli, 1993; Trotter and

Celebrini, 1999). In the present study, it is unlikely that oculomotor responses could

account for the PVC response differences: during the experiment subjects had their

focus fixed on the screen, in the direction of frontal gaze. In Chapters 2-3, it was pro-

posed that the PVC response suppression during the auditory tasks was attention-

related. Consistently, in Chapter 4, it is proposed that tinnitus constantly ‘demands’

attention and induces cross-modal responses analogous to environmental sound

stimuli.

In addition, when comparing brain responses in the presence (tinnitus group) and

absence (controls) of tinnitus, significant differences were found in non-sensory

areas. Stronger responses in the anterior insula and in the vermis of the cerebellum

were found in the tinnitus brain. Both these regions have been widely reported in

tinnitus studies.

As discussed in Chapter 4, the anterior insula has consistently been involved in

tinnitus, and is often linked to the emotional response and distress caused by tin-

nitus. However, the anterior insula plays a role in various brain functions, such as

conscious awareness (Sadaghiani et al., 2009) or attention in general (Mayer et al.,

2009; Touroutoglou et al., 2012). As presented in Chapter 1, the anterior insula be-

longs to the ventral attention network that is essentially devoted to the processing

of salient events (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). This is also true for saliency of

task-irrelevant stimulus presented in unattended locations (Indovina and Macaluso,

2007). Furthermore, the implication of the anterior insula in inhibitory modulation of

irrelevant auditory stimuli (Ghatan et al., 1998), cognitive control (Dosenbach et al.,

2006) and switching mechanisms (Sridharan et al., 2008) suggests that, in Chapter

4, the role of the anterior insula can be related to control of interference caused by

the task-irrelevant stimuli, and tinnitus in particular. Tinnitus may cause permanent

awareness and constant switching between the task-relevant stimuli and tinnitus

during task performance. This agrees with subjects’ complaints of poor concentra-

tion due to tinnitus. Furthermore, it agrees with the idea that the attentional system

is differently recruited in tinnitus. It has been proposed that the insula is a pivotal

area, where cognition, affective processing and action are integrated (Chang et al.,

2012). All these functions are implicated in tinnitus, which makes the insula a region

that can offer exciting possibilities for knowledge in future tinnitus research.
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The tinnitus group showed significant stronger responses in the vermis of the cere-

bellum, when compared to the control group. Previous studies have shown that the

cerebellum (Brozovski et al., 2007; Bauer et al., 2013, Boyen et al., 2014), and the

vermis in particular (Lanting et al., 2014), are involved in tinnitus. In a GET study,

Lockwood et al., 2001 also showed stronger responses in the vermis when con-

trasting lateral with central gaze, which might be related with oculomotor functions

that are know to involve the vermis (Yamada and Noda, 1987). The vermis has also

been involved affective functions (Turner et al., 2007; Tavano et al., 2007; Stoodley

and Schmahmann, 2010). In the present study, tinnitus-related distress and anxiety

showed no significant correlations with the vermis ROI activation. Therefore, there

is no evident reason to assume that different affective mechanisms were occurring

in tinnitus.

In general, the cerebellum seems to play a role in prediction and preparation for task

performance (for a review see Courchesne and Allen, 1997) and shifting attention

(Le et al., 1998). In particular, the vermis has been implicated in motor and in

cognitive functions (Ciesielski KT et al., 1994; Van Mier and Petersen, 2002; Tavano

and Borgatti, 2010). However, cerebellar connections with regions in the auditory

pathway have been reported: with the cochlea (Huang et al., 1982), with the inferior

colliculus and the auditory cortex (for a review see Huffman and Henson Jr., 1990).

Additionally, the cerebellum has been involved in auditory functions such as pitch

discrimination (Parsons et al., 2009; Petacchi et al., 2011) and auditory attention

(Salmi et al., 2009; Petacchi et al., 2005). In Chapter 4, it seems reasonable to

assume that the cerebellum was abnormally involved in tinnitus during attentional

functions related to task-performance.

Recently, a resting state study has suggested that the cerebellum comprised distinct

networks serving distinct functional roles (Dobromyslin et al., 2012). Since, various

cerebellum regions including the vermis were shown to be involved in various tin-

nitus forms and under diverse conditions, it is possible that distinct sub-regions in

the cerebellum respond to different aspects related to tinnitus. This agrees with De

Ridder et al. (2013) who proposed that different aspects of tinnitus might differently

recruit various distinct networks, which could be connected to a central network.
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5.5 Critical review and future directions

The following paragraphs provide a critical reflexion to be considered when set-

ting up follow-up studies. Three general categories will be contemplated: subjects’

groups, task and stimuli, experimental design/technique and data analysis.

5.5.1 Subjects’ groups

In the present thesis stringent match between the control and the tinnitus groups

was employed. This regarded age, hearing loss, psychological and psychiatric dis-

orders. A control for severe disabling conditions due to anxiety or depression was

also undertaken. Yet, other factors such as tinnitus severity and hyperacusis should

be given a careful thought in follow-up studies. As hearing loss, hyperacusis is a

comorbid factor in tinnitus, it is believed that to study attention in tinnitus this should

be concerned. A categorization of the different levels of hyperacusis could be of

help when trying to understand correlation with brain responses. The same applies

to tinnitus severity.

In addition, the inclusion of unilateral tinnitus groups can be of interest. This would

allow to address questions regarding the lateralization of phantom percepts. Fur-

thermore, the study of the interactions with ipsilateral, contralateral and bilateral

presentations of task-irrelevant stream responses would be possible to investigate.

The data presented in this thesis suggested the existence of attentional effects in

tinnitus, in the visual sensory areas. It would be useful for tinnitus research that

tinnitus questionnaires, often applied in the clinic could include questions regarding

various aspects of attention. More specifically, these questionnaires could contem-

plate attentional effects in non-auditory sensory areas, whether the tinnitus percept

can be modulated by focusing on challenging tasks, or if the modulation differs

whether the attention is directed to visual or to auditory stimuli. These reports are

subjective, however no more than the tinnitus itself. In the long term, subjects’ re-

ports can be useful when it comes to understand possible behavioral consequences

of tinnitus.
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5.5.2 Task and stimuli

Regarding task and stimuli, various other conditions could have been of interest.

In Chapter 2, the addition of a dichotic passive condition, would have allowed the

comparison of dichotic passive stream responses with dichotic condition, where one

stream was unattended (actively unattended, task-irrelevant) and the other attended

(task-relevant). This would address essentially the effect of the task-relevant stream

effect, assuming that the passive condition is an unattended condition.

The inclusion of a monotic and dichotic unattended stream under visual task might

be worth to explore in future studies, as an alternative to passive conditions. These

might not constitute a good control condition, regarding attention, since during pas-

sive listening with no behavioral report, subjects might opt to attend one particular

ear or stimulus. However, one should have in mind that cross-modal interactions

are to be expected in the visual areas (Chapter 3).

The inclusion of other stimulus types could be of interest. It cannot be discarded

that lateralization effects, likely due to the use of letters, occurred in Chapter 2,

since language tends to be mostly processed in the left hemisphere. Alternatively,

tones with concurrent presentation of simple shapes can be employed. The stimuli

used in this thesis comprised letters that allowed the possibility of having the same

information in both modalities, which could also have been achieved with numbers

or words. However, these would constitute more complex stimuli. When addressing

task-based cognitive approaches in tinnitus a careful though should be given to

the task-relevant employed stimuli. By using stimuli that could resemble subjects’

phantom percept these could be misunderstood by the tinnitus itself.

Although, differences between different conditions were found to be significant, sub-

jects performance was high for all conditions. To avoid possible ceiling effects, the

inclusion of conditions with higher difficulty should be considered. This can be

achieved by increasing the ‘n’ in the n-back task, yet having in mind that this will

increase working memory load. Alternatively, dual task designs could also be em-

ployed.
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5.5.3 Experimental design/technique

As discussed in the Introduction (Chapter 1), fMRI limitations are essentially re-

lated to the nature of the measured signal – the hemodynamic response is slow,

when compared to the neural response. In humans, except for a few rare and ex-

ceptional cases we are limited to indirect measurements of neural activity. In this

respect, a combination of fMRI and EEG techniques could be of great value. This

would combine the good spatial resolution provided by fMRI and the good tempo-

ral resolution provided by EEG. In addition, fMRI can be combined with transcranial

magnetic stimulation (TMS) methods, which have proven to be useful in establishing

the functional role of specific brain areas. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is able to

give information about brain networks and to assess questions related to structural

and functional connectivity.

5.5.4 Data analysis

The results showed in this thesis strongly suggest that various regions function as

hubs by connecting distinct brain systems, which are known to be involved in distinct

brain functions. Connectivity analysis, and in particular functional connectivity, can

be an excellent tool in the study of brain function, and future follow up research

would greatly benefit from such analysis. This can be undertaken by means of

various models such as dynamic causal modeling (DCM) or canonical correlation

analysis (CCA), among others.

5.6 Concluding remarks

The present thesis suggests that task-irrelevant stimulus processing is not restricted

to bottom-up processing. It was shown that cortical responses to task-irrelevant

stimuli can be modulated during task-performance with stimuli presented to the

same or to a different modality.

Although a comparison with task-irrelevant phantom percepts is not straightforward,

interactions with tinnitus auditory percept were addressed. Common mechanisms

do appear to be involved, particularly cross-modal interactions with the visual cor-
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tex. Additionally, it was shown the involvement of distinct brain systems, which

converge with those involved in cognition and attention. Based on the presented

results, it is proposed that tinnitus is persistently demanding for attention, compet-

ing for cognitive resources with task-performance and stimulus processing. Conse-

quently, the attentional baseline state in the tinnitus brain is not equivalent to that of

a non tinnitus brain.
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